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Abstract

The overall persistence, Pov, and the spatial range or long-range transport

potential, LRTP, are commonly used exposure-based indicators in the en¬

vironmental hazard identification of chemicals. In this work, the basic ap¬

proaches of multi-media fate models and the mathematical measures used to

quantify Pov and LRTP are investigated and discussed. Improved measures

of Pov and LRTP are developed.

To quantify Pov and LRTP, the temporal and spatial mass distributions

of a chemical in the environment are determined by using a multi-media fate

model. Then, a mathematical measure is used to compute a value of Pov

and LRTP from the corresponding distribution. These measures include the

equivalence width, the expected value, and the 95th percentile. To compare

several of these measures, the temporal and the spatial remote state measures

are introduced as reference points. They are defined as the expected value

of the mass distribution in the temporal or the spatial remote state. These

are the states of the model system long after or far-off the point of release.

They are independent of the release pattern and can be described by a single

exponential function. The remote state measures are suitable for quantifying

Pov and LRTP as hazard indicators because they are independent of the

release pattern and because they represent the potential temporal and spatial

scale of the environmental exposure caused by a chemical. Other measures,

e.g. the equivalence width, do depend on the release pattern and represent

the substance fate short after or near the point of release. However, some

of the currently used measures of Pov and LRTP are good surrogates of the

remote state measures. For Pov, the equivalence width captures the potential

temporal scale of exposure if it is computed for all possible single-media

release patterns and if the highest resulting value is used as Pov value. For

LRTP, the same maximization method can be applied to the characteristic

travel distance, the 95th percentile, and the expected value. However, this
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maximization method is not necessary if a model with coupled transport in

both air and water is used and if the LRTP is calculated as the 95th percentile

of the mass distribution in one of the transport media in conjunction with

single-medium release into the other transport medium.

An additional aspect of environmental distribution dynamics is inves¬

tigated in Chapter 6. The spatial distributions resulting from a typical

multi-media fate model are compared to the Junge relationship between the

variability and the lifetime of a trace gas in the troposphere. In general,

no unique or universal variability-lifetime relationship exists. However, a

general agreement is observed for volatile substances between the spatial dis¬

tributions obtained by a typical multi-media model and several empirical

variability-lifetime relationships. For semi-volatile substances with signifi¬

cant partitioning into water and soil, two hypotheses are generated which

predict their deviation from the variability-lifetime relationship. However,

these hypotheses could neither be confirmed or rejected because of the lack

of suitable monitoring data of persistent organochlorine substances. In order

to confirm the predictions of multi-media models for the spatial distribution

of semi-volatile organic substances with the help of the variability-lifetime

relationship, monitoring data are needed which contain consistent air con¬

centration data on both volatile and semi-volatile substances.
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Zusammenfassung

Persistenz Pov und räumliche Reichweite bzw. Ferntransportpotential LRTP

sind häufig benutzte expositionsbasierte Indikatoren für die Erkennung der

Umweltgefahren von Chemikalien. In dieser Arbeit werden die grundlegenden

Ansätze zur modellbasierten Quantifizierung von Pov und LRTP untersucht

und diskutiert. Dabei werden die bestehenden Maße von Pov und LRTP

weiterentwickelt.

Bei der Berechnung von Pov und LRTP werden Multimediamodelle des

Umweltverhaltens von Chemikalien benutzt, um deren zeitliche und räumliche

Verteilung in der Umwelt zu bestimmen. Daran anschließend wird mit Hilfe

eines mathematischen Maßes aus der jeweiligen Verteilungsfunktion der Wert

von Pov bzw. LRTP bestimmt. Solche Maße sind zum Beispiel die Aquiva¬

lenzbreite, der Erwartungswert und das 95. Perzentil. Das zeitliche und

das räumliche remote state Maß wird als Referenzpunkt für den Vergleich

dieser Maße eingeführt. Beide Maße werden als der Erwartungswert der

Verteilung im zeitlichen bzw. räumlichen remote state definiert. Diese sind

wiederum die Zustände des Modellsystems lange nach bzw. weit entfernt

vom Zeitpunkt bzw. Ort der Freisetzung der betreffenden Substanz. Sie

sind unabhängig vom Emissionsmuster und können durch eine einzelne Ex¬

ponentialfunktion beschrieben werden. Die remote state Maße eignen sich

besonders für die Quantifizierung von Pov und LRTP im Rahmen der Erken¬

nung von Umweltgefahren, weil sie nicht vom Emissionsmuster abhängen und

weil sie die mögliche zeitliche und räumliche Reichweite der Umweltexposi¬

tion durch eine Chemikalie darstellen. Andere Maße, wie zum Beispiel die

Aquivalenzbreite, hängen stark vom Emissionsmuster ab und bilden das Sub¬

stanzverhalten kurz nach bzw. nahe der Freisetzung ab. Einige der derzeit

benutzten Maße von Pov und LRTP sind dennoch gute Ersatzmaße für die re¬

mote state Maße. Für Pov bildet die Aquivalenzbreite die mögliche Zeitskala

der Exposition ab, wenn sie für alle im jeweiligen Modell möglichen Einzele-
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missionsmuster berechnet und der grösste erhaltene Wert benutzt wird. Für

LRTP kann die gleiche Maximierungsmethode auf die Characteristic Travel

Distance, das 95. Perzentil und den Erwartungswert angewendet werden.

Diese Maximierungsmethode wird jedoch nicht benötigt, falls ein Modell mit

gekoppeltem Transport in Luft und Wasser benutzt wird und die LRTP als

95. Perzentil der Massenverteilung in einem der beiden Transportmedien be¬

stimmt wird, während die Emission in das andere Transportmedium erfolgt.

Ein weiterer Aspekt des Umweltverhaltens organischer Chemikalien wird

in Kapitel 6 untersucht. Dort werden die mit Hilfe eines typischen Multi¬

mediamodells bestimmten räumlichen Verteilungen mit der Junge Beziehung

zwischen der Variabilität und der Aufenthaltszeit eines Spurengases in der

Troposphäre verglichen. Im Allgemeinen gibt es keine eindeutige oder uni¬

versell anwendbare Junge-Beziehung. Dennoch lässt sich für flüchtige Sub¬

stanzen eine generelle Übereinstimmung zwischen den räumlichen Verteilun¬

gen im Multimediamodell und mehreren empirischen Junge-Beziehungen be¬

obachten. Für semivolatile Substanzen mit ausgeprägtem Multimediaver¬

halten werden zwei Hypothesen bezüglich ihrer Abweichung von der Junge-

Beziehung aufgestellt. Diese Hypothesen konnten allerdings mangels geeig¬

neter Monitoring-Daten weder zurückgewiesen noch bestätigt werden. Um

die Gültigkeit der mit Hilfe von Multimediamodellen berechneten räumlichen

Verteilungen von semivolatilen Substanzen mit der Junge-Beziehung testen

zu können werden Monitoring-Datensätze benötigt, die konsistente Luftkon¬

zentrationsdaten sowohl für volatile als auch für semivolatile Substanzen ent¬

halten.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In today's world, anthropogenic chemicals are ubiquitous. They are used

and emitted by a large variety of human activities, including agriculture,

traffic, households, and industry. Over the last decades, the need to assess

the risk posed by these substances to the environment has been widely rec¬

ognized. Currently, there are more than lOO'OOO substances on the market

in the European Union (EEA, 1998). These substances exhibit diverse pro¬

duction, use, emission, and exposure patterns. In addition, the complexity

of environmental systems makes the environmental assessment of chemicals

a difficult task.

During the recent years, the persistence, Pov, and spatial range (or long-

range transport potential, LRTP) have become established as indicators

of the hazard a substance constitutes to the environment, in addition to

other indicators such as toxicity and bio accumulation (Environment Canada

(1995), UN/ECE (1998), UNEP (2001)). Therefore, a large number of mod¬

els and methods have been developed to quantifying the persistence and

spatial range of environmental chemicals. The aim of this work is to discuss

and classify the existing approaches to quantify persistence and spatial range

which are based on multi-media models. Basically, the question that will be

answered is which modelling approach is suited best to the task of quantify-
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ing the indicators persistence and spatial range of a chemical after its release

into the environment. "Best" is in the sense of both practical applicability

and normative content. First, the basic approaches to obtaining a substance

distribution in time and space are investigated. Then, special attention is

given to the measures used to compute values of persistence and spatial range

from modelled distributions of a substance in time or space, because it is in

these measures where most models differ. The equivalence width, which is of¬

ten used as a measure of persistence, depends strongly on the release pattern

used, while knowledge about a specific release pattern should not be neces¬

sary for hazard assessment. Therefore, the question which release patterns

should be used in conjunction with the equivalence width will be specifically

addressed. As a benchmark for comparing the different measures, the con¬

cept of the remote state and the corresponding measure will be introduced,

both in a spatial and a temporal context. It constitutes a reference point

other approaches can be compared to. The remote state represents the state

of the system long after or far-off the release. Therefore, it is independent of

the release pattern used. It also focuses explicitly on the temporal and spatial

scale of the environmental presence of the substance under investigation.

The use of models for the quantification of persistence and spatial range

raises the question of how meaningful and credible the model results are.

As a confirmation approach, the Junge relationship between the variability

and lifetime of atmospheric trace gases (Junge, 1974) will be compared to

the results of common multi-media models. On the one hand, this is a

confirmation test of the multi-media models used for the determination of

persistence and spatial range. On the other hand, this offers the possibility

to investigate the behavior of semi-volatile organic chemicals (SOCs) with

respect to the Junge relationship.
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1.1 Indicators Used in the Environmental As¬

sessment of Chemicals

The development of suitable indicators is central to the environmental assess¬

ment of chemicals. Therefore, the reasoning behind the indicators Pov and

LRTP is shortly described in this section. Most of the arguments are based

on Scheringer (2002). Indicators used in environmental assessment have a

scientific content but they also need to be founded on relatively undisputed

ethical norms, because they are the basis for decision-making. Indicators con¬

stitute a link between scientific description, on the one hand, and evaluation

based on ethical norms, on the other hand.

Currently used approaches to the assessment of chemicals focus mostly

on the environmental damage caused by a specific production, use, and emis¬

sion pattern of a substance involving specific amounts of the compound

in question. A widely used indicator is the ratio of the Predicted Envi¬

ronmental Concentration (PEC) and the Predicted No-Effect Concentration

(PNEC) (EU-TGD (2003), VanLeeuwen and Hermens (1995)). Within the

chain of production, use, emission, exposure, and effects of a substance, the

PEC/PNEC indicator focuses on effects. It requires specific data on the steps

emission, exposure, and effects.

Considerable difficulties are connected to the approach of determining

and evaluating the effects which a chemical has on environmental systems.

On the descriptive side, there is the overcomplexity of environmental sys¬

tems. The term overcomplexity is used to highlight that most environmental

systems consist of a high number of components which are often unknown.

They are governed by inextricable networks of interactions and cover large

spatial and temporal domains. Therefore, the extent to which environmental

systems can be characterized and to which their behavior can be predicted is

limited. The overcomplexity of environmental systems also makes the extrap-
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olation of laboratory results to environmental conditions a very difficult and

uncertain task. This leads to fundamental, irreducible problems on the de¬

scriptive side of the PEC/PNEC indicator. On the evaluative side, there are

considerably difficulties in assigning normative relevance to the PEC/PNEC

indicator. This is a general problem of indicators which are focused on the

effects of a human activity to environmental systems. Environmental sys¬

tems are normatively indetermined, i.e. it is not clear whether a change in

an environmental system should be considered as a damage. There is no

reference point for a general definition of "healthy" or "damaged" environ¬

mental systems available. In particular, there are no dependable criteria for

their stability.

The data demand of the PEC/PNEC risk assessment method currently

used in the EU (EU-TGD, 2003) leads to a third problem, which is insufficient

practicability. For example, only about 40 official Risk Assessment Reports

of the European Chemicals' Bureau have been completed by now for the

somewhat lOO'OOO compounds which are defined as Existing Substances by

the EU and have been on the market in the then European Community

before September 18, 1981. While other agencies such as the OECD and the

German Umweltbundesamt have completed similar reports, the total number

of these reports is still insignificant compared to the number of chemicals on

the market.

An approach complementary to the existing environmental risk assess¬

ment is hazard assessment. In the context of chemicals assessment, environ¬

mental risk assessment determines the risk resulting from a specific produc¬

tion and use pattern of a chemical involving knowledge on the amount which

is released to the environment. Hazard assessment, in contrast, determines

the environmental hazard posed by a substance independent of a specific

production and use pattern and independent of the quantities involved. It

focuses on the intensive properties of a substance. An example for a hazard
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assessment approach is the persistence, bioaccumulation and toxicity (PBT)

classification used under the OSPAR Strategy with Regard to Hazardous

Substances (OSPAR, 1998).

In both the risk and the hazard assessment of chemicals, exposure-based

indicators can be used instead of effect-oriented ones. Exposure assessment

does not focus on the damages caused by the use of a substance but on the

environmental threat inferred.

The persistence and the spatial range of a substance in the environ¬

ment are exposure-based hazard assessment indicators. On the descrip¬

tive/scientific side, these indicators have several advantages to the PEC/PNEC

indicator. First, the temporal and spatial range can be determined indepen¬

dently of the production, use, and emission patterns and the effects of a

substance. This allows for their early determination and constitutes an ad¬

vantage of many hazard indicators. Second, persistence and spatial range

are indicators which are practicable because they allow for a significant re¬

duction of complexity in the assessment. They do not attempt to predict the

effects caused by a specific exposure to an environmental system. Therefore,

persistence and spatial range are less concerned with the overcomplexity

of environmental systems. However, for the persistence and spatial range

indicators, overcomplexity still constitutes a problem, for example for the

quantification of degradation rate constants. The reduction of complexity

and the potential for early determination makes the persistence and spa¬

tial range suitable for the screening and classification of large numbers of

chemicals.

On the normative side, the spatial range and persistence indicate the dis¬

placement of exposure to remote regions and to future generations. There¬

fore, they are founded on widely accepted ethical norms: The polluter-pays

principle, the precautionary principle, and principles of environmental jus¬

tice, such as the Golden Rule and the principle of impartiality. The per-
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sistence indicator also allows for focussing on a more preventive assessment

by explicitly addressing how long the influences on environmental systems

caused by the use of a substance will last.

While the indicators persistence and spatial range are based on envi¬

ronmental exposure, they are related to different norms than the indicator

exposure itself. The indicator exposure is often defined as the time integral

over environmental concentrations. Based on this definition, the indicator

exposure represents the magnitude of the exposure an environmental sys¬

tem experiences. Therefore, the indicator exposure is related to the norm

of minimizing the environmental footprint of an activity and is related to

environmental justice. If used as a hazard indicator, it focuses on the overall

magnitude of a substance's threat to environmental systems and not on the

time-scale of the threat or its spatial extent. But the temporal and spacial

scale of a threat is not necessarily equal to its overall magnitude. Because the

indicator exposure does not explicitly represent the time-scale of a threat, it

is less useful for a preventive assessment than is the indicator persistence.

A hazard assessment based on the indicators persistence and spatial range

is not meant to replace the risk assessment of chemicals. However, they are

more practical in their application and have a clear normative relevance.

This makes them good screening indicators which can be used for priority

setting in a tiered approach.

1.2 Persistence, Spatial Range, and Multi-

Media Models

In general, the indicators persistence and spatial range can be determined

either from monitoring data or from the output of multi-media models of a

substance's fate in the environment. Although empirical data is generally to

be preferred, the determination of persistence and spatial range from moni-
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toring data is associated with a number of problems. Extensive monitoring

networks covering the temporal and spatial scales involved and delivering

quality data are expensive to build, to maintain, and to operate. Also, dif¬

ferent analytical methods have to be used for different substance classes,

which drives the costs even higher. On the other hand, small data sets, e.g.

based on isolated point measurements, face the problem of limited represen¬

tativeness. The main problem associated with monitoring data is, however,

the fact that monitoring data are available only if the substance in question

has been emitted recently in large amounts. This impedes the preventive

application of the indicators persistence and spatial range and of any other

indicator.

This problem is overcome if persistence and spatial range are determined

from exposure data delivered by multi-media chemical fate models. This

approach allows for the screening of newly developed and not yet emitted

substances at relatively low cost as soon as basic data on their physico-

chemical properties and their degradation in the environment are available.

A drawback is the uncertainty associated with model results. It stems partly

from the uncertainty of the substance properties and of the parameterization

of some environmental processes, e.g. gas-particle partitioning in air, and

from the sometimes strong simplifications inherent to the models. Another

problem of models is that they can not be verified or validated but only

confirmed to some degree (Oreskes et al., 1994). The work on the Junge

hypothesis constitutes a test of confirmation of the models used (Chapter 6).

1.3 Structure

The topics of persistence, spatial range and Junge hypothesis are relatively

independent of each other. Therefore they will be treated separately, with

individual introduction and discussion sections.
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In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of the multi-media models used to obtain

substance distributions in time and space are described and discussed. Also,

the features of the example model used in this work and the substance data

used are documented.

Chapter 3 deals with approaches to quantifying persistence. As a bench¬

mark, the temporal remote state is defined and compared to the states cur¬

rently used in modelling approaches describing the environmental fate of

a substance in time: the thermodynamic equilibrium and the steady-state,

which is the state of a dynamic system with continuous input in which the

state variables are constant in time. In contrast, the temporal remote state

is the state attained by the model system long after a single pulse release.

In Chapter 4, measures of spatial range or long-range transport potential

are defined and compared. Also the spatial remote state is defined as a

benchmark and is extensively discussed. The spatial remote state is the

state of the model system far-off a continuous release.

To analyze the relationship between persistence and spatial range, the

concept of mobility is defined and discussed in Chapter 5. In general, mobility

is defined as the ratio of spatial range and persistence.

The Junge hypothesis is used in Chapter 6 to compare its predictions

to the spatial distributions obtained by using a multi-media model which

computes persistence and spatial range. It is also investigated whether semi-

volatile organic substances follow the variability-lifetime relationship of the

Junge hypothesis.

In order to obtain a stringent analytical description and thus facilitat¬

ing comprehension, the comparison and discussion of the different modelling

approaches will include a fair amount of mathematics. This text is written

under the assumption that the reader has basic knowledge on linear algebra

and statistics. Lengthy derivations and proofs are given in the Appendix.

All functions given in this work are assumed to be continuous.
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Chapter 2

Model Fundamentals and Data

2.1 Partitioning Matrix A

In general, the current approaches to computing Pov and LRTP are based

on a multi-media box model with a model matrix A which describes the

partitioning between the different environmental media. For example, the

ring model contains the environmental media air, water, and soil (Scheringer,

1996). The ELPOS model contains also sediments (Beyer et al., 2000a).

Here, the matrix A and the fundamentals of the current modelling approaches

will be described. Also, the data used in this work will be presented.

In this work, an example model is used with the media soil (s), water (w),

and air (a), so that the number of compartments, n, is 3. The concepts and

equations presented can nevertheless be applied to models with more com¬

partments, e.g. n = 5 if also sediments and vegetation are considered. Sums

of the masses in the different compartments are denoted by the subscript t

(total). The partitioning matrix A [d_1] is given by

A

//+/+/ -1 -1 ^
"'s T^ lws T^ ^as lsw 'sa

'ws 'w i 'sw i 'aw 'wa

'as 'aw 'a i 'sa i 'wa

9
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Here, l% is the bulk loss rate constant in medium i, and lk% is the rate

constant of the mass flux from medium i to medium k (e.g. Zwa is the rate

constant for mass flux from air to water and lw is the bulk loss rate constant

in water). Generally, al% = (A)M = l% + J23lji- If composed this way, A

can assumed to be invertible and diagonalizable (Held, 2001), and all its

eigenvalues, 7.,, are positive. The lt values mainly depend on the degradation

rate constants k% in the pure phases. The lk% and to some extent also the l%

values depend on the Kaw and Kow values of the substance considered and

on environmental parameters such as the rain rate or the particle deposition

rate.

The following notation will be used in all equations: capital letters in

bold, M, denote square n x n matrices, ware column vectors of dimension n,

and s are scalars. The first element of any vector refers to soil, the second to

water, and the third to air. Summation of all elements of a vector is written

as J2 v. The extraction of element i is written as multiplication with the row

vector î, which is 1 at position i and 0 elsewhere. For example, 2v is the

second element of vector v.

In all calculations the set of partitioning processes and parameterizations

of the ChemRange 2.1 model (Scheringer (1996), Scheringer et al. (2002)) is

used except otherwise specified. Loss processes considered in ChemRange 2.1

are degradation in all compartments and deep-sea deposition; partitioning

processes are run-off from soil to water, diffusion across the air-water and air-

soil boundaries and wet and dry deposition from air to water and soil. The gas

phase/aerosol partitioning in air is calculated from the octanol-air partition

coefficient Finizio et al. (1997). The main features of the ChemRange 2.1

parameterization are documented in Chapter A (page 167).

In using the ChemRange 2.1 processes and parameterizations I make sev¬

eral assumptions which the currently used multimedia box models have in

common. These include: (i) The models are applicable to non-ionic organic
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chemicals only, (ii) They employ linear mass balance equations with constant

coefficients in space and time. This implies that only reversible partitioning

processes are considered for the 1& values, (iii) The models are composed

of several environmental media. Equilibrium is assumed between different

phases in each medium, e.g. between the gas phase and the aerosols in air.

(iv) Emissions are from single sources, i.e. point sources in space or pulse

releases in time.

2.2 The Partitioning Equation

In a multimedia compartment model consisting of n compartments, the fate

of a substance in time is described by the equation

^ = -Ara(t) . (2.2)

t is time [d], and m is the vector of the masses in the different compart¬

ments [kg]. For continuous release into the different compartments described

by the vector q [kg/d], Equation 2.2 transforms to

^ = -A«W + î. (2.3)

With the steady-state condition dfh{t)/dt = 0 and rearranging of equa¬

tion 2.3, the mass at steady-state, mstst, is obtained as

mstst = A-V- (2.4)

It is clear from Equation 2.4 that rn,stst depends on q. By definition, all

so-called Level III models assume the model system to be at steady-state.

The equilibrium partitioning, mequi, can be determined directly from the

partitioning coefficients and the properties of the environmental media with¬

out using A (e.g. Trapp and Matthies (1998), Mackay (2001)).
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2.3 Equilibrium and Steady-State in Chem¬

Range 2.1

The equilibrium and steady-state of the example model is documented here

for two reasons: First, to illustrate the example model and second, to provide

a point of reference to which the temporal and spatial remote states can be

compared to. Plots of logXow vs. logXaw, also called chemical space plots

or distribution maps (Matthies et al. (1986), Gouin et al. (2000)), are used

for this purpose. In general, two kinds of chemical space plots are used:

For the detailed analysis of partitioning at equilibrium, steady state, and

the remote states, plots of logKow vs. logXaw will be used (for example,

Figure 2.1). For the steady state and the remote states these are plotted

for two combinations of degradation rate constants, the Uniform and the

POP scenario (see below). For the general description of the ChemRange

2.1 parameterization and the remote states, chemical space plots are used

which are based on the set of 3175 hypothetical chemicals (e.g. Figure B.l,

page 171). These plots have a low resolution but span a wide region of the

parameter space available for non-ionic organic chemicals. Because of the

interpolation function in MS Excel, these plots exhibit two artifacts. These

are described in Chapter B on page 169.

Partitioning at a certain state of the model system is generally expressed

in terms of the relative occupation, p, of the environmental media

P, =
—

• (2.5)
mt

The partitioning of chemicals at equilibrium depends on their position

in the logX0w vs. logKaw plane (Figure 2.1). The positions of the seven

example substances (Table 2.1) are indicated.

The steady-state differs from equilibrium because degradation rate con¬

stants can be different in the various media and because the velocities of

12
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Figure 2.1: Equilibrium partitioning with example model volumes and media

composition. The percentage of a substance's mass residing in a certain

medium is constant on each of the lines shown. For example, the uppermost

line indicates that 90% reside in air; below that line, a smaller fraction of

the substance resides in air at equilibrium, above that line, a higher fraction

does so. The positions of the seven example substances are indicated. For

example, at equilibrium about 32 % of the mass of PCB 8 in the system

partition into soil, 64% into water and 4% into air.
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inter-media partitioning are finite, which causes the steady-state partition¬

ing to depend on the release pattern. In Figure 2.2, the steady-state par¬

titioning is shown for different release patterns (into soil or into air) and

varying degradation rate constants. I use two scenarios of degradation rate

constants, one assuming equal degradation rate constants in each pure phase,

k% = 0.01 d_1, called the "uniform" scenario, and the other assuming degra¬

dation rate constants typical of a chlorinated persistent organic pollutant

(POP), i.e. ks = kw = 0.0001 d"1 and Ka = 0.01 d"1. This is called the

"POP" scenario. These scenarios refer only to the degradation rate con¬

stants; the partition coefficients are determined by the position of a point in

the chemical space. In the case of a generic transport model (Chapter 4), the

steady-state partitioning shown in Figure 2.2 represents the total substance

partitioning in the entire model system and does not reflect the partitioning

at a particular point x.

There are substantial differences in partitioning between the equilibrium

and the different steady-states. Two examples illustrate the strong influence

of the release pattern and individual partitioning and degradation processes

on the steady-state partitioning.

For release into soil (Figure 2.2 A and C), substances in the upper left of

the chemical space (log Xow < 0 and log Xaw > 0) have a relatively high frac¬

tion in water in comparison to the equilibrium situation. In this parameter

region, the flux from soil to air is the dominating loss process from the soil,

but the flux from soil to water reaches up to 25 % of its size and thus consti¬

tutes a relevant pathway. Correspondingly, in the uniform scenario, between

10 % and 33 % of a substance in this region are found in the water. In the

POP scenario, this effect is even more pronounced because of the relatively

low degradation rate constant in water, which leads to further accumulation

of the substance in water. In this case, more than 33 % of a substance reside

in the water at steady-state for log Xow < —0.5.
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Figure 2.2: Steady state partitioning in the example model. The percentage

of a substance's mass residing in a certain medium is constant on each of the

lines shown. Compare to Figure 2.1.
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For release into air and the uniform scenario (Figure 2.2D), air and wa¬

ter dominate the substance distribution while the amounts residing in soil

are strongly reduced. This is because the deposition flux from the release

medium, air, to the soil is limited by the model's surface geometry which

is not the case in the equilibrium model: soil covers 30 % of the surface so

that only 30 % of the substance is possibly deposited onto soil and the rest is

deposited onto water. The other partitioning and degradation processes in

the model are not strong enough to increase this fraction so that the fraction

in soil is around 30% (or below because of degradation and runoff). More

specifically, in the region of 3 < log Xow < 5 and log Xaw < —4, both input

and loss processes of the soil are largely independent of the Kow. This also

means that the fraction in soil is largely independent of the Kow (while it is

the Kow that determines the fraction in soil in the equilibrium model). Ac¬

cordingly, the 0.10 s line in Figure 2.2D runs along a line of constant log Xaw

for log Kow values between 3 and 5. In this parameter region, the flux from

air to soil is driven by rain wash-out, so the Kaw is the dominant parameter.

For larger log .Kow values, particle-bound deposition becomes dominant, so

that the line runs parallel to a constant logXoa value. For smaller log .Kow

values, runoff from soil to water becomes relevant so that the 0.10 s line runs

along a constant log .Kow

In the POP scenario with release into air (Figure 2.2B), however, the frac¬

tion in soil is determined by the Kow because the degradation rate constants

in soil and water are so low that for substances with a high log Kow export to

the deep sea becomes a relevant loss process from water and the overall loss

rate constant from water is much larger than that from soil. Thus, the total

mass in water at steady-state is considerably reduced for these substances,

which increases the fraction in soil. On the other hand, run-off from soil to

water is also more relevant than in the uniform scenario, so the 0.90 w line

is shifted towards higher log .Kow values.
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2.4 Data

For a detailed analysis of the differences arising from the different modelling

approaches and mathematical measures used to determine Pov and LRTP,

several example substances covering a wide range of physico-chemical prop¬

erties are used (Table 2.1). The corresponding chemical structures are shown

in Figure 2.3.

For a general discussion of the model behavior, the temporal and spatial

remote states, and a rank correlation analysis of the results of the different

measures and modelling approaches an extended data set of 3175 hypotheti¬

cal chemicals is used. The data set was provided by F. Wania, University of

Toronto. In the intervals of —11 < logXaw < 2 and — 1 < log .Kow < 8, a grid

of (logXaw, log .Kqw) points is used with a distance of one log unit. To avoid

areas of obviously unrealistic parameters, the minimum logKoa accepted is

— 1, the maximum logKoa is 15. Each (log.Kaw,log.Kow) point is combined

further with 25 sets of degradation half-lives. These consist of the possible

combinations of the half-lives in air of 4, 24, 168, 1000, and 8760 hours and

in water of 24, 168, 1000, 8760, and 87600 hours. For all substances, the half-

life in soil is set to twice the half-life in water and the half-life in sediments

is set to 10 times the half-life in water.

The hypothetical data set is compared to data of 1240 existing substances

collected by Maeder (2004). The area in the log-K~aw, logKoa plane which

is represented by the hypothetical data set is indicated by the black lines in

Figure 2.4. The dots correspond to substance data from Maeder (2004). The

hypothetical data set captures most of the "real" data points. Some data

points with very low Kaw values are not captured by the hypothetical data

set, but the main area, where partitioning into the three media air, water,

and soil occurs and the different processes interact, is represented.

Of the "real" substances, 915 out of 1240 exhibit half-lives in air which are

17



Table 2.1: Physico-chemical properties of the example chemicals

Substance K..id"1] K9.id"1] Katd"1] Kow[-} Kaw[-}

Atrazine 3.3- lO"2 2.3- lO"2 1.4- 101 4.79- 102 1.01- 10"7

CC14 2.8- 10"3 2.8- 10"3 2.4- 10"5 6.76- 102 1.55- 10°

PCB 8 1.4- 10"3 2.5- 10"3 7.0 • 10"2 2.36- 105 2.52- 10"3

PCB 194 4.5- 10"6 1.4- lO"4 2.4- 10"3 1.20 108 3.22- lO"4

7-HCH 4.5- lO"4 4.5- lO"4 1.1- 10"2 1.60- 104 2.20- 10"5

Toxaphene 3.0- lO"4 3.0- lO"4 9.8- 10"2 3.16 • 105 4.25 • lO"4

HCB 4.9- lO"4 4.9- lO"4 1.4- 10"3 3.0- 105 4.0- 10"2

ks, kw, Ka: degradation rate constants in soil, water and air [d-1]. Kow and

Kaw: dimensionless partition coefficients of octanol/water and air/water.

Data for atrazine is from Fenner et al. (2000), physico-chemical data of

toxaphene from Wania and Mackay (1993), degradation data from Mackay

et al. (1997) (T « 298K). Although "toxaphene" is a mixture of more

than ÎO'OOO homologue substances, it is treated as one substance in the con¬

text of this model comparison study. Physico-chemical data for PCB 8 and

PCB 194 is from Li et al. (2003), degradation data from Wania and Daly

(2002) (T = 280K). Partitioning data on 7-HCH is from Beyer et al. (2002),

the degradation rate constant in air was calculated from Brubaker and Hites

(1998), degradation rate constants in water and soil from Mackay et al. (2000)

(T = 280K). Data on CC14 is from Scheringer (2002), page 147 (T = 298K).

Partition coefficients of HCB are from Beyer et al. (2002); Rate constants

are geometric means of data listed in Mackay et al. (2000).
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in the range of the half-lives used in the hypothetical data set. Most of the

outliers exhibit half-lives in air smaller than 4 h, the minimum half-life in the

hypothetical data set. These outliers are not a problem, because the focus

of this work is on substances which are persistent and undergo long-range

transport.

1211 out of 1240 "real" substances exhibit half-lives in water which are

in the range of the half-lives of the hypothetical data set. The assumption

that half-lives in soil are twice those in water is not confirmed by the data

by Maeder (2004). Most of the half-lives in water and soil of the "real"

substances are equal. However, it is a standard assumption in many data

bases that half-lives in water and soil are equal, so this could well be an

artifact. Mechanistically, the assumption of slower degradation in soil than

in water seems to be acceptable. As a compromise, I use equal degradation

rate constants in soil and water in the detailed chemical space plots and

degradation rate constants in soil half as big as those in water for the 3175

hypothetical substances.

Overall, the data set of 3175 substances seems to capture the main fea¬

tures of the data set collected by Maeder (2004). Therefore, it provides a

good means to systematically investigating the model behavior.
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Chapter 3

Persistence and the Temporal

Remote State

3.1 Persistence: Introduction

The persistence of a chemical in the environment is a key parameter in the

risk assessment and regulation of hazardous substances (e.g. Stephenson

(1977), Frische et al. (1982), Klöpffer et al. (1982), Scheringer and Berg

(1994)). On the evaluative side, it is related to the normative principles of

inter-generational justice, the precautionary principle, and to the polluter-

pays principle. It is especially useful for preventive assessment and regulation

approaches. Several approaches to quantifying persistence and on the use of

persistence in a regulatory context have been developed.

On the one hand, there are existing regulations which are based on indi¬

vidual half-lives in air, water, soil, and sediments. If any one of these half-lives

is exceeded by a substance, it is classified as persistent by the so-called single-

media half-lives approach (Environment Canada, 1995). UN/ECE (1998)

and UNEP (2001) use the same approach, but the half-life in air is consid¬

ered to be relevant only for the long-range transport potential of a substance.
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On the other hand, the overall persistence, Pov, has been proposed as

a basis of regulation (Scheringer, 1996). Pov uses information on both the

degradation and the partitioning of a substance and is computed using a

multi-media fate model. Mackay et al. (1985) and Scheringer (1996) used the

residence time at steady-state as a measure of Pov- Generally, the residence

time, tres, of a chemical in a multi-media model is determined as the inverse

of the effective loss rate constant, /eff:

fes = i//eff = ^p- = =±-, (3.i)

with m% being the mass in medium i, lt the loss rate from medium i (e.g.

by degradation), and p\ the relative occupation of medium i. It follows from

Equation 3.1 that tres depends on the relative occupation of the different

media.

Webster et al. (1998) pointed out the advantages of using the residence

time at steady-state as a measure of Pov when compared to the single-media

half-lives approach, because the former considers partitioning and avoids

misclassifications of substances with high half-lives in environmental media

they do not partition into. Müller-Herold (1996) and Müller-Herold et al.

(1997) showed that the overall decay rate of a substance in the environment

is bounded by the lowest decay rate in a single medium and the residence

time at equilibrium if only non-advective partitioning pathways are consid¬

ered, i.e. in a model system which tends towards thermodynamic equilib¬

rium. Bennett et al. (1999) compared the residence time at steady-state to

the residence time at equilibrium and to the residence time computed with

the relative occupations proportional to the release fluxes into the model's

compartments. They also discussed the transient state during the build-up of

environmental levels towards steady-state after the start of emissions. Fen¬

ner et al. (2000) showed that, for equal release patterns, the residence time

at steady-state is equal to the equivalence width of the mass distribution in
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time after a pulse input. They also discussed the use of the expected value

and the 1/e measure of Pov- Gouin et al. (2000) compared the residence time

at equilibrium as a measure of Pov to the single-media half-life approach.

In their dynamic modelling studies on PCBs, both Sweetman et al. (2002)

and Wania and Dugani (2003) pointed out that the overall loss rate constant

at a time depends on the pt values, which vary in time. Sweetman et al.

(2002) discussed the difference in PCB fate at steady-state and in today's

situation, which is characterized by decreasing PCB levels after a significant

reduction of emissions. Thus the relative occupation of the different environ¬

mental media by PCBs is shifted towards soils and sediments, where PCBs

have longer residence times than in air and water. Cahill and Mackay (2003)

pointed out that the residence time at steady-state depends on the release

pattern and discussed the clearance time as an indicator of Pov- Finally, a

number of models using the residence time at steady-state as a measure of

Pov, have been compared (Wania and Mackay (2000), Bennett et al. (2001),

Beyer et al. (2001), Wania and Dugani (2003)). These studies either inves¬

tigate two models in detail or compare several models with a focus on their

results. Less attention has been paid, however, to clarifying at which state

of the model system Pov is quantified best and which is the most appropriate

measure for the given regulatory context.

The question remains whether the residence time at steady-state is a

useful way of quantifying Pov- In this chapter, a framework is developed for

comparing different measures of Pov and explore the effect of these different

measures on the resulting values of Pov- For this purpose, a dynamic example

model is used with three environmental compartments and processes and

parameterizations of inter-media exchange which yields the mass distribution

in time of a substance after pulse release (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). When using

persistence as an assessment criterion, we are interested in the long-term fate

of a substance in the environment. This interest is related to the preventive
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character of the persistence indicator, which stresses points such as inter-

generational justice and the precautionary principle. The interest is more in

the clearance of a chemical from the environment after the stop of emissions

and less in the residence time at steady-state, which is mainly a measure of

total exposure. The residence time also depends strongly on the emission

pattern, which poses problems in its application in hazard assessment, where

knowledge on release patterns should not be required. Therefore, I define the

temporal remote state as a reference point, which is the state of the model

system long time after emission and which is independent of the release

pattern (Section 3.4). The different measures used to determine the value of

Pov from a chemical's mass distribution in time are defined in Section 3.5,

where also the remote state measure of Pov, Trs, is defined as a benchmark

measure. Finally, Pov is computed for the different measures and a rank

correlation analysis is conducted for a set of 3175 hypothetical chemicals

(Section 3.6).

3.2 Methods

Unlike the current practice of computing the residence time at steady-state,

the Pov of a substance is calculated here in two steps. In the first step, a

dynamic model is used to determine the distribution of a chemical's mass

in time after a pulse release (Section 3.3). In the second step, a measure is

applied to the resulting mass distribution to compute a single value of Pov

(Section 3.5).

Four measures will be discussed in detail: the equivalence width, req, the

95 % clearance time, rcl, the 95th percentile, r95, and the expected value,

rex

The equivalence width, req, yields results identical to the residence time

at steady-state (Fenner et al., 2000) and is included here to compare to the
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current practice of computing the residence time in a steady-state model. The

50 % clearing time, rcl, has been discussed as a measure of Pov (OECD, 2002).

95 % instead of 50 % are used here because the substance fate is captured

more broadly with 95 % clearance (Cahill and Mackay, 2003). While it

has been proposed to use rcl starting from a steady-state situation (OECD,

2002), I use it with a single pulse input at t = 0. Steady-state conditions at

t = 0 could be attained by choosing a release pattern exactly corresponding

to the mass fractions at steady-state. An approach analogous to the 95th

percentile, r95, is used in the computation of the LRTP. It is included here

in order to cover a wide variety of approaches and to contrast the clearance

time and the percentile measures.

In Section 3.4 the temporal remote state is defined. The expected value

of the mass distribution in time at this state is called the temporal remote

state measure, rrs. In order to compare directly to the dynamic situation,

also the expected value of the mass distribution in time after a pulse release,

rex, is computed.

The model used for computing the mass distribution in time is a dynamic

compartment model with a single pulse release. The partitioning matrix, A,

has been described in Chapter 2.

3.3 Mass Distributions in Time

Equation 2.2, which describes the fate of a substance in time, is a system of

linear differential equations with constant coefficients. With a pulse release,

TO0 = to(0), at t = 0, the solution is

m(t) = v\ • exp(-7it) + v2 • exp(-72£) + w3 • exp(-73t) . (3.2)

m(t) contains the compartment-specific masses mt{t). The 7, are the

eigenvalues of A and the coefficients v3 depend on A and m0 (Section C.l).
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The elements of v3 are denoted by vtJ and represent the coefficients of the

terms exp(—7^) in the expression of mt{t) (mass in compartment i). The

equation for w\(t) is finally obtained by adding the entries of m(t):

mt(t) = vn • exp(-7it) + vt2 exp(-72i) + vt3 exp(-73£) , (3.3)

with vtJ = YiiVij. Note that J2vtJ = mt(0) = m0.

Typically, the 7., values in equation 3.2 differ considerably. They depend

on the residence times of a substance in the different compartments of the

model system. In this work, 71 > 72 > 73 is assumed without loss of gen¬

erality. Therefore, the absolute values of the functions V\ exp(—ji t) and

W2exp(—72 • t) will decrease much faster than those of W3exp(—73 • t), and

the ultimate clearing rate constant of a substance from the model system is

determined by 73.

This behavior is illustrated by Figure 3.1 where the mass of PCB 194

after a pulse release of 1 kg into air is shown for the example model. ma{t)

is first driven by a strong deposition flux from air into water and soil (high

71). This flux is subtracted from the mass in air and added to the masses

in water and soil, so that, for this substance, 71 does not influence the total

mass, rrit(t), or the effective loss rate constant, lefi(t) = (lsms + lwmw +

LiTT-a)/(^ns + mw + ma). With the amounts of PCB 194 in water steadily

increasing, from some point on mt(t) is governed by the deep-sea deposition

losses from water (72). Finally, most of the substance resides in soil and is

slowly degraded (low 73). This fate is visible in the ml{t) plots (Figure 3.1,

panels A and C) and in the overall loss rate constant, lefi(t), which increases

first to a value close to 72 and then decreases to approximately 73 for large

t (Figure 3.1, B). In Figure 3.1, D, it is illustrated how rritit) is composed of

the functions vtJ exp(-^jt).

Among the eigenvalues of A, the smallest one, here 73, plays a unique

role, because it will always determine the ultimate clearing rate of a substance
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from the model system, independently of the release pattern. In contrast,

the relevance of the greater eigenvalues, here 71 and 72, depends on the size

of the factors vt\, vt2, and vt3 in Equation 3.3, which depend strongly on the

release pattern.

This can be illustrated with the example of PCB 194 and m0 = 1 kg and

therefore, J2vtJ = 1 kg. If, for example, the pulse release is into air, then

^t2 = 0.738 kg, and 72 plays an important role for the fate of the substance

short after release (Figure 3.1). With release into air, vt3 = 0.286kg, and 73

determines the overall loss rate constant only after the influence of 72 has

faded away. However, with release into soil, vt2 = —0.0015 kg, and 72 does

not significantly influence the substance fate, because most of the substance

simply stays in soil and is slowly degraded there, a fate described by 73 in

this case. Correspondingly, wt3 = 1.001kg. With both release patterns, vt\

attains a very small negative value, so that 71 does not determine the overall

loss rate from the model system at any time.

3.4 Temporal Remote State

The long-term fate of a substance in the environment is of particular relevance

to the persistence approach. Equation 3.2 shows that it is described by

V3 exp(—73t), with 73 being the smallest eigenvalue of A. To investigate

this long-term fate, I define the temporal remote state as the state in which

only the function wt3exp(—73t) is left in each compartment i. The relative

occupation of compartment i at temporal remote state, prS)t, is determined

by the relative size of the vt3 values:

Prs,z = Vzs/vts • (3.4)

It can be shown that prS)t is independent of the release pattern while the

individual vt3 values, and therefore also vt3, do depend on it (Section C.4).
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Therefore, the temporal remote state is independent of the release pattern,

to0, and is representative of the long-term fate of a substance. The indepen¬

dence of the release pattern is an advantage of the temporal remote state

also because this way, the temporal remote state constitutes a modelling ap¬

proach which does not rely on quantitative emission estimates (Wania and

Mackay, 1999).

3.4.1 From Steady-State into the Temporal Remote

State

To illustrate the temporal remote state and the way how it is attained more

generally, chemical space plots of the development in time of the relative

substance partitioning into the three compartments soil, water and air are

shown for the POP (Figure 3.2) and the Uniform (Figure 3.3) scenarios. In

each figure, the partitioning in the model is shown starting at steady-state

with release into air (A). Then, a complete stop of emissions is assumed and

the changes of the partitioning are shown for t = 500 d (B) and t = 1500 d (C)

after emission stop, and for the temporal remote state (D). For a discussion of

the steady-state partitioning (A) of each scenario, see Section 2.3 on page 12.

In general, partitioning in the temporal remote state depends less on

absolute fluxes between two compartments but more on the relative velocities

of the loss processes from different compartments. These are either removal

losses from the model system or losses into a medium from which fast removal

losses occur. The question is "Where are the smallest loss rate constants?"

instead of "Where does most of the substance move to from the release

medium?", which is the question at steady-state.

For the POP scenario (Figure 3.2), the relatively faster degradation in air

leads to the disappearance of areas where partitioning is mainly into air. At

the temporal remote state, the maximum partitioning into air is below 67 %.
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A release air - steady-state B 500 days after emission stop

2 4

log Kow

C 1500 days after emission stop

O) -2
O

0 2 4 6 8

log kow

D temporal remote state

2 4

log Kow

Figure 3.2: Development of partitioning in time from steady state with re¬

lease into air into the temporal remote state in the example model. The

percentage of a substance's mass residing in a certain medium is constant on

each of the lines shown. Compare to Figure 2.1, page 13. The degradation

rates in air, water and soil are assumed to be typical of a chlorinated persis¬

tent organic pollutant (POP), i.e. ks = kw = 0.0001 d_1 and Ka = 0.01 d_1

(POP scenario). In plot D, "air" is set in brackets because in that case,

partitioning is to less than 67 % into air at any point of the Kaw, Kow plane

shown.
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In the area dominated by partitioning into air at steady-state, partitioning

is into both air and water at the temporal remote state. In addition, the

boundary between partitioning into soil and water is much sharper at the

temporal remote state than at steady state. At steady-state with emission

into air, the soil/water partitioning is strongly influenced by the transfer

from air into water and soil, which occurs approximately at a ratio of 7:3,

following the water-to-land surface ratio in the model. Other partitioning

processes like runoff from soil to water and loss processes from water and soil

determine the partitioning between water and soil only in addition to the

7:3 ratio caused by the deposition from air. Therefore, the boundary region

is quite broad at steady state. At the temporal remote state, in contrast,

deposition from air to the surface becomes negligible, and processes like run¬

off from soil into water and deep-sea deposition play a major role, resulting

in a very sharp vertical boundary which reflects the Kow dépendance of both

processes.

In the Uniform scenario, the partitioning into soil at steady-state with

emission into air is limited to less than 40 % because the transfer from air

to soil is mainly by deposition, of which only 30 % goes into soil because of

the water-to-soil surface ratio in the model. After the stop of emissions, the

deposition fluxes from air into water and soil become much less important,

and the relative strength of the loss processes from water and soil begin to

determine the water/soil boundary. The area where partitioning at steady-

state is both into soil and water shrinks until the limit between partitioning

into soil and water becomes sharp at the temporal remote state. However, it

takes much longer than 1500 days for the 0.90 w / 0.10 s line to move to its

position at temporal remote state. The line moves towards higher Kow values

mainly because the total loss rate constant from water, lw, is larger than the

one from soil, /s, which is due to deposition to the deep-sea. However, in

the Uniform scenario, deep-sea deposition is quite slow in comparison to
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degradation in water, so that the difference in loss rate constants between

water and soil is very small. Therefore, the temporal remote state is attained

only slowly. In the POP scenario, the degradation rate constants in soil and

water are much smaller, and thus the difference caused by deep-sea deposition

is larger than in the Uniform scenario, so that the temporal remote state is

attained faster in the POP scenario for substances in the parameter range

concerned (log Xaw < —3 and 3 < logX0w < 6).

3.4.2 Partitioning at the Temporal Remote State

Partitioning at the temporal remote state is generally quite clearly into one

of the environmental media air, water, or soil (Figure 3.4). Of the 3175 hypo¬

thetical substances, at the temporal remote state 1388 partition to more than

50 % into soil, 1244 to more than 50 % into water, and 536 to more than 50 %

into air. Only 7 substances have fractions below 50 % in all compartments.

Although the hypothetical data set is not completely representative of the

parameter distribution of real chemicals, this result indicates that water and

soil are strongly favored at the temporal remote state.

Because the partitioning at the temporal remote state is mostly deter¬

mined by the relative speed of loss processes, it depends less on the partition

coefficients of a substance but more on the degradation rate constants in

the different media. The exception is the Kow, which determines deep-sea

deposition and which is important for only some chemicals.

The temporal remote state is different from the chemical equilibrium

and the steady-state. While diffusive partitioning processes move the model

system towards equilibrium, the advective partitioning processes (e.g. rain

wash-out) and differences in loss rate constants push the system away from

chemical equilibrium into the temporal remote state. Unlike to the steady-

state, the temporal remote state is independent of the release pattern. Also,

the loss processes from the different media dominate substance fate at the
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C 1500 days after emission stop D temporal remote state
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Figure 3.3: Development of partitioning in time from steady state with re¬

lease into air into the temporal remote state in the example model. The

percentage of a substance's mass residing in a certain medium is constant on

each of the lines shown. Compare to Figure 2.1, page 13. The degradation

rates in air, water and soil are assumed to be equal in each pure phase, i.e.

ftt = 0.01d-1 ("Uniform" scenario).
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t-|/2 air = 4 h t-|/2 air = 24 h ti/2air = 168h t1/2air = 1000 h tV2 air = 8760 h

Temporal
Air

remote state Water

partitioning to more
„ s ,

than 50 % into
Mixed

Figure 3.4: Partitioning of the 3175 hypothetical chemicals in the temporal

remote state with ChemRange 2.1 processes and parameterizations. See the

note in Chapter B, page 169.
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temporal remote state while partitioning processes play a relevant role at

steady-state.

Here, the main features of Figure 3.4 will be discussed. These are the

boundaries between soil and water, water and air, soil and air, and mixed

partitioning. For some phenomena (especially the soil-air boundary), the

discussion is quite detailed, so that the following paragraphs may be skipped.

The point is to show how the different partitioning processes described in

Chapter A (Page 167) interplay and which processes are relevant in which

areas of the chemical space. Figures B.l to Figure B.6 are a useful resource

for the understanding of the loss processes behind the temporal remote state

partitioning.

Most substances favor water and soil in the temporal remote state because

their degradation half-lives in these media are greater than their degradation

half-life in air. The boundary between water and soil depends mostly on

the Kow which controls the processes determining soil/water partitioning,

i.e. run-off from soil to water and deposition from water to the deep-sea.

This is visible in the limit between soil and water partitioning, which runs

along a constant value of Kow on all plots for low Kaw values. If half-lives

in soil and water are substantially greater than the half-life in air then there

is hardly any partitioning into air (all plots below and to the left of plots

1-1, 2-2, 3-3, 4-4, and 5-5 in Figure 3.4). In this case, the limit between

soil and water runs along a constant value of Koa for large values of Kaw.

This is a good example of how the relative speed of loss processes determines

partitioning in the temporal remote state: To the left of the Koa line, losses

from soil via volatilization into air and subsequent degradation are higher

than degradation losses from water. To the right of the Koa line, volatilization

from soil into air becomes negligible, and the substance partitions mainly into

soil because the half-life in soil is greater than in water.

If the degradation half-life in air is equal to or larger than the half-life in
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water, significant partitioning into air occurs at the temporal remote state

(plots on the upper right of Figure 3.4). The limit between dominant par¬

titioning into air and into water runs along a line of constant Kaw, which

controls air-water exchange.

If the half-lives in air and soil are similar (Figure 3.4, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5)

then the limit between dominant partitioning into air and into soil runs along

a line of constant Koa, which determines soil-air volatilization. The same

effect is visible in Plot 5-5, in a situation where the degradation half-lives

in all media are so large that the partitioning processes determine substance

fate.

If the degradation half-lives in air are substantially greater than in soil,

then the air-soil limit is determined by the point where the processes control¬

ling the speed of deposition from air into soil become very fast. In these cases,

the air-soil limit runs above the area where wet deposition becomes fast and

effective (plots 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5). In plots 2-4, 2-5, and 3-5 the air-soil limit

approximately matches the limit at which the deposition processes from air

become faster than degradation in air (compare to Figure B.5, page 175).

There are only few substances which exhibit significant mixed partition¬

ing, which is defined here as less than 50 % of the substance residing in each

medium. Mixed partitioning occurs for some substances with low half-lives

in soil and strong sorption to air particles (plots 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5). The

sorption to air particles shields the substance from fast degradation in air, and

subsequently the deposition mass flux to both water and soil is high, leading

to substantial levels in both media. If the Kow values are very large, deep-sea

deposition from water reduces the amount in water substantially so the sub¬

stance is mainly in air. The mixed partitioning area in Figure 3.4, 2-5, lies at

the intersection of the soil, air, and water dominated areas. The difference

between media half-lives (ti/2,air = 8760 h, ti/2,water = 168 h, ti/2,soii = 336 h)

is compensated for by the strong wet deposition flux from air into water and
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the run-off from soil into water.

3.4.3 Relevance of the Temporal Remote State

The time needed until the temporal remote state is approximately attained,

trs, depends on the release pattern, p0 = p(0). I define trs as the minimum

time at which each of the ratios mt{t)/rrikit) differs by maximally 5 % from

the corresponding ratio at the temporal remote state, ^3/^3. If po is suffi¬

ciently similar to the relative occupation of the environmental compartments

at the temporal remote state, prs, then trs = 0, i.e. the model system is at

temporal remote state from the very beginning. Generally, the more similar

Po is to prs, the faster the temporal remote state is attained. With trs, the

fraction of the mass released at t = 0 which is left at the temporal remote

state, /rg, can be determined. /rs indicates how relevant the temporal remote

state is for a specific substance and release pattern. The more similar p0 is

to prs, the greater is /rs.

For a given release pattern, the fraction left at the temporal remote state,

/rs, is high if the smallest eigenvalue of A, 73, is considerably smaller than

the second-smallest eigenvalue, 72. Of the 3175 hypothetical chemicals, 72

and 73 differ only for 20 chemicals by less than 2 %. These are volatile

chemicals with a low Koa value and equal degradation rate constants in air

and water. 378 chemicals have values of 72 and 73 which differ by less than

50 %. In the chemical space, these chemicals lie at the boundary between

clear partitioning into different media, especially soil and water. For the

great majority of substances (2797), the two smallest eigenvalues differ by at

least 50 %.

In the example of PCB 194 with a pulse release into air (Figure 3.1),

the temporal remote state is attained at about trs ~ 3000 d. By then, the

curves for all logw(mt(t)) are parallel (Figure 3.1C), and the effective loss

rate constant, lefi(t), is approximately equal to 73 (Figure 3.IB). For PCB 194
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and release into soil, 99 % of the amount released reach the temporal remote

state (Table 3.1) while with release into air, 28 % are left in the temporal

remote state (Figure 3.1A). These are relatively large amounts reflecting the

longevity of PCB 194 in the environment. In contrast, for HCB and release

into soil, only 5.6 % of the amount released reach the temporal remote state

(Table 3.1). This is less than for PCB 194 because HCB degrades faster and

is more volatile. Because of its volatility, HCB has a higher fraction in air

in the temporal remote state. Therefore, prs is more different from po for

HCB than for PCB 194, and /rs is smaller. Also, the 72 value of HCB is only

by 50 % larger than its 73 value, while the corresponding difference is much

larger for PCB 194.

Both trs and /rs are very sensitive to the release pattern, p0. Therefore,

they can not be determined substance-specific but only for a specific com¬

bination of substance data and release pattern. This makes the study of trs

and /rs values relatively arbitrary. To gain nevertheless more insight into

the concept of the temporal remote state, the trs and /rs values were deter¬

mined for the 3175 hypothetical chemicals and for the single-media release

patterns. For each substance, the greatest /rs value obtained with the three

single-release patterns was used as /rS,max value. The /rS,max values are plotted

in Figure 3.5. Low /rSimax values do not necessarily mean that the temporal

remote state is irrelevant for the substance in question, because also for these

substances there exist release patterns for which large /rs values are obtained.

On the other hand, an /rS,max value greater than 1 % indicates that the tem¬

poral remote state is relevant for a specific substance. The reasoning behind

this is that, given a high-volume chemical released over several years, even

1 % of the amount originally emitted can constitute a serious environmental

problem if it is very persistent. An example would be higher-chlorinated

PCBs.

Most hypothetical substances exhibit /rS)max greater than 1 %. fTS,m&x
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values much smaller than 1 % occur either at the limit of clear partitioning

into different media or occur for substances which partition mainly into air

and water and have equal degradation half-lives in air and water (Figure 3.5,

Plots 1-2, 2-3, 3-4).

For many substances, very low /rS,max values correspond to similar values

of 72 and 73. These are generally found at boundary areas between dominant

partitioning into a single medium. In these areas, the different system loss

processes from the different media are similarly fast. This leads to similar

loss rate constants from the different media involved. This similarity causes

the temporal remote state partitioning into both media and the similarity of

the 72 and 73 values. The latter leads to the very low /rs,max values observed.

An extreme example of this behavior occurs for the case that 72 = 73, i.e.

the matrix A is degenerate. However, degeneracies are rather accidental than

systematic for the matrices investigated here (Held, 2001).

In the case of equal degradation half-lives in air and water (Figure 3.5,

Plots 1-2, 2-3, 3-4), regions of very low /rs,max values occur in the upper

left corner of each plot. In these regions, partitioning is to more than 95 %

into air at the temporal remote state while the degradation rate constants in

water and air are similar in size. But there is a small volatilization flux from

water into air, so that 72 (which in this case corresponds approximately to the

loss rate constant in water) is greater than 73 (approximately corresponding

to the loss rate constant in air). Therefore, partitioning at the temporal

remote state is mainly into air, but still mixed between water and air. If the

release is into a single-medium, most of the substance has been lost from the

model system before this mixed temporal remote state has been attained. An

exception is the case of £i/2,Water = ii/2,air = 8760h (Figure 3.5, 4-5). Here,

the volatilization rate constant from water to air in the upper left corner of

the plot is greater than the degradation rate constant in water, so that the

total loss rate constant in water is significantly greater than the total loss
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rate constant in air. Therefore, in this case the temporal remote state is less

mixed and is attained relatively fast, leading to much greater /rS,max values.

3.4.4 Empirical Evidence

The temporal remote state is, like the chemical equilibrium or the steady-

state, a concept that is primarily valid in the idealized framework of multi¬

media fate modelling. There are, however, indications that the levels in

the environment of some persistent organic pollutants whose emissions have

been substantially reduced during the last decades tend towards the temporal

remote state.

The importance of soil as a reservoir of higher-chlorinated PCBs and the

current outgassing of higher-chlorinated PCBs from soil to air as a result

of greatly reduced primary PCB emissions into air has been pointed out in

empirical studies (Ockenden et al. (1998), Meijer et al. (2002), Meijer et al.

(2003)). This is exactly the fate shown by PCB 194 in the temporal remote

state in the model. The importance of soil as a reservoir in a situation of

reduced primary emissions was also predicted in a level IV simulation of

PCB levels in the U.K. (Sweetman et al., 2002). A global decreasing total

loss rate constant for higher-chlorinated PCBs has also been observed in a

modelling study (Wania and Daly, 2002), which means that these chemicals

move towards the temporal remote state.

Also for HCB, the development towards the temporal remote state can be

observed, as becomes discernible from empirical results (Meijer et al., 2003)

and from a comprehensive study of global HCB emissions (Bailey, 2001).

Similar to higher-chlorinated PCBs, HCB emissions have been significantly

reduced during the recent years. This makes soil an important reservoir of

"old" HCB, and volatilization from soil drives HCB levels in air.
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3.5 Measures of Persistence

In this section I define the measures used to compute Pov from the mass

distributions obtained from the example model.

Most current models use the residence time at steady-state as measure of

Pov (Scheringer (1996), Webster et al. (1998), Bennett et al. (1999), Beyer

et al. (2000a)). For equal release patterns, i.e. equal relative entries of (fand

too, the residence time is identical to the equivalence width, req, of rh{t) after

a pulse release (Fenner et al., 2000):

req =
f£°mt(t)dt

=

EA-'fflfl
.3 5.

J2rh0 Emo

For details refer to Equation C.4 (page 178). The sum symbols mean that

the elements of the corresponding vectors are added. Here, these are the mo)t

values of the different environmental media i. req depends strongly on the

fate of the substance immediately after release and on the release pattern,

m0.

To compute the expected value, rex, I consider mt(t) a distribution func¬

tion. To obtain the corresponding probability density function, the total

mass distribution in time, mt(t), is divided by /0°° mt(t)dt, which is equal to

E A_1too, so that

= Trk (3'6)

The expected value of Pov, Tex, is calculated from /(£) (details in Equa¬

tion C.5, page 178):

/•CO
_ex
r-=,

t-=^tdt=E^"-'"'°- (")
/O EA^TOo EA^TOo

The tail of the distribution is weighted more strongly by rex than by req

so that rex depends less strongly on the release pattern.
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To compute the 95 % clearance time, rcl, the time is determined at which

95 % of the mass emitted in the pulse release have been removed from the

model system:

TOt(rcl) = (1-0.95) -TOt(0) . (3.8)

In general, rcl has to be determined numerically. It may miss important

features of the tail of rrit(t), e.g. if 96 % of the mass released are lost very

quickly while the remaining 4 % remain in the system for a long time. This

effect cannot be avoided, but it occurs for the fewer chemicals the higher the

cut-off percentage is (Cahill and Mackay, 2003). This is the reason why I use

95 % instead of 50 % as originally proposed (OECD, 2002).

The 95th percentile, r95, is determined by computing the 95th percentile

of TOt(t):

95

0 95 _
Jo rnti^dt

In general, this equation can only be solved numerically. The 95th per¬

centile measure weighs the different parts of the distribution more or less

equally.

Finally, I define the remote state measure of Pov, Trs. It is the expected

value of the mass distribution in time at the temporal remote state. The

corresponding probability density function is the exponential distribution,

/rs(t) = 73 • exp(—73t). The expected value is computed as:

/•CO

rrs = / t 73 • exp(-73t)dt = I/73 • (3.10)
Jo

A similar measure, In 2/73, has been used as a benchmark by Müller-

Herold et al. (1997) in their investigation of the values tres may attain in a

multi-media model. However, Müller-Herold et al. (1997) did not introduce

the temporal remote state and discuss only the special case of multi-media
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models with non-advective partitioning processes, which tend towards equi¬

librium.

By definition, the remote state measure is based solely on the tail of the

distribution, i.e. the part of rrit(t) which is at the temporal remote state.

I consider rrs a suitable benchmark for the comparison of the different Pov

measures because it is independent of the release pattern and focuses on the

fate of a substance not immediately after release but in the long term. The

latter is consistent with the preventive character of the Pov indicator.

3.6 Comparison of Persistence Measures

The Pov values of r^q, r|x, r^1, r^5, and rrs are computed here for the set of

3175 hypothetical substances. The different measures are applied for release

either into soil, water, or air; rrs is release-independent. The subscript k

indicates the release compartment receiving the pulse release at t = 0. For

example, rscl is the Pov measured as the 95 % clearance time of the distribution

in time for release into soil (s). I use this choice of single-medium release

patterns because the maximum and minimum req values of each substance are

obtained for the single-medium releases (Wania, 1998). Because of its quasi-

linear dependence on m0, also the maximum rex value is attained with the

single-medium release patterns. Calculating the maximum values of req and

rex is helpful for reducing the arbitrariness in these measures that is caused

by the dépendance on the release pattern, see below. The Pov values of the

3175 hypothetical chemicals are ranked and the rank correlation coefficients

r2 between rrs and the other measures are determined (Table 3.2).

Generally, the rank correlation between the different measures and rrs is

best for release into soil, second best for release into water and relatively

poor for release into air, where all r2 values are below 0.9. This results from

the features of the hypothetical data set, where the majority of substances
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Table 3.1: Temporal remote state of hexachlorobenzene (HCB) and PCB-

194.

Substance rrs £rs J is Prs, s Prs,w Prs,a 7i 72 73

[d] [d] [%] [%] [%] [%] kl"1] Id"1] Id"1]

HCB 1942 5700 5.6 94.7 2.3 3.0 5.55-10"3 7.46 • 10"4 5.00 • 10"4

PCB 194 100359 900 99.2 99.9 0.1 0.0 7.07-10"2 3.74 • 10"3 9.96 • 10"6

rrs: temporal remote state measure; tYS: time needed to attain the temporal

remote state; /rs: fraction of the amount released which reaches the temporal

remote state; pTSy. relative occupation of compartment i at the temporal

remote state; %: Eigenvalue i of the model matrix A. Release is into soil

only, which minimizes rrs in comparison to the other single-media release

patterns for HCB and PCB 194.

Table 3.2: Rank correlation coefficients r2 of different Pov measures to rrs for

the set of 3175 hypothetical substances

release into soil release into water release into air

_eq _ex _cl _95

's 's 's 's
_eq _ex _cl _95
'
w

'
w

'
w

'
w

_eq _ex _cl _95

'a 'a 'a 'a

tv"-1 0.88 0.94 0.87 0.92 0.85 0.91 0.85 0.89 0.53 0.83 0.43 0.84

rrs: temporal remote state measure; r^q: equivalence width; r^x: expected

value; r^1: time at which 95 % of the initially emitted mass has been removed

from the model system; r^5: 95th percentile of the total mass distribution;

the subscript k denotes the release compartment.
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exhibit Ka > kw and all substances have kw = 2 • ks. Both features are not

unrealistic for non-ionic organic chemicals. In the temporal remote state,

substances prefer compartments where they have low loss rate constants, i.e.

soil and water (Section 3.4). Therefore, a majority of substances attains the

temporal remote state earlier with release into soil than with release into

water or air. Accordingly, all measures discussed here correlate better to rrs

for release into soil than for release into water, and for release into water

better than for release into air.

3.6.1 Residence time at steady-state vs. remote state

persistence

Because of the widespread use of the r^q measure (i.e. the residence time

at steady-state), I compare it in detail to rrs. In Figure 3.6, three plots are

shown where the r^q values of the hypothetical chemicals for release into soil,

water, and air (A-C) are plotted against the corresponding rrs values. The

fourth plot (D) shows the maximum value of the three r^q, denoted by r^ax,

of each hypothetical substance against the corresponding rrs value.

The plots of rseq, T^.q, and raq versus rrs (A-C) exhibit considerable scatter.

It is caused mainly by substances for which r^q is considerably smaller than

rrs. Only a few substances exhibit r|q values greater than their rrs values,

and this difference is generally quite small (maximally by a factor of 1.8).

The horizontal bands in Figure 3.6 A, B, and C correspond to values of

rrs which are equal for many substances. These are compounds which reside

mainly in one compartment at the temporal remote state. Their loss from

the model system is therefore driven by the degradation rate constant in that

compartment, and therefore the standard degradation rate constants of the

hypothetical data set show up as horizontal bands in the distribution of rrs

values.
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Figure 3.6: Plots of the equivalence width with release into compartment k,

r|q, against the temporal remote state measure, rrs. D: Plot of the maximum

of rseq, T^.q, and 7fq of each substance, r^x, against rrs.
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The vertical bands in Figure 3.6 A, B, and C also correspond to the

degradation rate constants used in the hypothetical chemical data set. With

the pulse release, a lot of substances do not move significantly into other

media but are removed from the system in the medium they were released to.

These substances have a r|q value which is the inverse of their degradation

rate constant in the release medium. Thus there are clusters of equal r^q

values which show up as vertical bands. For example, a large number of

substances have a raq value equal to their l/«a value. These are visible in

Figure 3.6C as vertical bands at raq = 0.24, 1.4, 10, 60 days, corresponding

to the na values used in the hypothetical data set. A 526-day band, which

would correspond to the lowest Ka in the data set, is however not visible,

because the corresponding degradation rate constant is so small that the

deposition into soil and water is generally faster than degradation in air. In

this case, the substance fate depends on more and other parameters than na.

Plot C, showing raq versus rrs, exhibits the greatest scatter, corresponding

to the low r2 value of their rank correlation (Table 3.2). The scatter is caused

by substances which are rapidly degraded in air but at the temporal remote

state reside in water or soil, where they are removed much more slowly from

the model system.

In Figure 3.6,D, the r^ax value of each hypothetical substance is plotted

versus rrs. There is only little scatter in the plot, which is caused by sub¬

stances with r^ax > rrs. These differences are however not very large, the

maximum difference is a factor of f.8. The r2 rank correlation coefficient of

r^ax and rrs is 0.997. This high rank correlation is caused by the fact that, for

the majority of the hypothetical chemicals, the maximum r^q is obtained for

release to the compartment which also dominates partitioning in the temporal

remote state. Only a minority of the hypothetical chemicals exhibit relevant

partitioning into several compartments in the temporal remote state, and

only for these chemicals r^ax is significantly greater than rrs. The reason is
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that, with T^ax, the release occurs to the environmental medium with slowest

loss processes, therefore the persistence is maximized. In contrast, temporal

remote state partitioning is never completely into one medium, because the

transport from the medium with the slowest loss processes into other media

is considered in the partitioning. In the single-medium pulse release situation

of r^ax, this transport into the other media needs still to occur. This makes

rmax greater than rrs, especially if partitioning at the temporal remote state

is mixed.

Generally, the same results as shown in Figure 3.6 are obtained with a

model by Mackay and Paterson (1991) which consists of the four media air,

water, soil, and sediments and which represents Southern Ontario. However,

for many substances of the hypothetical data set, partitioning in the temporal

remote state is mainly into the sediments. This is due to the assumption that

the degradation rate constant in sediment, Ksed, is 5 times smaller than ks for

all substances. A single-medium release pattern into the sediment may not

seem to be very realistic. However, the single-medium release patterns are

used for the computation of r^ax to obtain a good approximation of rrs, which

represents the long-term persistence of the substance in the environment.

It is not the point of an exposure-based hazard assessment indicator to be

realistic but to represent the potential scale of the exposure, even if the latter

is driven by substance residues in sediments. If, in the case of the model by

Mackay and Paterson (1991) and the hypothetical data set, r^ax is computed

based on single-medium release into air, water, and soil only, then the r^ax

values are up to a factor of 30 smaller than the corresponding rrs values. This

means that single-medium release into sediments should be considered in the

computation of r^ax if the model used contains sediments. Otherwise, rrs is

significantly underestimated for substances which accumulate and persist in

sediments.
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3.6.2 Other persistence measures

Concerning the other measures discussed here, r|x and r|5 exhibit a better

rank correlation to rrs than does r^q because they weigh the tail of m(t)

more strongly. Therefore, the r^x and r^5 measure depend less on the release

pattern and yield rankings which are relatively similar to those delivered by

rrs. If the r|x and r|5 values are maximized over the single-medium release

patterns, then the resulting measures, r^ax and r^ax, correlate very well to

rrs with r2 values of 0.998 and 0.994.

Tjf exhibits the lowest correlation to rrs. Especially for release into air,

the rank correlation is quite low (r2 = 0.43). The reason is that r^1 does not

consider at all the region of rrit(t) with t > rf. In general, the maximum of

Tjf is not obtained for the single-media emission patterns but for some mixed

emission pattern. Therefore, r£]ax correlates less strongly to rrs (r2 = 0.936)

than rmax, rmax, and rmax.

3.6.3 Comparison to Half-Life Approaches

Finally, the currently used half-live approaches are compared to the ranking

obtained by rrs. In the Canadian approach (Environment Canada, 1995)

a substance is classified as a persistent organic pollutant (POP) if it ful¬

fils criteria for persistence, bioaccumulation, and toxicity. A substance is

considered "persistent" if its single-media half-lives exceed either 2 days in

air or 182 days in water or 182 days in soil or 365 days in sediment. To

compare this approach to the persistence classification based on the Pov

method, the 3175 hypothetical chemicals were classified as being "persis¬

tent" or "non-persistent" according to the Canadian criteria. The chemicals

are then ranked in ascending order according to their rrs value. Of the re¬

sulting order, ranks 1 to 28 (all with rrs = 1.44 d) turned out to be classified

as "non-persistent" and ranks 996 to 3175 (rrs ranging from 20.2 d to f0040
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d) to be classified as "persistent". Between ranks 29 and 995, both "non-

persistent" and "persistent" chemicals occur in a well-mixed fashion. The

corresponding rrs values of this overlap range from f .44 days to 20.2 days.

With the Canadian approach, substances with relatively low rrs values are

classified as "persistent" because of the low cut-off value for half-life in air (2

days) which is combined by an OR relation with the other half-life criteria.

This means that any chemical with a half-life in air exceeding 2 days will be

classified as "persistent".

I also tested the persistence half-life criteria used by UN/ECE (UN/ECE,

1998) and UNEP (UNEP, 2001), which consider a substance "persistent" if

its single-media half-lives exceed either 2 months in water or 6 months in soil

or 6 months in sediment. The extension of the overlap was similar (ranks

1076 to 2196), but it is shifted towards higher rrs values (48.2 to 526 days)

when compared to the Canadian approach because the half-life in air is not

considered as a persistence criterion by UN/ECE and UNEP.

With both approaches, two types of substances occur in the overlap. One

group of substances exceeds one half-life criterion and is classified "persis¬

tent". However, at the temporal remote state, these substances reside mainly

in a medium where they have a rather low half-life; therefore, they exhibit a

low rrs value. The other group of substances has several or all degradation

half-lives just below the criteria. Thus, no criterion is exceeded but the rrs

is still relatively large.

UN/ECE (1998) and UNEP (2001) classify a substance as having poten¬

tial for long-range transport ("LRTP") if its half-life in air exceeds 2 days.

To be classified as a persistent organic pollutant, a substance needs to fulfil,

in addition to the criteria of being toxic and bioaccumulative, both the cri¬

teria of being "persistent" and "LRTP". To explore the effect of the AND

relation between the half-life in air and the other half-lifes, I ranked the

hypothetical substance by their rrs values in ascending order and classified
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them as "persistent and LRTP" or not "persistent and LRTP" according to

UN/ECE (1998) and UNEP (2001). Ranks 1 to 1077 (rrs from 1.44 d to

49.4 d) were classified as not "persistent and LRTP" and ranks 3157 to 3175

(rrs from 995f d to f0040 d) were classified as "persistent and LRTP". In the

overlap, from rank f078 to 3156 (rrs from 49.4 d to 9950 d), both substances

classified as "persistent and LRTP" and not "persistent and LRTP" occur.

The extension of the overlap is greater than if only the "persistent" criterion

by UN/ECE (1998) and UNEP (2001) is applied. The reason is the AND

relation between the half-life criterion in air and the other half-life criteria in

the "persistent and LRTP" approach. With this approach, even a substance

with a very large rrs may not be considered "persistent and LRTP", e.g. a

substance with a low half-life in air ("non-LRTP") but very high half-lives

in soil and water ("persistent"). Therefore, fewer substances are classified as

POP candidates with the "persistence AND LRTP" approach than with the

Canadian approach and its OR relation between the half-life in air and the

other half-lives.

If the single-media half-life approaches are compared to the overall per¬

sistence approach, it becomes clear that there is no rrs value which marks

a clear limit between "persistent" and "non-persistent" substances. This

is in accordance with findings for steady-state (Webster et al., 1998) and

equilibrium (Gouin et al., 2000).

3.7 Discussion: Persistence and the Tempo¬

ral Remote State

Generally, the persistence results presented here depend on both the pro¬

cesses and parameterizations of the example model and on the set of hypo¬

thetical chemicals used. However, in tests that were performed for different

model parameterizations and different sets of chemicals, including real chem-
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icals, the results were similar to those presented here. The set of hypothetical

chemicals used here is not a random selection of points in the chemical space;

its regularity, however, is very helpful for the analysis of the results shown

in Figure 3.6.

The temporal remote state and the rrs measure not only prove to be a

useful benchmark for the comparison of the other persistence measures but

contain information on the environmental partitioning a substance is going to

attain after its release has been stopped. This partitioning will determine its

ultimate overall clearing rate constant from the environment. In the context

of a persistence-based regulatory approach, this knowledge about the long-

term fate of a substance is of high relevance. In contrast, the concept of

the clearance time focuses on the substance fate in a certain period after the

release but ignores the long-term behavior. To a smaller extent, this problem

also applies to the equivalence width, to the expected value, and to the 95th

percentile.

A second advantage of the temporal remote state and the r rs measure is

their independence of the release pattern. This feature helps to focus on the

substance (and model) behavior. In contrast, the dépendance on the release

pattern is a main drawback of the other Pov measures. This is visible in the

relatively low r2 values these measures exhibit when they are rank correlated

to the temporal remote state measure. Also, the r2 values depend strongly

on the release pattern.

A way to overcome this disadvantage of the currently used req measure

is to maximize r|q over the different single-medium release patterns. The

resulting measure, r^ax, exhibits a high rank correlation to rrs. It also never

underestimates Pov compared to rrs.

The comparison of the rrs approach to the currently used single-media

half-life approaches shows that there is a large range of substances for which

the two approaches are not consistent. This means that there is no absolute
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rrs value which could be used as a cut-off criterion and which would yield

the same "persistent" and "non-persistent" classification as the half-life ap¬

proaches.

However, a certain reference chemical x can be used to define a value of

rrs that serves as a threshold for temporal remote state lifetimes greater or

smaller than that of chemical x. As a conclusion, I propose that possible

reference chemicals for the temporal remote state lifetime are selected from

known environmental contaminants.
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Chapter 4

Spatial Range and the Spatial

Remote State

4.1 Spatial Range: Introduction

The spatial range or long-range transport potential, LRTP, has become estab¬

lished as an endpoint of the environmental assessment of organic chemicals

during the recent years (Klecka et al. (2000), UNEP (2001), OECD (2002)).

Several multi-media fate models have been developed to investigate the LRTP

of non-polar organic chemicals (Scheringer (1996), Scheringer (1997), Bennett

et al. (1998), Rodan et al. (1999), Beyer et al. (2000a), Beyer and Matthies

(2001), Hertwich and McKone (2001)). These models differ with respect to

(i) the mode of long-range transport, (ii) the measures employed to com¬

pute the LRTP and (iii) the processes and parameterizations of substance

transfer between the different environmental media considered. Differences

in the mode of long-range transport in current models concern the trans¬

port mechanism (advective versus dispersive transport) and the treatment

of coupling (transport in a single medium versus coupled transport in water

and air). Measures used include the spatial range (Scheringer, 1996) and the
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characteristic travel distance (Bennett et al., 1998).

First model comparisons have been conducted to investigate the effect of

differences between models on the model results (Wania and Mackay (2000),

Bennett et al. (2001), Beyer et al. (2001), Wania and Dugani (2003)). These

studies either investigate two models in detail or compare several models

with a focus on discussing their output rather than exploring the effects of

the underlying model mechanisms. Less attention has been paid, however,

to classifying the existing models according to points (i) and (ii) above which

would help to clarify the basic approaches to quantifying LRTP and assist

model users in choosing a model.

In this chapter, I develop a framework for comparing the currently used

models with respect to the different modes of transport and to the measures

of LRTP and investigate the effect of these differences on the resulting LRTP

values. For this purpose, a set of model varieties is used which are identical

with respect to point (iii), which means that the number of environmental

media, the processes of inter-media exchange and their parameterizations

are identical. As a reference point for the classification of the different model

varieties, the spatial remote state is defined, which is the state of the model

system far-off the source. It is independent of the release pattern. The

LRTP is computed for the different model varieties, a detailed analysis of

the results is performed for 6 example substances, and a rank correlation

analysis is conducted for a set of 3175 hypothetical chemicals.

In addition, the importance of long-range transport in water is discussed

and coupled transport in air and water is compared to single-media transport.

Finally, the effect of model geometry parameters such as the land-to-water

surface ratio is analyzed.
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4.2 Method

Calculating the LRTP of a substance generally requires two steps. In the

first step, a model is used to determine the distribution of a chemical's mass

in space. In the second step, a measure is applied to the resulting mass

distribution to compute a single value of LRTP.

Existing long-range transport models used for step f exhibit some impor¬

tant differences concerning the mode of transport: As shown in Table 4.1,

there are models assuming advective transport and models based on disper¬

sive transport. In addition, the number and interaction of media in which

long-range transport occurs varies between transport in a single medium (ei¬

ther air or water) and simultaneous, coupled transport in both air and water.

Here, a long-range transport model at steady-state with continuous release

from a point source is used to obtain the spatial distribution. Emissions

are from a single point source, as in most currently used generic multime¬

dia transport models. The model matrix A which describes the partitioning

processes has been defined in Chapter 2 and is based on the processes and

parameterizations of the ChemRange 2.1 model. While the ChemRange 2.1

model uses bi-directional transport, I assume uni-directional transport as

do the other currently used models. For symmetry reasons, uni-directional

dispersive transport delivers the same results as bi-directional transport.

In the second step, a measure is applied to the distribution obtained in

step 1 to compute a value of LRTP. I will discuss two measures in detail: the

expected value, Rex and the 95th percentile, R95. Each measure is further

specified by two subscripts, i and k, with i denoting the medium for which the

measure is calculated and k denoting the medium into which the substance

is released. For example, i?a5s is the LRTP measured as the 95th percentile

of the spatial distribution in air (a) for release into soil (s).

A "clearance distance" which could be derived in analogy to the clearance
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Table 4.1: Classification of selected existing models

Mode of

Transport

Measure of LRTP

Expected value or 95th percentile or

characteristic travel spatial range

distance

dispersive, coupled

advective, single Bennett et al. (1998),

Rodan et al. (1999),

Beyer et al. (2000a)

advective, coupled Beyer and Matthies (2001)

Scheringer (1996),

Held (2000),

Scheringer (2002)

Classification of selected existing multimedia models according to modes of

transport and measures used to compute LRTP. For a detailed discussion of

modes of transport and LRTP measures, see sections 4.3 and 4.5.
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time approach is not discussed here. It performs as poorly for LRTP as

for Pov and has not been proposed as measures of LRTP. The equivalence

width, Req, is shortly discussed because it exhibits remarkable features if

used in conjunction with advective transport which make even -R^ax useless

as a measure of LRTP.

4.3 Mass Distributions in Space

To quantify the long-range transport potential, LRTP, I derive the area-

weighted concentration distributions in space for coupled transport in air and

water and no transport in soil. The area-weighted concentration is denoted

by mt(x) = Ci(x) A% where c%{x) is the concentration in medium % at point

x [kg/m3] and A% [m2] is the cross-section area of medium % perpendicular to

the long-rang transport flux, x denotes the distance from the source. The

units of to are kg/m. to is used here instead of concentrations or fugacities

(Mackay, 2001) because the fn%{x) values of different media can be added,

e.g. rfhix) = ms(x) + fhw{x) + ma(x).

The model parameters for long-range transport are as follows: The dis¬

persion coefficient in air, da, is 1.73 • 10nm2/d, the dispersion coefficient in

water, dw, is 8.64 • f08m2/d (both from Scheringer (1996)). The advection

velocity in air, ua, is 3.64 • 105m/d (Beyer et al., 2000a). The advection

velocity in water is set at uw = ua/200 = 1.73 • 103 m/d so that the transport

parameters in the two media have the same ratio for both transport mech¬

anisms, which will be useful for the comparison of advective and dispersive

transport. us and ds are zero, but for numerical feasibility are assigned very

small positive values. The equations for coupled transport discussed below

also apply to transport in a single medium.

While most currently used models assume a linear geometry from x = 0 to

+oo, Scheringer (1996) presented a circular geometry to simulate the spher-
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ical shape of the earth. For substances with a small LRTP, this approach

delivers essentially the same results as a model based on the linear geometry.

For high LRTP, a ceiling of LRTP values at half the circumference of the cir¬

cle (20'000 km) is observed for the circular geometry (Bennett et al. (2001),

Beyer et al. (2001)). As the circular geometry is mathematically consider¬

ably more complex than the linear one (Held (2000), Held (2001)), I will not

discuss it here.

4.3.1 Dispersive transport

Dispersive or macro-diffusive transport in several media which are fully cou¬

pled by reversible partitioning processes is described by the dispersion-de¬

gradation-partitioning equation:

dfh(x,t) ^d2fh(x,t)
A ->, .

„
.

_i^=D-^-Aro(s,t). (4.1)

D is a diagonal matrix with ds, dw, and da [m2/d] in the diagonal. Steady-

state (dfh(x,t)/dt = 0) is assumed, and Equation 4.1 is rearranged and

multiplied by D_1 from the left:

^^ = D^AtoOt) . (4.2)
dx2

This is a system of n second order ordinary linear differential equations

with constant coefficients. To solve it, the matrix D_1A is diagonalized.

Its Eigenvectors, $,, are combined to the matrix Y = (yi, y2, j/3). Then,

D_1A = YD^Y-1, where Vß is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues /jj

at positions jj. Generally Vz is defined as a diagonal matrix with elements

Zj at positions jj.

The solution for the condition m0 = m(0) is

fh(x) = YVeM_ux)Y~lfh0 , (4.3)
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which can be verified by inserting this expression into equation 4.2. Here,

v] = \fth\ the square root results from the second derivative in equation 4.2.

Without loss of generality, one can assume u\ > v2 > vy,.

To determine the value of too which corresponds to a continuous release

q, I use the condition

f°° ->

/ m(x)dx = A~lq . (4.4)
Jo

Equation 4.4 means that the total mass in the long-range transport model

at steady state is equal to the steady-state mass in the box model as described

by equation 2.4. Inserting m(x) from equation 4.3 into equation 4.4 and

solving the integral yields

mo = YVuY~1A~1q= VD^AA-1^ , (4.5)

which can be calculated if A, D and the release pattern g are given. Here,

the square root of a positive definite diagonalizable matrix is defined as its

diagonalized form with the square roots of the eigenvalues in the diagonal

matrix, e.g. vD^~A = YD^Y"1. Note that too is the area-weighted con¬

centration of a specific chemical at x = 0 at steady-state and depends on the

substance properties, the environmental parameters, and the release pattern

used.

The solution of equation 4.2, fh(x), contains three functions, fht(x) (for

soil, water and air), each of which is composed of three exponential functions:

rhi{x) = îjii exp(-z/ix) + yt2 exp(-z/2x) + yl3 exp(-z/3x) . (4.6)

The coefficients y%J follow from Equation 4.3:

y%3 = ÎYNjY^mo = ÎYN^WO-1A A^q. (4.7)
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The elements of Nj are 0 except for element (N)J>:, = 1. For î refer

to Section 2.1, page 10. The area-weighted concentration varies in space

(equation 4.6) while the total mass in the model system remains constant in

time because steady-state is assumed (equation 2.4).

As an example, the total area-weighted concentrations and the transport

mass fluxes of 7-HCH and PCB 194 are shown in Figure 4.1 for dispersive

transport with continuous release of f kg/d into air. In the graphs of the

area-weighted concentration on the left of Figure 4.1, also the mathematical

components of mt(x), the functions fdsP,j,t(x) = ytj
• exp(—v3x) are shown.

These functions do not refer to physical entities but solely represent the

influence of the eigenvalue v3 on fht(x). fdsP,i,t(%) is not visible in both cases

because the near-zero value of diffusion in soil leads to a very large v\ value

which causes /dsP,i,t(^) to disappear at very small x. For PCB 194, v2 is

much greater than u3 so that fdSp,2,t(%) ^ fdsP,3,t(%) after some point x.

From that point on, mt(x) is given by fdsp,3,t(%)- For PCB 194, this is the

case for very low x values so that mt(x) ~ fdsP,3,t(x). In the case of 7-HCH,

/dsp,2,t(^) illustrates that one of the functions fdsP,j,t(x) composing fht(x) can

be negative, while fht(x) itself is always equal to or larger than zero (lower

left graph of Figure 4.1).

The dispersive transport mass flux in medium i in x direction, denoted

by Nhdsp(x) [kg/d], is

iW*> = -**^ = -*^ • (4-8)

As the release is 1 kg/d and mass is lost from the model system along

the way by degradation and deep-sea deposition, the total flux at x = 0 is

equal to 1 kg/d and decreases for increasing x as shown in the graphs on the

right of Figure 4.1. Note that the ratio of the flux in water to the flux in air

changes as a function of place.

Similar to the case of a spatially unresolved dynamic model with a pulse
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Figure 4.1: Total area-weighted concentration mt(x) (left) and long-range

transport fluxes Nltdsp(x) (right) of PCB 194 and 7-HCH in the steady-

state system with dispersive transport for f kg/d continuous release into air.

/dsPj,t(^) are the components oîfht(x). For PCB 194, rht(x) œ fdsP,3,t(x).
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release which has been discussed in Chapter 3, z/3 plays a special role among

the eigenvalues of D_1A, because it will determine the fate of a substance at

great distances from the point of release independently of the release pattern.

In contrast, the relevance of v\ and v2 depends on the size of the factors yt\

and yt2, which both depend on the release pattern (compare to Section 3.3,

Page 28).

4.3.2 Advective transport

Advective transport in several media in combination with the partitioning

and loss processes of equation 2.3 is described by the advection-degradation-

partitioning equation

^%^ = -U^|^-ATO(x,t). (4.9)

U is a diagonal matrix with the advection velocities us ~ 0, uw, and ua

in the diagonal. If steady-state is assumed (dfh(x,t)/dt = 0), one obtains

dp^ = -\J-lAÎh(x) . (4.10)
dx

This equation is solved analogously to equation 4.2, so that:

m(x) = WVexp{_XjX)W-lm0 . (4.11)

Xj and Wj are the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of U_1A,

with the Wj forming the matrix W = (w\, w2, W3), so that

WVX W"1 = U_1A.

Solving the integral in Equation 4.4 for the advective m{x) yields

mo = WDAjW-1A-V= U-1AA"V= U"V- (4-12)

It is remarkable that, with advective transport, m0 does not depend on the

partitioning matrix A. For a single-medium release scenario, the elements of
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too are 0 for media which do not receive direct release. Mathematically, the

reason is that AA-1 cancels and that U is a diagonal matrix. Intuitively the

reason is that the advective transport flux acts immediately on the released

substance so that no partitioning occurs at x = 0. In contrast, dispersive

transport does not allow gradients to be too steep, so that there is always

some partitioning into media other than the release medium at x = 0. Math¬

ematically, vAA"1 in Equation 4.5 does not cancel because of the square

root. The square root itself is caused by the second derivative in the dis¬

persion equation (Equation 4.1). In the advection equation (Equation 4.9),

there is only the first derivative, so no square root is taken of the eigenvalues

of U_1A. This means that the difference in the dependency of too on A

is related to fundamental differences between the transport mechanisms of

dispersion and advection.

As in the case of dispersive transport, mt(x) is a sum of three exponential

functions with exponents — \3x and pre-exponential factors wtJ,

wtJ = îWNjW-'mo = îWNjW^U-1?. (4.13)

Again, A3 plays a special role among the eigenvalues of U_1A, because it

determines the fate of a substance far-off the point of release independently

of the release pattern (Section 4.3.1, Page 64).

In Figure 4.2, the total area-weighted concentration, fht(x), and the trans¬

port mass flux, Nhadv(x), of 7-HCH and PCB 194 are shown for steady state

with continuous release of f kg/d into air. The advective transport mass flux

in medium i in x direction is

A^adv(z) = A-Ui- ct{x) = ut mt{x). (4.14)

With continuous release and steady-state, the total long-range transport

flux is again exactly 1 kg/d at x = 0 and decreases for increasing x. For

both chemicals, 7-HCH and PCB 194, the flux in air is dominant along the
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whole x axis, but the flux in water becomes increasingly important further

downstream (Figure 4.2, B and D).

For PCB f 94, most of the substance resides in the immobile medium soil

(fht(x) ~ ms(x)) and the relatively small amounts in air and water drive the

chemical's long-range transport (Figure 4.2, A and B).

For 7-HCH, the area-weighted concentration distribution shows the un¬

expected behavior that the maximum value of fht(x) is not at x = 0 but at

about fO'OOO km downstream of the source. 7-HCH favors water because of

its relatively low Kaw value and has a relatively high residence time in water

because of its low lw value. At steady-state, relatively little 7-HCH resides

in air (Figure 4.2, C), but the transport flux in air is large in comparison

to the flux in water (Figure 4.2, D). The total amount residing in water is

relatively large but contributes little to the total long-range transport flux

because of uw = ua/200. The two media are coupled by a strong deposition

flux from air into water. In combination with the advective transport in wa¬

ter, the deposition from the air leads to the accumulation of 7-HCH in water

along the x axis up to the point where the sum of the deposition flux from

air into water and the transport flux in water from the left is equal to the

sum of the losses in water and the transport flux in water further along the

x axis. From this point on, the amount in water decreases for growing x. A

condition for the occurrence of a downstream maxima has been derived by

Held (2001) for dispersive transport on a circle. The corresponding condition

is derived for advective transport on a line in Section C.5, page 184. In the

hypothetical data set, downstream maxima can occur for f697 out of 3175

substances with release into air and advective transport. With dispersive

transport, downstream maxima do not occur if transformation products are

not considered, as is the case here.
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Figure 4.2: Total and media-specific area-weighted concentrations fht(x)

(left) and long-range transport fluxes Nhadv(x) (right) of 7-HCH and PCB f 94

in the steady-state system with advective transport for f kg/d continuous re¬

lease into air.
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4.4 The Spatial Remote State

In their paper on coupled advective transport in air and water, Beyer and

Matthies (2001) assume a constant ratio of the concentrations in these me¬

dia in space, arguing that this ratio will be approached for large x values

independently of the concentration ratio at x = 0.

Here, I call the domain in which the area-weighted concentration ratios

are constant "spatial remote state". The main features of the spatial remote

state are its independence of the release pattern and the fact that it describes

the substance behavior far-off the source. The first point makes the spatial

remote state a property specific to a substance (and the model used), and

the second feature is useful when the long-range transport of chemicals is

investigated and the interest lies in substance behavior in remote regions.

Both properties make the spatial remote state a good benchmark when the

LRTP of chemicals is quantified.

The spatial remote state can be defined for both advective and dispersive

transport. For reasons of brevity, I will discuss the dispersive case only; the

methods and concepts presented apply also to the advective case.

Equation 4.6 explains why a state of constant concentration ratios is

achieved with growing distance from the source: with growing x, the expo¬

nential functions in equation 4.6 approach zero. Similar to the eigenvalues

of the dynamic model (Section 3.3, page 27), the v3 values typically differ

by several orders of magnitude, so that the first two addends, y%\ exp(—v\x)

and yl2 exp(—u2x), approach zero faster than the third one, yt3 exp(—u3x)

{i>i > v2 > u3 without loss of generality). Different media i have different yv

values for each addend but identical v3 values. Thus, with growing x, all me¬

dia reach a state in which the third addend dominates fht(x). For dispersive

transport, this is fdsp,3,i(%) = 2A3 0xp(—u3x). When all media have reached

this state, the decline of fht(x) with growing x occurs at the same rate u3 for
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all media and thus, the ratio of the area-weighted concentrations of different

media i and k is given by mz(x)/fhk(x) = y%3Jyk3-

V3 depends on the matrices A and D but not on the release pattern q. It

can be shown that also the ratio m%(x)/fhk(x) = y%3Jyk3 of two environmental

media is independent of the release pattern q (Section C.4, page 183) while

the individual y%3 values do depend on q.

To quantify the contribution of transport in water to the total transport

flux in the remote state, the flux fraction in water is defined as

-Pw,dsP = Nw>dsp/(Nw>dsp + -/V^dsp) (4-15)

at any point x in the spatial remote state, assuming that the horizontal

flux in soil is virtually zero.

The partitioning of a chemical in the spatial remote state is equal for ad¬

vective and dispersive transport if the ratio of transport parameters in water

and air is equal for both transport mechanisms, (da/dw = ua/uw). While

absolute values such as the size of the smallest eigenvalue or the distance

from the source to the spatial remote state are different for advective and

dispersive transport, relative quantities such as the fraction of a substance

in a specific medium or Fw are equal for advective and dispersive transport

as long as da/dw = ua/uw. To make the two modes of transport comparable,

the intra-media transport parameters have been chosen so that they comply

with this condition (Section 4.3).

4.4.1 Partitioning in the Spatial Remote State

In Figure 4.3, the partitioning in the spatial remote state and the flux frac¬

tions in water, FW)dsp, are shown for the Uniform and the POP scenarios

(Section 2.3, page 14). The partitioning in the spatial remote state does not

depend on the release pattern (Section C.4, page 183) and is identical for
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all points x in the spatial remote state. Because the spatial remote state

is distant from the source, partitioning in the spatial remote state strongly

depends on the transport medium in which a substance reaches the spatial

remote state. Partitioning is generally shifted towards the mobile media air

and water because the substances reside in these media when reaching the

spatial remote state and are only subsequently transferred to the immobile

medium soil. On the other hand, the model system is at steady-state, so that

the capacities of the different media to absorb the substance released are ex¬

hausted and accumulation processes do matter. Therefore, the question is

"Where does a substance accumulate after transport?" Refer to Table 5.1

on page 104 for an overview of the differences between the steady state and

the temporal and spatial remote states.

In the POP scenario, the spatial remote state partitioning plot (Fig¬

ure 4.3,A) is similar to both the equilibrium plot (Figure 2.1, page 13) and to

the steady-state plot of the POP scenario with release into air (Figure 2.2,B,

page 15). The main difference is a shift of the limit between water- and

soil-dominated areas towards higher Kow values. In the area of this shift,

approximately 5 < logKow < 7 and logKaw < —4, transport in water dom¬

inates the long-range transport (Figure 4.3,B, page 15). This means that

the horizontal substance flux into the spatial remote state occurs mainly in

water. As there is no direct partitioning pathway from water to soil and the

Kaw values are relatively low so that volatilization is not relevant, more than

99 % of the chemical remain in water.

Unlike the POP scenario, where degradation in water and soil is slower

than in air, degradation rate constants in air, water, and soil are equal in the

Uniform scenario. Therefore, the limit between partitioning into water and

air is shifted towards lower Kaw values in the Uniform scenario (Figure 4.3,C).

Also, the degradation rate constant in soil is too high for significant accu¬

mulation in the soil to take place, so that partitioning into soil is below 67
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Figure 4.3: Left: spatial remote state partitioning in the example model with

dispersive long-range transport. Right: transport mass flux fraction in water,

^w,dsp- The percentage of a substance's mass residing in a certain medium is

constant on each of the lines shown. Compare to Figure 2.1, page 13.
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% in the parameter space shown in Figure 4.3,C. In the region which ex¬

hibits dominant partitioning into soil in the POP scenario (Figure 4.3A),

partitioning in the Uniform scenario is mixed, i.e. into water, soil and air.

The plots of the flux fraction in water, FW)dsp (Figure 4.3,B and 4.3,D),

illustrate that, in the major part of the chemical space, transport in air ac¬

counts for the long-range transport. Transport in water is important in areas

of a low Kaw and a medium-to-low Kow- In the POP scenario, degradation in

water is relatively slow and therefore the mass fractions and transport fluxes

in water are higher than in the Uniform scenario, so the limit between trans¬

port in air and transport in water is shifted towards higher Kaw values. For

values of logX0w > 6, deep-sea deposition becomes a relevant loss process

from water. This reduces the fraction residing in water relative to air and

therefore, transport is mainly in air even for very low values of Kaw.

For high degradation rate constants in water (POP scenario), deep-sea

deposition becomes relevant between logX0w values of 6 and 8. In this range,

the total loss rate constant in water is very sensitive to the Kow, so that the

boundary between water- and air-driven transport is quite narrow and runs

along a line of constant Kow- A small dependency on Kaw remains because

of the strength of the wet deposition flux from air to water.

In the Uniform scenario the degradation rate constant in water is greater

than in the POP scenario. The relevance of deep-sea deposition as a loss pro¬

cess is less sensitive to the Kow- Also, the deposition flux from air into water

is more important in the Uniform scenario because the loss rate constant

in water is higher. Therefore, the boundary between air- and water-driven

transport depends on both the Kaw and the Kow- This means that, for

high values of Kow, the slope of the boundary between air- and water-driven

transport differs between the POP and the Uniform scenarios.

The patterns of Fwdsp obtained for the Uniform and the POP scenario

also occur in the more general picture of the chemical space plot of the 3175
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hypothetical chemicals (Figure 4.4). Transport in water dominates for low

values of Kaw and if the degradation half-life in water is substantially greater

than in air. For large Kow values deep-sea deposition becomes relevant. In

general, the greater £i/2,Water, the more important is deep-sea deposition, and

the boundary between air- and water-driven transport runs quite parallel to

a constant value of Kow, as in the POP scenario. For lower ti/2,Waten the

Xaw-dependant deposition flux from air into water becomes relevant, and

the boundary between air- and water-driven transport depends on both the

Kaw and the Kow, as in the Uniform scenario. In Figure 4.4, 4-1 and 5-1, the

degradation half-life in air is so small in comparison to water that transport

is always water-driven and deep-sea deposition does not cause a change from

water-driven to air-driven transport. This occurs in plot 3-1 of Figure 4.4.

The overall partitioning in the spatial remote state (Figure 4.5) is now

quite clear. In regions where transport is water-driven, partitioning is dom¬

inated by water. There is a clear-cut boundary to areas where transport is

air-driven and partitioning is into air or soil. Only for low degradation rate

constants in soil, accumulation in soil after deposition from air can occur.

Therefore, dominant partitioning into soil occurs only in rows 4 and 5 of

Figure 4.5. For higher degradation rate constants in soil, only mixed parti¬

tioning into soil and air occurs. In Row 1 of Figure 4.5 the half-life in soil is so

small that the Xoa-dependent particle-bound deposition is not large enough

to cause significant partitioning into soil. The boundary between partition¬

ing into air and mixed air/soil partitioning is only caused by wet deposition,

which depends on the Kaw. Therefore, the boundary of dominant partition¬

ing into air runs parallel to a constant value of Kaw in row f of Figure 4.5.

In most other plots, dominant partitioning into air is also limited by high

Koa values, because particle-bound deposition becomes relevant. Therefore,

mixed partitioning occurs also for high values of Koa, because deposition is

from air into both soil and water. Be aware that there is a light green line
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between the white mixed partitioning area and the other areas because of

the interpolation function in MS Excel. Despite this artifact, there is no

dominant partitioning into soil in the first two rows of Figure 4.5. The white

and light green hooks visible indicate mixed partitioning. The grid points

are surrounded by white areas.

4.4.2 Relevance of the Spatial Remote State

The relevance of the spatial remote state is determined similar to the rele¬

vance of the temporal remote state (Section 3.4.3). The distance needed to

approximately attain the spatial remote state depends on the relative entries

of the continuous source term, q. Generally, the more similar the relative

entries of q are to the flux fractions in air and water in the spatial remote

state, the closer the remote state is to the source. xTS is defined as the mini¬

mum distance at which each of the ratios mz(x)/fhk(x) differs by maximally

5 % from the corresponding ratio in the spatial remote state, y%3Jyk3- The

model system is in the spatial remote state at x = 0 if the relative entries

of q are sufficiently similar to the flux fractions in the spatial remote state.

To determine how much of a substance reaches the spatial remote state for a

given release patter, the transport flux in air and water at xrs is determined

and divided by the total release flux,

^
i- "w,dsP v^-rsj T i-Va.dspv^rsJ / . , n\

Frs = =-=; (4-16)

Similar to trs and /rs for the temporal remote state, xTS and Frs are sensi¬

tive to the release pattern. This makes their values quite arbitrary. To gain

nevertheless more insight into the concept of the spatial remote state, the

xrs and Frs values were determined for the 3175 hypothetical chemicals and

for the single-medium release patterns. The greatest single-medium release

Frs value of each substance was used to obtain FTsmax, which is plotted in
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Figure 4.6.

For most substances, FrStmax is greater than 10 %. The reason is that, for

most substances, the transport flux in the spatial remote state is either in

air or in water (Figure 4.4). Therefore, the spatial remote state is attained

near the source either for release into air or release into water. Only 294

substances exhibit an Frs value smaller than 0.1 %. Approximately half of

these lie at the boundary between transport in water and in air, so that

transport is mixed, unlike the single-medium release patterns. The other

half of these substances occur in Plots 3-1, 4-2, and 5-2 of Figure 4.6. These

plots constitute the boundary between Plots 4-1 and 5-1, where transport

is water-driven, and the other plots with clearly divided air- and water-

driven transport, see Figure 4.4. Correspondingly, the transition between

air- and water-driven transport is relatively smooth in these plots, because

they contain a lot of substances with at least minimally mixed transport. In

Plots 4-2 and 5-2 of Figure 4.6 for example, FW)dsp values around 1 % can

be found even at logXaw = 2. Practically, Plots 3-1, 4-2, and 5-2 constitute

a boundary between water-driven and air-driven transport, and therefore

they are attained for large distances only with single-media release patterns.

This is not the case in the other plots, which are each clearly divided into

water-driven and air-driven transport.

Similar to the temporal remote state, low values of Frs correspond to

hypothetical substances where the two smallest Eigenvalues of D_1A, v2 and

u3, are very similar. The values of v2 and u3 differ for 3f substances by less

than 2 % and for 395 substances by less than 50 %. For the great majority

of substances, the two smallest eigenvalues differ by more than 50 % and the

spatial remote state is attained near the source for one of the single-medium

release patterns.
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ti/2 air = 4 h ti/2air = 24h t1/2air=168h t1/2 a,r = 1000 h t1/2 air = 8760 h

Figure 4.6: Fraction of the substance released which reaches the spatial re¬

mote state maximized over the single-media scenarios, FrS)max, of the 3175

hypothetical chemicals in the spatial remote state with ChemRange 2.1 pro¬

cesses and parameterizations and dispersive transport. See the note in Chap¬

ter B, page 169.
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4.5 Measures of the Long Range Transport

Potential

In this section I define the remote state measure of the LRTP, denoted by

RTS, and use it as a benchmark for the other currently used measures of

the LRTP. Additionally to the distribution-based measures, which compute

an LRTP value from the mass distribution in space, two measures based

on box models have been defined. The distribution-based measures are the

expected value, the equivalence width, and the 95th percentile. These are

compared for dispersive transport, which yields the same conclusions as for

advective transport. The box-based measures are the Hertwich equation and

the input/output ratio. These are discussed for advective transport, with a

short comparison to the distribution-based measures. Generally, the LRTP

ranking of chemicals depends more on the transport parameters used, i.e.

the values of d% and utl than on the transport mechanism.

4.5.1 Definition of LRTP Measures

Equivalence Width

The equivalence width is mainly used as a measure of Pov. It is discussed

here as a measure of LRTP for the sake of completeness. The definition is

analogous to Equation 3.5:

oeq
_

Jo mt{X)dx , .

rât(O)

For advective transport, the equivalence width is

*-=§£f. (4i8)

For the equivalence width with dispersive transport, refer to Table 5.2,

page 107. Equation 4.18 is peculiar because the partitioning matrix, A, and
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the advective transport matrix, U, are never multiplied. Therefore, in the

case of a single-medium release into medium k, only «fc is considered and

the other advective transport velocities are ignored. This is related to the

fact that râo for advective transport does not depend on A (Equation 4.12,

page 66). The general problem of the equivalence width if it is applied in

conjunction with advective transport is that the equivalence width is not

designed to be applied to functions whose maximum is not at x = 0, i.e.

functions with a downstream maximum. Exactly these function occur with

advective transport and release into air. The equivalence is included in this

discussion of LRTP measures to document this fact, that the equivalence is

not an appropriate measure of LRTP if advective transport is assumed.

Expected Value

The expected value of the total area-weighted concentration distribution,

R%%, is based on the steady-state area-weighted concentration distribution

in space (Equation 4.6). R%xk of the total area-weighted concentration with

release to medium k is:

=

J0°° x rht(x) dx
=

EVA-tPA-y
,k Sfht{x)dx EA-lq

' { )

The matrix square root is defined as in Equation 4.5, page 63. For the

equivalent equation with advective transport, refer to Table 5.2, page 107.

The expected value can also be applied to models assuming only one moving

medium i with release into this moving medium. Under this assumption,

the spatial distribution of a substance is a single exponential function of the

form y% exp(—ux), and the resulting expected value is 1/u, which is the

characteristic travel distance CTDt = \jv as introduced by Bennett et al.

(1998). The characteristic travel distances in air, CTDa, and in water, CTDW

are computed here. Both consider long-range transport in air or water only

with release into the transport medium, therefore the release pattern is pre-
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defined. The measure CTDmax is defined as the maximum of CTDa and

CTDW of a substance.

Rodan et al. (1999) and Beyer et al. (2000a) modified the concept of the

characteristic travel distance to allow releases into stationary media. The two

approaches are mathematically very similar and have the disadvantage that

negative values of LRTP can result in the case that the amount reaching

the moving medium is very small. For this reason I do not include these

measures into our comparison but propose to compute the expected value of

the resulting distribution in a fully coupled model.

95th Percentile

The general definition of the 95th percentile, R95, of a distribution function

f(x) on the domain [0, oo[ is (Scheringer, f996)

0.95 = JfL fJX^X
. (4.20)

Jo00 f(x)dx

If f(x) is a sum of exponential functions with varying exponents, then

R95 can only be computed numerically. For single-exponential functions of

the type fh(x) = j/3texp(—u3x) such as in the spatial remote state, R95k is

equal to R%\ except for a constant factor of — ln(l — 0.95) ~ 3.0 (Bennett

et al. (2001), Beyer et al. (2001)).

The R9\ of fht(x) can be computed with varying release patterns for

the total area-weighted concentration (fht(x), yielding Rl\) and the area-

weighted concentration in a specific medium, e.g. in air (ma(x), yielding

R9ak) or in water (mw(x), yielding R^k)- To make the R9\ values comparable

to the Rrs, R^\, and CTDt values, the R9\ values are divided by the factor

3.0 mentioned above and the resulting quantity R95k/3 is denoted by R95k*.
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Remote State Measure

RTS is the expected value of the total area-weighted concentration, fht(x),

in the spatial remote state. There, the total area-weighted concentration,

rhls(x), is given by yt3 • exp(-z/3x). As J0°° yt3 • e^p(-u3x)dx = i/t3M, the

normalized distribution function in any medium is f(x) = 1/3 • exp(—u^x).

This leads to

RTS = / XV3 e^p(-u3x)dx = I/1/3 • (4-21)
Jo

With advective transport, Rrs = I/À3.

The remote state measure Rrs, which has been introduced as Law by

Beyer and Matthies (2001), has several features which make it a useful bench¬

mark for other measures: (i) The multi-media behavior of the chemicals is

fully considered by assuming coupled transport in air and water, (ii) Rrs

is independent of the release pattern and equal for all media (therefore, no

subscripts are required). It is a property that is substance (and model) spe¬

cific, (iii) It considers the fate of a chemical distant to the source. This is

the substance behavior we are interested in when quantifying the LRTP.

Hertwich Equation

Under advective transport conditions, Hertwich and McKone (2001) defined

the box length of a spatially not resolved multi-media box model so that,

under steady-state conditions, 50 % of the mass released into the box are

lost from the box by advection and 50 % are removed inside the box by

degradation and deep-sea deposition. For the example model used here, the

resulting measure of LRTP is

„hw
_

Us •

raS,stst + Uw mw,stst + Ma •

TOa,stst
_

E UA V , ,

Eg Eg
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The matrix A is exactly as in Equation 2.1, the advective losses from the

box model in Hertwich and McKone (2001) are not considered in A (Hertwich

and McKone, 2001). Rhw is based on the mass distribution at steady-state

and depends strongly on the release pattern. Because of the box approach,

no spatial changes in the relative occupation of the environmental media are

considered. This is different to distribution-based measures if the underlying

distribution is for coupled transport in air and water and the system is not in

the spatial remote state, compare to Figure 4.2. While Hertwich and McKone

(2001) state that they "define the spatial range R as the mean distance that a

pollutant travels once it is released" in the derivation of Rhw, their measure is

different to the expected value measure, R^x, if the latter has been determined

from a distribution which exhibits spatial changes in the relative occupation

(equal release patterns assumed). It is the consideration of these changes

which make the expected value differ from the Hertwich equation. Only if

there is only one moving medium with emission into the moving medium,

the two measures are equal to each other and to the corresponding CTDt,

because the underlying spatial distribution is a single exponential, with no

spatial changes of the relative occupation.

Input/Output Ratio

The input/output ratio, R\°, has been used in conjunction with the Sim-

pleBox model (personal communication by D. van de Meent, RIVM, The

Netherlands). It is based on an inner steady-state multi-media box model

with fixed box length, /box [km], and transport in air and water out of the

inner boxes into surrounding boxes. Ri° is defined as the fraction of the

release flux into the media of the inner box which is transported out of the

inner boxes,
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The advective output rate constant from medium i, lQ>tl is defined as the

speed of advection in medium i, ut, divided by /box so that l0yl = «t//box [d-1]-

The box length is set equal in the different media. The model matrix, A|box,

is equal to A, except for lQ>tl which has been added to the elements (A)v

to account for the advective losses out of the model system (us ~ 0). mî)Stst

is the steady-state mass in medium i in the inner box. In contrast to all

other LRTP measures discussed here, R\° does not have a unit, because it

denotes a fraction.

Ri° depends strongly on the release pattern and on the box length, /box-

For /box -»• oo, Albox ^ A, and R\^k -»• 0.

If, for a specific substance and equal release patterns, /box is set equal

to Rhw, then R) = 0.5. This follows from the definition of Rhw. The

greater /box is, the more similar become the rankings obtained by Rhw and

Ri°oy_ for equal release patterns. For large values of /box, A|box « A, and

Ri°oy_ ~ -Rhw//box for equal release patterns (Equations 4.22 and 4.23 and

the limits for /box —> oo). The latter means that the values of Ri° tend to

zero with larger /box, but their ranking becomes more similar to the ranking

obtained by Rhw.

4.5.2 Comparison of distribution-based LRTP Measures

In a model with coupled transport, the release-dependent measures can be

used to a varying degree with releases into any medium and based on the

distribution function in any medium. This results in a multitude of possible

combinations. Some of these considerably over- and underestimate the LRTP

if compared to the Rrs. In this section I focus on the currently used measures

and on measures which yield results similar to the Rrs.
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In order to compare the different measures, the LRTP values of the mea¬

sures listed in Table 4.3 were determined for the 3175 hypothetical sub¬

stances. The correlation coefficient, r2, of the rank correlation of each mea¬

sure to the remote state measure, Rrs, was determined (Table 4.3). The

LRTP values of the seven example substances are shown in Table 4.2 for the

different measures. In addition, the flux fraction in water, Fwdsp, is shown

in Table 4.4 for the seven example substances.

First the expected-value based measures are discussed because they pro¬

vide most insight into the functioning of the model system: R%\ is greater

than or equal to Rrs because it considers the area-weighted concentration

distribution near the source: With release into air, transport is most efficient

up to the point at which considerable amounts of the substance have par¬

titioned to other media in which transport is less efficient than in air. The

relative transport fluxes in each medium change along the x axis from a very

high fraction in air near the source towards the spatial remote state for large

x values. This fate is discernible in the plots of the transport fluxes on the

right of Figure 4.1: At x = 0, the flux takes place completely in air, but with

growing x the proportion of flux in water increases up to the point where

spatial remote state conditions are attained, e.g. at x ~ 6000 km for 7-HCH

and dispersive transport. Accordingly, for release into air, measures of the

LRTP which are based on the total area-weighted concentration distribution

near the source, such as R%\, exhibit higher values than the Rrs measure

which is based on the distribution far-off the source. Nonetheless, these dif¬

ferences between R%xa and Rrs are relatively small (Table 4.2), so that the

rank correlation between RYS and R%xa is high (Table 4.3).

For release into soil, this situation is inversed. For all example substances,

R%x is smaller than Rrs. In most cases, R%x exhibits even near-zero values

because most of the mass emitted is retained in the soil around x = 0. Only a

few chemicals such as CC14 are volatile enough to partition into air in relevant
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Table 4.3: Rank correlation coefficients r2 of different LRTP measures to RYS,

dispersive transport

peq
-«t.s

peq
Kt,a

Req
-"max

0.248 0.237 0.848 0.988

nex

-«t.s
pex nex

Kt,a
nex

-'''max

0.282 0.503 0.976 0.995

CTDw CTDa C-J -L/max

0.082 0.579 0.9993

n95*

-'''ajS
n95*

-rta,w
n95*

-rta,a
n95*

rtw,a
n95* n95*

-^max

0.765 0.990 0.583 0.990 0.126 0.9994

The correlation is based on the 3175 hypothetical substances. RYS: remote

state measure; R^\: equivalence width, release into medium k; R^ax: Max¬

imum of Rlqs, Rlqw, and R^qa; R%xk: expected value, release into medium

k; -Rmiax: Maximum of R%x, R^xw, and R%xa; R95k: 95th percentiles of the

area-weighted concentration distributions, i measurement medium, k release

medium, normalized by division by — ln(0.05) ~ 3 to facilitate comparison;

i?max: Maximum of R9aa and R^w'i CTDa, CTDW: characteristic travel dis¬

tances in air and water; CTDmax: Maximum of CTDa and CTDW- R%xk and

R95k were computed for coupled transport in air and water.
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amounts when emitted to soil. Along the x axis, the model system moves

from a state with high partitioning to the immobile medium soil towards

the spatial remote state where partitioning favors mobile media. Therefore,

measures based on the total area-weighted concentration distribution near

the source, such as R%x, yield lower LRTP values than Rrs, which is based on

the spatial remote state. These differences are quite substantial and variable,

so that Rlx correlates poorly to RTS (Table 4.3).

Three cases where the release medium is different from to the measure¬

ment medium, Ra5*, -Raw, and flf*, yield (very) high correlations to Rrs.

With these emission/measurement combinations it is possible to see whether,

depending on the substance properties, coupled multi-media transport influ¬

ences the LRTP: if the substance is volatile and experiences air-driven trans¬

port in the remote state, it will relevantly evaporate from soil and water and

be transported in air. The Ra5* and i?a5^ are practically equal to R9aa in

this case. Substances whose transport is water-driven will experience runoff

from soil into water or stay in the water and experience water-driven trans¬

port. The distribution in air follows the distribution in water closely because

there is always some volatilization. Therefore, for these substances, Ra5* and

Ra5£ are very similar to iî^. With R^5*, the substance fate is captured

analogously. Ra5£ and R^5* have a higher rank correlation to Rrs than Ra5*,

because, for some substances whose transport is water-driven, Ra5* mainly

considers the transport in air, e.g. for atrazine (Table 4.2).

i?a5s*, -Ra5w, and R^5* have higher correlations to Rrs than measures where

emission is to the same medium the measurement is based on, i.e. R9aa,

R^5^, CTDa, and CTDW. These measures underestimate the LRTP for sub¬

stances whose transport is driven by the other mobile medium, e.g. R9aa

underestimates the LRTP for substances whose transport is water-driven,

e.g. atrazine.

The following relationships hold for these measures: CTDa œ R9aa < Rrs
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and CTDW ~ R^w
—

^s- In both cases, the less-or-equal sign is caused

by substances which are transported mainly in the other mobile medium,

e.g. for a substance whose transport is air-driven, CTDW and R^w will be

significantly smaller than Rrs. Because of these cases, CTDa, R9aal CTDW,

and Rww do not have high rank correlations to Rrs. In the hypothetical data

set there are more substances whose transport is air-driven than substances

with water-driven transport, so that the rank correlation coefficients of CTDa

and R9aa to RYS are higher than the rank correlation coefficients of CTDW

and R9W% to RTS.

When the relationships between CTDa and R9aa as well as CTDW and

R9W5*W are analyzed, it shows that CTDa < Rf* and CTDW < R9W5W. While

for most substances these measures are equal, some substances experience

simultaneous transport in both air and water, which is reflected by the 95th

percentile measures. The CTDt measures assume single-media transport

only and thus do not capture effects of simultaneous transport in air and

water. This results in slight differences of the LRTP rankings of the chemicals

investigated between CTDa and Rf* (r2 = 0.9992).

Although their rank correlation to RYS is not very high, CTDa, R9aa,

CTDW, and R^w contain important information about a substance's medium-

specific LRTP and about the relative importance of water and air for a

substance's long-range transport. If the flux fractions in water, Fwdsp, are

inspected together with the corresponding values of CTDa and CTDW (Ta¬

ble 4.2) it becomes clear that the CTDt value of the medium which dominates

transport is larger than the CTDt value of the other medium (Tables 4.2

and 4.4). For substances with significant transport in both air and water

(e.g. toxaphene), the CTDt values are relatively similar. The same applies

to the relationship between the R95t* and FW)dsp values.

If transport in air and water is considered in parallel and the higher value

of each pair (CTDa, CTDW), yielding CTDmax, and (i^5a*, R9W%), yielding
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Rw^wj is used as an LRTP measure, very high correlations to RTS are obtained.

The equivalence width measures perform similar to the expected value

measures. However, the r2 values of the Rl\ measures to Rrs are consistently

lower than those of the corresponding R^\, measures. The reason is that the

equivalence width weighs the tail of the distribution less than the expected

value. Therefore, especially Rlq and R%qw have low rank correlations to Rrs.

4.5.3 Box-based LRTP Measures

While the input/output ratio can also be used with dispersive transport,

the Hertwich equation has been explicitely defined for advective transport

(Hertwich and McKone, 200f). Therefore I discuss the two box-based LRTP

measures and their relation to the distribution-based measures for advective

transport.

The r2 rank correlation coefficients of the different LRTP measures to RYS

are shown in Table 4.5. Except for the equivalence width, the distribution-

based measures relate to Rrs and to each other very much as in the case

of dispersive transport, with very high rank correlation coefficients r2 with

respect tO R for -Rwa, -Ra)W, -Rmax, -Rmax, and ^J- "max-

R) h
and R\w exhibit correlation coefficients to RIS which are a bit

smaller than those of Rek. This is because, with coupled transport in air and

water, the relative occupations change in space and develop towards the spa¬

tial remote state with increasing distance from the source. The distribution-

based measure Rek considers this development while the box-model based

measures -R]b°x)fc and R\ are limited to the information available in a spa¬

tially unresolved steady-state box-model. Therefore, Rek considers the tail

of the distribution while the box-based measures do not. Similar to the case

of CTDmax and R^ax, -R|b°x max
and -Rmax can be defined. These exhibit very

high rank correlation coefficients to RYS.

Ri° k depends strongly on /box, and so does its rank correlation coefficient
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r2 to Rrs. The larger /box is, the higher is the r2 value obtained, because

the substance released has more time to partition into the moving media

and the relative occupations in the steady-state box become more similar

to the spatial remote state. For example, the r2 value increases from 0.88

for -Rio°0)fc to 0.948 for i?i0ooo,fc- Because of -R]b°x>fc ~ -RjfV/box for large /box

(Section 4.5.1), the rank correlation coefficient r2 between Ri° ^
and Rkw

approaches f for large values of /box- Correspondingly, the rank r2 value

between Rkw and Rrs constitutes an upper limit for the rank r2 value between

R){°
k
and RTS.

1box ;

The equivalence width measure exhibits much lower r2 values to Rrs with

advective transport (Table 4.5) than with dispersive transport (Table 4.3),

especially for R^a. The reason is the occurrence of downstream maxima with

release into air (Section C.5, page 184).

4.6 Types of Long-Range Transport

I distinguish three types of multi-media long-range transport: (i) substances

whose long-range transport occurs essentially in one medium, i.e. air or

water, (ii) substances which exhibit multi-media transport but for which the

coupling of air and water is not relevant and (iii) substances which exhibit

multi-media transport and for which the coupling of air and water contributes

significantly to long-range transport. The difference between type (ii) and

(iii) consists in Rrs > CTDmax for type (iii) and Rrs ~ CTDmax for type

(ii). These types are illustrated with the seven example substances listed in

Table 2.1, page 18.

Atrazine, CCI4, PCB 8, and HCB belong to type (i). These chemicals

are transported mainly either by water or by air (Table 4.4). In this case,

Rrs ça CTDmax and Fwdsp ~ 1 for chemicals with water-driven transport

or FW)dsP ~ 0 with air-driven transport. Substances whose transport is air-
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driven exhibit RTS ~ CTDa > CTDW- For water-transported substances such

as atrazine, CTDa and R9ak are significantly smaller than Rrs (Table 4.2) and

Rrs « CTDW > CTDa.

7-HCH and to a lower extent PCB 194 are transported in both air and

water (Table 4.4) and thus belong to type (ii). But while the Fwdsp values

of these substances (Table 4.4) indicate that their transport fluxes in the

spatial remote state are split between air and water, their CTDt and RTS

values behave in essentially the same way as in type (i), i.e. Rrs ~ CTDmax.

Toxaphene undergoes long-range transport in both air and water and its

Rrs value is significantly larger than CTDmax and R^lxl so that it belongs to

type (iii). The coupling of the two transport media air and water enhances

its transport efficiency in comparison to the single-medium transport either

in air or water (Table 4.2, compare to cü-HCH(-) in Figure 2 of Beyer and

Matthies (2001)). This leads to the effects of if8 > CTDmax, RTS > R9^*x ,

and R9aa > CTDa which have been discussed in Section 4.5.2.

To further explore this phenomenon, the region of the chemical space be¬

longing to type (iii) was identified by computing the ratio CTDmax/Rrs and

for the Uniform and POP scenarios. In the Uniform scenario no substances

in the logXaw vs. logX0w range considered belong to type (iii). For the POP

scenario, the area of the chemical space where CTDmax/Rrs < 1.0 is shown

in Figure 4.7. The minimum values of CTDmax/RYS, which are smaller than

0.86, were obtained for values around logX0w = 5.5 and log/Qw = 4.2. The

greatest difference between CTDmax and Rrs in the POP scenario is 14%.

The area of relevant coupling shown in Figure 4.7 lies at the limit between air-

driven and water-driven transport (Figure 4.3). Therefore substances with

Rw,dsP around 0.5 are candidates for type (iii). In the data set of 3175 hy¬

pothetical chemicals, only 17 chemicals exhibit CTDmax/Rrs < 0.96. These

compounds occur in the plots 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5 of the chemical space plot,

which means that they have combinations of degradation half-lives similar
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to the POP scenario. Their log/Qw and logX0w values were in the range of

the shaded area in Figure 4.7.

In the calculation of R^ax, coupled transport in air and water is assumed,

so that the differences between Rrs and R^ax are generally smaller than be¬

tween Rrs and CTDmax. However, these differences occur in the same area

of the chemical space.

The example of toxaphene illustrates the importance of another aspect in

which models differ, namely in the size of media volumes and in the land to

water ratio. In Table 4.6, the heights of soil, water and air and the ratio of

the surface area of soil and water of the Beyer Environment enclosed in the

TaPL3 model ("TaPL3", Beyer et al. (2000b)) and the standard scenario of

the ChemRange 2.1 model ("ChemRange") are shown. Also, ChemRange 2.1

was varied to have a lower height of the air medium (" Small Atmosphere" ). In

the last two rows of Table 4.6, the resulting values of FW)dsp and CTDmax/Rrs

of toxaphene are shown. The differences in the resulting FW)dsp values are

quite large. While toxaphene undergoes long-range transport by air in TaPL3

(type (i)), in ChemRange transport occurs both in air and water and coupling

is relevant (type (iii)). In TaPL3, the water volume is simply too small to

transport toxaphene effectively in comparison to air transport. With the

Small Atmosphere, coupling is also relevant and transport becomes even

more water-driven.

To investigate the effect of varying ratios of soil surface area to water

surface area, the minimum CTDmax/Rrs value in the chemical space was

determined for the POP degradation scenario for varying ratios of soil surface

to water surface, ranging from f % soil to 99% soil. For an increasing land

to water ratio, the minimum CTDmax/Rrs value increases steadily, ranging

from values around 0.83 for f % soil to 0.98 for 99 % soil. Therefore, coupling

effects are more important in models with a high proportion of water.
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Table 4.4: Fraction of transport mass flux in water, Fwdsp, in the spatial

remote state

F

w,dsP
F,

w,dsP

PCB 194 0.08

7-HCH 0.31

Atrazine 1.00

CC14 0.00

PCB 8 0.01 Toxaphene 0.46

HCB 0.00

CTDmax/Rrs, scenario POP

-2 -

o)-4
0

• •

'

SKSS_P
i

-6

0 4

log Kow
8

Figure 4.7: Values of the ratio CTDmax/Rrs in the chemical space for the

POP scenario. Values significantly below 1 indicate that coupled transport

in air and water is relevant.
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Table 4.5: Rank correlation coefficients r2 of different LRTP measures to RYS,

advective transport

Req Req Req Req

0.217 0.200 0.425 0.429

nex pex nex

-«t.a
nex

-'''max

0.439 0.630 0.986 0.996

CTDw CTDa (_/ J ly
max

0.082 0.579 0.9994

n95*

-rta,s
n95*

-rta,w
p95*
-rta,a

n95*

-rtw,a
n95*

-n'w,w
n95*
-""max

0.789 0.994 0.583 0.994 0.125 0.9995

nhw
Ks

nhw
Kw

nhw nhw
-n'max

0.400 0.487 0.954 0.995

-"lOOOO.s -"lOOOO.w -"-lOOOO.a 1110000,max

0.336 0.374 0.948 0.994

The correlation is based on the 3175 hypothetical substances. Symbols are

defined as in Table 4.3, but advective transport is assumed here. Rkw: Hert¬

wich equation, release into medium k; -R^°x)fc: Input/output measure for box

length /box [km], release into medium k.
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4.7 Discussion: Spatial Range and the Spa¬

tial Remote State

In this chapter, the basic approaches of currently used evaluative multi-media

long-range transport models have been categorized and compared with re¬

spect to the mode of transport and the measures used to compute LRTP.

For both advective and dispersive transport, the area-weighted concentra¬

tion distributions are sums of exponential functions which generally decrease

monotonously. The choice of advection velocities and dispersion coefficients

has in general more impact on the ranking of chemicals than the choice of the

general transport mechanism. However, only with coupled advective trans¬

port in both air and water, a downstream maximum of the area-weighted

concentration distribution is observed, most pronounced for 7-HCH. This

phenomenon seems to occur with release into air for substances with a low

Kaw value and a high residence time in water. The accumulation of the sub¬

stance in water in combination with coupled transport in both air and water

leads to the downstream maximum.

Concerning the coupling of transport media, the greatest difference be¬

tween the maximum of single-medium transport in air or water, measured as

CTDmax, and coupled multi-media transport in air and water, expressed as

Rrs, was up to 14%. As the solution of the coupled transport model is not

difficult to compute, it is relatively easy to account for the effect of coupling.

In the analysis of the measures used to compute the long-range transport

potential LRTP, five measures exhibited very high rank correlation coeffi¬

cients to the benchmark measure, Rrs. These are: -R^ax) -^max> CTDmax,

i?a5^ and -R^5a. -Ra5^ and R^5* perform very well because coupled transport

in air and water is assumed and the combinations of emission into water

and measurement in air and vice versa make it possible that each compound

can be transported by its preferred transport pathway. With CTDa, CTDW,
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Ra*, and Rww> the measures pre-define which transport pathways and pro¬

cesses are considered. However, this drawback of focusing either on air or

water can be overcome by taking the maximum of the results and computing

-Rmax and ^J- "max-

The concept of the spatial remote state has been proven to be a useful

reference point for the comparison of the different measures of LRTP. When

the interest is in the substance fate far off the point of release, this concept

is a valuable tool as is illustrated by the chemical space plots of the par¬

titioning in equilibrium, steady-state, and spatial remote state discussed in

Section 4.4.1. A strength of the remote state concept is its independence

of the release pattern. In comparison to model varieties sensitive to the re¬

lease pattern, this feature helps to focus on the substance-specific features of

transport and partitioning. In the remote state the ratios of area-weighted

concentrations or masses are well-defined while the absolute concentrations

or masses depend on x. For a number of substances only a very small frac¬

tion of the amount released actually reaches the remote state. These features

make the remote state concept hardly suitable for the prediction of real-world

concentrations, but it remains useful for the investigation of the relative im¬

portance of the different environmental media and transport processes to the

fate of a substance.

I propose to use the measures -R^ax, -^max, CTDmax, Rl5w, or R^5* for

evaluative models investigating long-range transport. Alternatively, the spa¬

tial remote state can be used to investigate substance fate far off the point

of release.

The LRTP values presented are based on the ChemRange 2.1 parameter¬

ization of the partitioning and transport processes, and thus the conclusions

drawn from these do not directly apply to other models.
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Table 4.6: Effect of media volumes on Fwdsp and CTDmax/Rrs of toxaphene

TaPL3 ChemRange Small Atmosphere

3: 7

0.1

200

1000

0.76

0.94

Asur,s and Asur,w surface areas of soil and water, ht height of medium i. Fw,dsP

flux fraction in water, CTDmax maximum of characteristic travel distances

in air and water, Rrs remote state measure of LRTP. CTDmax and Rrs for

dispersive transport.

A A
^sur,s • ^sur,w 9: f 3: 7

hs [m] 0.2 O.f

hw [m] 20 200

ha [m] fOOO 6000

-^w,dsP 0.04 0.46

CTDmax/Rrs 0.98 0.94

too



Chapter 5

Relationship between

Persistence and Spatial Range:

Mobility

5.1 Introduction

Since the plot of LRTP against Pov, or, more precisely, i?a5s against rseq has

been presented (Scheringer, 1997), the relationship between the long-range

transport potential and the overall persistence has been investigated. Beyer

et al. (2000a) assumed advective transport in an air-soil system at steady-

state and found that CTDa = ua raq rna/{ma + rns). Hertwich and McKone

(200f) developed the concept of mobility, M, as M = R/r, and applied it to

R\w and rteq, obtaining

Mr = ^^- (5-1}

Advective and dispersive transport has been compared with respect to

mobility by Scheringer et al. (2001), who give equations for single-medium

transport with release into the moving medium and no interaction with
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other environmental media. I call this set of assumptions the isolated single-

medium transport assumption. With this assumption, for advective trans¬

port in air R%xa = Rlqa = CTDa = ua/la = ua ta. Here, ta = f//a is the

residence time in air. Also, for dispersive transport in air, R^a = R\qa =

CTDa = ^da/la = \]da ta.

There have been three main reasons for the interest in the mobility con¬

cept: First, the relation of persistence and LRTP has been investigated in

order to gain a deeper understanding of the way multi-media models work.

The second reason has been the search for mobility as the quantity "that un¬

derlies all definitions of spatial range based on multimedia models" (Hertwich

and McKone, 2001). This means that a quantity is sought which explains

long-range transport and avoids the difficulties associated with the numer¬

ous approaches to quantifying LRTP. The third reason has been to find a

quantity which describes the potential for a high spatial range, given a box

model with a specific composition (e.g. land to water ratio) and relative me¬

dia occupations which change over time (Hertwich and McKone, 2001). In

such a system, the effects of different landscapes (e.g. oceanic or continental)

on the LRTP of a substance could be investigated without getting into the

details of the spatial distribution of the substance. It is however a funda¬

mental problem of this last question that the LRTP of a substance depends

also on its spatial distribution, at least in a model with coupled transport

in air and water. This is also the reason why Rex and Rhw differ for equal

release patterns. Therefore, any mobility indicator will also change its value

between the box model and the spatially resolved model.

Here, I will first give a comparative overview of the steady-state and

the temporal and spatial remote states. Using the analytical expressions for

single-medium transport derived by Scheringer et al. (2001), I will explore

the different definitions of mobility which can be derived from the various

measures of Pov and LRTP for coupled multi-media transport. As an example
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representative of most other measures, the case derived from the expected

value measure will be investigated in detail. Finally, I will reflect about the

definition of a remote state mobility, Mrs.

5.2 Comparison of the Steady-State and the

Temporal and Spatial Remote States

The Figures 2.2, 3.2, 3.3, and 4.3 make clear that the partitioning of a specific

substance at steady-state, at the temporal remote state, and in the spatial

remote state can differ considerably. This is due to the conceptual differences

between these states which are listed in Table 5.1.

The steady-state as it is discussed here is based on a spatially unresolved

model which is fully described by the partitioning matrix A. Steady state

is assumed in conjunction with a continuous release, q. Partitioning at the

steady-state depends strongly on the release pattern p, which contains the

relative values of the elements of q. The question at steady-state is "Where

does most of the substance move to from the release medium?"

In the spatial remote state, there is also steady-state assumed with a

single continuous release, q, but the model system is spatially resolved along

an x-axis. Therefore, a transport matrix, D or U, is needed in addition to

the partitioning matrix, A, to fully describe the model system. The spatial

remote state is the state far-off the point of continuous release, so that it

is independent of the release pattern. It reflects only the interplay between

transport and partitioning of a specific substance. The question in the spatial

remote state is "Where does a substance accumulate after transport?"

The temporal remote state is however based on a dynamic model with

a single pulse release, too. It is fully described by the partitioning matrix,

A, and is not spatially resolved. The temporal remote state is the state of

the model system long after the pulse release, so that it is independent of
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Table 5.1: Overview of the steady-state, the temporal remote state, and the

spatial remote state.

Spatially dynamic/ matrix description

resolved steady-state

steady state no steady-state A overall situation

with continuous

release

temporal remote no dynamic A long after pulse

state release

spatial remote yes steady-state D--'A, far-off continu¬

state u--*A ous release

A, U, and D are the partitioning matrix and the matrices describing advec¬

tive and dispersive transport.
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the release pattern. It is different from the spatial remote state because the

long-range transport and the spatial distribution of the substance in question

are not considered. The question at the temporal remote state is "Where are

the smallest loss rate constants?"

5.3 Analytical Expressions of Mobility

5.3.1 Isolated Single-Medium Transport

By using the relationships between R and r derived by Scheringer et al.

(2001) for single-medium transport, equations for the mobility, M = R/r,

can be derived for advective or dispersive transport for the isolated single-

medium transport assumption. With this assumption, the mass distribution

in space is a single-exponential function, and therefore the equivalence width,

the expected value, and the normalized 95th percentile deliver equal LRTP

values. The characteristic travel distance, CTDt, has been defined for this

case (Section 4.5.f). For dispersive transport, M^TD = \Jd% l% = \fd%j\Jt%.

For advective transport, M^TD = ut. In the case of dispersive transport, the

mobility depends on the residence time of a substance in the mobile medium,

t%. With advective transport, the mobility of a substance with isolated single-

medium transport depends only on the advective speed, utl of the transport

medium. Therefore, I will focus the discussion on advective transport.

5.3.2 Fully Coupled Multi-Media Transport

In the example model, there is fully coupled transport in both air and water.

Therefore, Rex, Req, and R95* attain different values in general, as do rex,

req, and t95*. M95* is not analytically available and is therefore not discussed

here. The equations for Mex and Meq are derived from the corresponding

equations of LRTP and Pov-
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For example, Mex with dispersive transport can be derived from Equa¬

tions 3.7 and C.7:

Afex =
^ex

=

E v/ÄITDA-1g EA-'ffJQ

rex EA-!g EA-^mo'
l ' '

Units are [m/d]. Rex is computed with the continuous release vector q

while rex is based on the pulse release m0- Therefore, Mex depends on the

size and on the relative entries of q and too- To reduce the arbitrariness

introduced by using different release patterns I assume that the relative size

and the numerical values of the entries of q and m0 are equal while their

units are different (kg/d for q and kg for m0). This makes the continuous

and the pulse releases comparable and allows for a meaningful definition of

mobility which depends only on one release vector.

With this assumption, Equation 5.2 simplifies considerably to

MGX = ^a-ia-J*
• (5-3)

EVA-tDA-V-d

EA-'A-'tSo

The unit of days remains in the numerator as a result of the cancella¬

tion, so that the unit of Mex is m/d. The mobilities for advective transport

and for the equivalence width are derived analogously and with the same

assumption concerning the numerical equality of q and Too- All expected

value and equivalence width mobilities, LRTP, and Pov measures are shown

in Table 5.2. The mobility equations make clear that the same amount of

information is needed to compute the mobility which is needed to compute

the Pov and the LRTP, i.e. the partitioning and transport matrices and the

release pattern. Meq suffers from the same problems as does Req and is not

further discussed here (Section 4.5.1).

In the case of isolated single-medium transport, the mobility equations

in Table 5.2 contain scalars instead of vectors and matrices. Therefore, most

factors cancel, and the equations for isolated single-medium transport are

obtained (Section 5.3.1).
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Table 5.2: Overview of LRTP measures and mobilities for coupled transport

in several moving media.

Advective Dispersive

Rex

EA^UA'V

EA-ig
(5.4)

EVA-iDA"1?

EA-ig
(5.5)

Mex

EA^UA-'g-d

EA-'A-'fflo
(5.6)

EVA-iDA'V-d

EA-'A-1^
(5.7)

Req

J2A~lq

EU"1?
(5.8)

EA"1?
(5.9)

EVD-iAA-1?

Meq

Emo

EU-ifd
(5.10) Emo

(5.11)
E VD-iAA"1? • d

rex EA^A"1mo/EA_1rao

req EA"1 mo/ E m0

A, U, and D are the partitioning matrix and the matrices describing advec¬

tive and dispersive transport, too is the pulse release in the dynamic model,

q is the continuous release in the steady-state model. R is an LRTP mea¬

sure, M is a mobility measure, and r is a Pov measure. The superscript ex

indicates expected value, the superscript eq indicates the equivalence width.

The square root of a matrix is defined as in Section 4.3. f.
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The mobility can also be based on the temporal and spatial remote state

by defining Mrs = R>rs/rrs. With advective transport, this leads to Mrs =

73/A3. With dispersive transport, Mrs = 73/^3 is obtained. The analytical

expressions for the eigenvalues 73 and 1/3 are too complex to be meaningful,

so they are not shown here.

The fundamental problem of this definition of Mrs is that the relative

occupations of the environmental media in the temporal and in the spatial

remote states are in general not equal. Also, the release patterns which would

lead to remote state conditions at t = 0 or x = 0 differ. This means that

two different states of the model system are compared if Mrs is used, which

makes the interpretation of Mrs values rather difficult. Therefore, Mrs is only

shortly discussed in the next section.

5.4 Plots of LRTP against Pov

In Figure 5.1, plots of LRTP against Pov values are shown for the hypothetical

data set. Advective transport is assumed in all plots. This has the advantage

that substances have the same mobility value which reside only in air or only

in water, so that the isolated single-medium transport assumption applies.

In the example model, the corresponding log10(M) values are 2.54 for air and

0.24 for water, regardless of whether Mex or Mrs is used. This means that,

with advective transport, M values have a clear meaning independently of

the corresponding r value, which is not the case with dispersive transport.

Therefore, the expected value and the remote state measures are discussed

here for advective transport. Plots A-C in Figure 5.1 show Rek against rkx

for single-medium release into air, water and soil. Plot D shows Rrs against

rrs.
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The diagonal lines of isolated single-medium transport in air or water are

indicated in all plots of Figure 5.1 and are further called air transport line

and water transport line. These lines are defined by R = ut r.

Similar to Figure 3.6, page 49, there are clear vertical and horizontal

bands visible in the plots of Figure 5.1. Most of the vertical bands are

caused by substances which reside mainly in a medium i but exhibit little

partitioning into a medium j with u3 ^$> u%. Therefore, different R values

are obtained while r is still approximately l/nt. Because of the structure

of the hypothetical data set with its identical k% values for large groups of

substances, vertical bands appear in the R-t plot. Examples are the l/«w

bands in Figure 5.1,B and the l/«s bands in Figure 5.1,C.

The vertical bands in Figure 5.1,A, however, do not correspond to \/k%

values but are a result of subsequently occurring degradation in air, depo¬

sition into water and soil, and degradation in water and soil. Therefore,

the overall loss rate constant of these substances is not equal to one of the

single-medium degradation rate constants.

In Figure 5.1,B, substances with na < kw exhibit increased values of r^x

and R^- with increasing Kaw values. Therefore, the vertical bands become

diagonal towards the upper right and approach the line of isolated single-

medium transport in air. For substances with na > kw, t^x and R do

not increase with increasing Kaw values because these substances live longer

and are transported farther when residing in water. In Figure 5.1,B, these

substances remain at the intersection of the l/«w line and the water transport

line. This means that each of the seemingly single dots at these positions

represents many substances.

Similarly, in Figure 5.1,C, substances with na < ks exhibit increased

values of rsex and Rf- with increasing Koa values. Therefore, the vertical

bands become diagonal towards the upper right and approach the line of

isolated single-medium transport in air. For substances with na > ks, rsex
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does not increase with increasing Koa values but Rf- does so. Even if the

persistence decreases, the fraction of the substance in air drives transport,

compared to the fraction in soil which is not transported at all. Therefore,

scattered diagonals towards the upper left are visible between the l/«s lines

and the l/«a points on the air transport line.

In Figure 5.1, horizontal bands are visible for substances which partition

mainly into a moving medium (this is air in most cases) and exhibit similar

R values. However, they exhibit some partitioning into non-moving media

where they are lost from the model system more slowly, so that their r values

are increased and a horizontal band appears. In Figure 5.1,A, the horizontal

bands are due to transport in air. They start at the l/«a points on the air

transport line and run to the right, driven by decreasing Kaw values. When

they approach the water transport line, partitioning into water becomes so

important that the transport in water becomes relevant and the horizontal

bands exhibit a slant towards higher Rex values.

In Figure 5.1,D, horizontal bands are visible both for transport in air and

for transport in water. The water transport bands correspond to substances

which partition mainly into water in the spatial remote state but into different

media at the temporal remote state. They start at the intersections of the

1/kw lines and the water transport line and run to the right. In general, the

horizontal bands become increasingly scattered with decreasing k% values.

5.5 Chemical Space Plots of Mobility

In Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, chemical space plots of the advective mobility

values are shown. In these plots, the fact that, with advective transport,

constant mobility values are obtained for isolated single-medium transport,

is very useful. The mobility values shown can be used without considering

the corresponding r values.
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Figure 5.2: Max values of the 3175 hypothetical chemicals with ChemRange

2.1 processes and parameterizations and advective transport. See the note

in Chapter B, page 169.
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Figure 5.2 shows the chemical space plot of Max. The area exhibiting the

maximum log10(Max) value of 2.54 is largest for low Ka and high kw and ks

values. However, even for minimum na and maximum kw values (Figure 5.2,

Plot 1-5), wet deposition leads to severely diminished values of Max for low

Kaw values. Deposition from air into water and soil generally diminishes

Max, so that low Max values are obtained for low values of Kaw and high

values of Koa.

In Figure 5.3 the chemical space plot of M^x is shown. The great majority

of substances exhibit log10(M^x) œ 0.24, the value of isolated single-medium

transport in water. Only some substances exhibit a lower log10(M^x) value

(Figure 5.3, Plots 5-2, 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5). These are substances which par¬

tition significantly into soil even with release into water. In Figure 5.1,B,

these are the substances below the water transport line. On the other hand,

substances with high Kaw and low Ka values volatilize into air and exhibit in¬

creased values of M^x. Substances with high values of Kaw and low Ka values

attain high log10(M^x) values up to 2.54, corresponding to the air transport

line. These are the substances in the diagonal parts of the horizontal bands in

Figure 5.1,B. Note that only substances with the minimum na value attain

log10(M^x) values larger than 2.5 (Figure 5.3, right column). This corre¬

sponds to the fact that, in Figure 5.f ,B, only the vertical band most to the

left (with the smallest Ka value) really approximates the air transport line in

its diagonal extension. The diagonal extension of the vertical band one to

the right (with a greater na value) stays a bit below the air transport line,

and so do the bands corresponding to even greater na values.

The chemical space plot of Msex is shown in Figure 5.4. The values of

Msex are generally quite low, with minimum mobilities of log10(Msex) œ —4.0

attained by persistent substances which reside in soil. Substances with a

low Kow experience significant run-off into water, which raises their log(Msex)

values towards 0.24. On the other hand, substances with both high Kaw
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and low Koa volatilize significantly into air and obtain log(Msex) values up

to 2.54. Different to M^x, log(Msex) values up to 2.54 are obtained even for

the smallest Ka values. The reason is the different depth of water and soil in

the ChemRange 2.1 parameterization. The soil depth is much smaller than

the water depth (0.1 m compared to 200 m), so that substances with the

right physico-chemical parameters can volatilize much faster from soil than

from water. If release is into soil, this effect reduces the relatively immobile

amount in the surface media and therefore raises the mobility.

The chemical space plot of Mrs (Figure 5.5) is more difficult to analyze

than the chemical space plots of the Mkx values. The problem is that the

underlying Rrs and rrs values correspond to different states of the model

system. However, the influence of degradation rates and physico-chemical

properties on Mrs is straightforward. Substances which favor air in both

states exhibit high log 10(Mrs) values around 2.54, substances which in both

cases prefer water have log 10(Mrs) œ 0.24, and substances residing mainly

in soil in both states show very low Mrs values.

5.6 Conclusion: Mobility

The analysis of Mkx for advective transport provides insight into the func¬

tioning of the example model and into the general relationship of persistence

and long-range transport potential. However, the mobility is no shortcut to

obtaining values of LRTP, the model equations still need to be fully solved.

The idea that mobility is a quantity underlying all multi-media models

which quantify LRTP is in general correct. However, if we start from the

equation R = M •

r, then the mobility depends as much on the mathematical

measure and the release pattern used as do LRTP and Pov- Therefore, there

is no definition of mobility as an underlying principle which is independent

of the definition of R and r.
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Values of the remote state mobility, Mrs, are very difficult to interpret,

because Rrs and rrs, which are divided in order to yield Mrs, are in general

based on different release patterns.
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Chapter 6

Junge's Variability-Lifetime

Relationship and Multi-Media

Chemicals

6.1 The Junge Hypothesis: Introduction

The idea that the tropospheric distribution of a trace gas with a large resi¬

dence time is more homogeneous than the distribution of a short-lived one is

intuitive. An exact quantification of such a variability-lifetime relationship

would be of great value to atmospheric chemistry because it would allow for

the determination of tropospheric residence times based on the variability of

trace gas concentrations or mixing ratios.

This idea has been explored both theoretically and empirically by Junge

(1974). In his theoretical considerations, Junge (1974) derives two main

assumptions which are critical for a quantification of the variability-lifetime

relationship. First, the standard deviation of the source distribution needs to

be much larger than the standard deviation of the sink distribution. Second,

the source and sink distributions of the different trace gases considered need
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to be similar. Junge (1974) determined the empirical relationship

Px = «Junge
• t~6junge, (6-1)

with ajunge = 0.14 a and &junge = 1- The coefficient of variability of

the mixing ratio of a specific trace gas in the troposphere, px, is defined

as the standard deviation divided by the mean of the sample used. ta is the

tropospheric residence time. The relationship is based on naturally occurring

trace gases such as Rn, 03, CH4, C02, and 02.

Besides this empirical result, a number of variability-lifetime relation¬

ships have been derived based on theoretical considerations (Gibbs and Slinn

(1973), Baker (1979), Jaenicke (1982), Slinn (1988)). These relationships gen¬

erally have the form of Equation 6.1, with &junge values between 0.5 and 1.0

(Table 6.1). In the works of Jaenicke (1982) and Slinn (1988), &junge depends

on ta, increasing from a value of 0.5 for small ta to f .0 for large ta.

Using a vertical and latitudinal 2-D grid point model, Hamrud (1983)

explored the dependence of ajunge and 6junge on different source and sink

distributions, finding 6junge values between 0.63 and 0.91
.

A number of additional studies were published recently which are nearly

all based on extensive data on trace gas mixing ratios (Colman et al. (1998),

Ehhalt et al. (1998), Jobson et al. (1998), Jobson et al. (1999), Williams et al.

(2000), Johnston et al. (2002)). Colman et al. (1998) used the variability-

lifetime relationship of ethane and chlorinated 2-C hydrocarbons sampled

over the South Pacific with a 6junge value of 1.35 to determine the residence

time of CH3Br. Using a 3-D chemical tracer model (CTM) and hypothetical

Rn-like tracers, Ehhalt et al. (1998) found that 6junge takes a unique value

in each grid cell, with values near 0.0 near sources and values near f.O at

remote locations.

Jobson et al. (f998) presented an elegant theoretical derivation of the

variability-lifetime relationship, formulated as
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Table 6.1: b values from literature

Source &junge or bJobson comment

Gibbs and Slinn (1973)

Junge (1974)

Baker (1979)

Jaenicke (1982)

Hamrud (1983)

Slinn (1988)

Jobson et al. (1998)

Colman et al. (1998)

Ehhalt et al. (1998)

Jobson et al. (1999)

Williams et al. (2000)

Johnston et al. (2002)

Lenschow and Gurarie (2002)

0.5 theoretical

0.95 theoretical

1 empirical, trace gases

0.5 theoretical

0.5-1 theoretical

0.5 small ta

1.0 large ta

0.63 - 0.91 2-D-model

0.5-1 like Jaenicke (1982),

with transport

0.28 - 0.56 empirical

1.35 empirical

0.5 empirical

0 - 1 3D-CTM

0-1 empirical

0.18 near source

~ 0.5 troposphere

~ 1.0 stratosphere

0.64 empirical

0.57 - 0.98 3-D CTM

1.72 empirical

0.5 - 0.0 1-D vertical model
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<Tin* = <TfCJobson, (6.2)

with frjobson = 1, which is considered as a theoretical upper limit (Jobson

et al., 1998). a\nx is the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the

measured mixing ratios, x. at is the standard deviation of the travelling

times from the source to the point of sampling needed by the air parcels

that correspond to the measured mixing ratios, x. Junge's and Jobson's

variability-lifetime relationships are equivalent for specific average values of

the measured mixing ratios. Jobson et al. (1998) and Jobson et al. (1999)

explore a number of data sets sampled at different locations and find 6j0bson

values around 0 for locations near sources, values of about 0.5 for sampling

in the free troposphere and values near f .0 for sampling in the stratosphere.

Williams et al. (2000) explore the different variability-lifetime relation¬

ships in samples taken in Surinam which they explain by the different sources

of the substances investigated. Lenschow and Gurarie (2002) use a theoreti¬

cal vertical f-D model to find variations of the variability-lifetime relationship

depending on altitude, from the planetary boundary layer up to the strato¬

sphere. Both studies explore the numerous contexts in which widely differing

variability-lifetime relationships can be established.

Johnston et al. (2002) returned to the original purpose of the variability-

lifetime relationship, which is the determination of atmospheric residence

times based on measurements of the variability of the substances concerned.

In their critical discussion, they point out the large uncertainty of ta values

determined from a variability-lifetime relationship. Using a 3-D CTM and

investigating the effect of different sink types on the resulting px values, they

quantify the uncertainty caused by this variability alone as ±20 %.

The conclusion drawn by Johnston et al. (2002) can well serve as a sum¬

mary of the research on the variability-lifetime relationship until now: "The

variability-lifetime relation is not universal or unique and should be used
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only to compare consistent data sets for gases with similar source and sink

patterns."

While this has been clear since the work by Hamrud (1983), several at¬

tempts have been made to derive the tropospheric residence times of chlo¬

rinated persistent pollutants from air concentration measurements with the

original variability-lifetime relationship by Junge (1974).

Panshin and Hites (1994a) and Panshin and Hites (1994b) discuss con¬

centrations of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) at Bloomington, Indiana,

and Bermuda. Panshin and Hites (1994b) use the Bermuda data to derive

tropospheric residence times of selected PCBs using the original equation by

Junge (1974). They also compare the Bloomington data to the Bermuda

data, assuming that Bermuda is a remote area and that Bloomington is in

a source region. Anderson and Hites (1996) consider the uncertainties of

this approach significant because of the low vapor pressure of PCBs, which

complicates the analysis of PCBs in air and allows for significant partitioning

into soil and water.

Axelman and Gustafsson (2002) derive the tropospheric residence times

of different homologue groups of PCBs from air concentration measurements

with the relationship by Junge (1974). They also plot px values obtained

from Panshin and Hites (1994b) versus tropospheric residence times based

on reaction with OH radicals only, £Ho They group PCBs with the same

number of substituted chlorines, assuming that these PCBs have equal values

of px and toH •

As has been pointed out in this introduction, the question of whether the

relationship by Junge (f 974) can be applied to any kind of data set has been

answered with a clear "no" in the literature (e.g. Johnston et al. (2002)).

While the attempts by Panshin and Hites (1994b) and Axelman and Broman

(2001) to compute the tropospheric residence times of PCBs based on Junge

(1974) are not satisfying, the question remains of how the general variability-
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lifetime approach can be applied to semi-volatile substances which are subject

to significant partitioning between the troposphere, soils and oceans.

To explore this question I will use the ring model (Scheringer (1996),

Scheringer (1997)), a multi-media model of the global distribution of non-

polar organic chemicals. Taking into account that no unique and universal

variability-lifetime relationship exists, I establish a Junge baseline valid for

volatile chemicals in the ring model (Section 6.3.1). Then, deviations from

this baseline exhibited by semi-volatile chemicals under different modelling

assumptions are analyzed qualitatively in Section 6.3.2. Effects of the spatial

variability of degradation rate constants are discussed (Section 6.3.3), and

the results are compared to monitoring data (Section 6.3.4).

6.2 Methods

It is the purpose of this chapter to investigate whether substances with strong

multi-media behavior, e.g. persistent organic pollutants (POPs), follow the

Junge relationship. For modelling atmospheric transport I build on the ap¬

proach by Jaenicke (1982), which has been modified by Slinn (1988) to include

advective transport. Slinn (1988) assumes a single continuous point source,

advective transport and a first order loss process from the atmosphere. For

steady-state conditions, an exponentially decreasing function of air concen¬

trations in space is obtained similar to those in Chapter 4, page 57. A mea¬

surement interval is defined and the exponential distribution of concentration

values in space is transformed into the probability distribution function of

air concentration values in the measurement interval Slinn (1988). From this

distribution the coefficient of variation, px, is determined.

I proceed the same way with the ring model (Scheringer (1996), Scheringer

(1997)) which simulates the global distribution of non-polar organic chemi¬

cals. Processes and parameterizations are as in the ChemRange 2.1 model
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(Scheringer et al., 2002).

The ring model consists of a circle of 80 boxes. Each box is composed of

the three homogeneous compartments air, surface ocean water and surface

soil. Partitioning within each box is based on the matrix A (Chapter 2,

page 9). Transport between the boxes is modelled as dispersive transport

in air and water by applying Fick's laws. Note that molecules sorbed to

particles in air are assumed to be excluded from degradation. This is ex¬

pressed in the way Ka is computed here. While the air compartment in the

model resembles the troposphere, losses by transport to the stratosphere are

not considered. The whole system is assumed to be at steady-state, which

matches the assumptions by Junge (1974) and Slinn (1988).

To determine the Junge relationship, the mass distribution in air of each

substance is computed based on constant sources into one or several boxes

which represent the source region. Emission is into air if not otherwise men¬

tioned. The coefficient of variation, px, is determined from the mass distri¬

bution in the boxes of the measurement area. Finally, all data points are

shown in a Junge plot of logta against logp^, and 6junge is determined from

this plot.

In additional calculations, I compared the approach of using 80 boxes to

the analytical solution of the ring model with its hyperbolic distribution func¬

tions (Held (2000), Held (2001)) and to the analytical solution on a linear,

open geometry with exponential distribution functions (Beyer and Matthies

(2001), Stroebe et al. (2004)). The different approaches agree well qualita¬

tively, while the 6junge values varied slightly. The main qualitative difference

concerns situations in which source and measurement regions are very close

or overlap. In this case, the analytical solutions still deliver clear Junge

relationships, because the concentration gradients still depend strongly on

the tropospheric residence time. On the other hand, the Junge relationship

breaks down (6junge ~ 0) in the ring model if source and measurement re-
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gions overlap, because the variability is driven by the concentration gradient

between the source region and the other boxes, and this gradient does only

weakly depend on ta .
The latter effect matches measurements, which is the

reason why I use the box approach.

Of the existing multi-media models, the ring model with ChemRange

2.1 parameterizations is used because it was developed to model long-range

transport on a global scale, which is the scale the Junge hypothesis was

formulated for. It is sufficiently simple and generic to facilitate the complete

understanding of the model behavior. Also, the computational time is small

enough to perform the large number of model runs needed.

In the calculations in Section 6.3, a Junge baseline is established using

401 volatile hypothetical chemicals. These represent volatile chemicals which

cover the range of degradation residence times in air, ta,deg) from f d to f0000

d. To minimize multi-media effects, the substances were chosen to be very

volatile (Kaw = 10), relatively hydrophilic (Kow = 10) and subject to fast

degradation in water and soil (ks = kw = 0.1 d_1). The substances are so

volatile that their degradation residence time in air, ta,deg) is practically equal

to their overall residence time in air, ta, which considers both degradation

and deposition.

The Junge baseline will be contrasted with the behavior of 59 existing

chemicals with multi-media properties, including classified persistent organic

pollutants (POPs) (Table 6.2). The data set includes 39 substances from

Beyer et al. (2003), and 16 substances from Scheringer (1997). Data from

Beyer et al. (2003) is for T = 280 K and was originally collected from sev¬

eral sources, including Mackay et al. (2000) and Beyer et al. (2002). Data

from Scheringer (1997) is for T œ 290 K and was also collected from var¬

ious sources. Where data from Beyer et al. (2003) and Scheringer (1997)

overlapped, data from Beyer et al. (2003) was used. Physico-chemical data

of toxaphene is taken from Wania and Mackay (1993), degradation data
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from Mackay et al. (1997) (T œ 298 K). Although "toxaphene" is a mixture

of more than fO'000 homologue substances, it is treated as one substance

here. Physico-chemical data for PCB 8 and PCB 194 is from Li et al. (2003),

degradation data from Wania and Daly (2002) (T = 280 K). Partitioning

data of 7-HCH is from Beyer et al. (2002), the degradation rate constant

in air was calculated from Brubaker and Hites (1998), degradation rate con¬

stants in water and soil from Mackay et al. (2000) (T = 280 K).

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Air only

In this subsection, the Junge baseline is established and the effect of deposi¬

tion is investigated. For this purposes only the air compartment and losses

from it are considered. The entries of A which describe the revolatilization

from soil and water to air are set to 0 in each box.

Junge main line

To establish a Junge baseline and to explore its variability, Junge plots were

made based on the px values of the 40 f volatile hypothetical chemicals ob¬

tained in the ring model with varying source and measurement areas (Fig¬

ure 6.1).

All baselines exhibit increasingly negative slopes, i.e. increasing 6junge val¬

ues, for increasing values of ta. This corresponds to the results by Jaenicke

(1982) and Slinn (1988). For the corresponding 6junge values refer to Ta¬

ble 6.3, where the definition of the different scenarios is shown. The scenarios

were chosen by combining a point source, "ps", and a regional source, "rs",

with a measurement region near the source, "nm", and a measurement re¬

gion far-off the source, "fm". Additionally, the ps,fm scenario (point source,
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Table 6.2: List of substances used in the Junge calculations

l-butanol

benz [a] anthracene

DDT

1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene

chlordane

CH3CCIF2

endosulfan

7-HCH

PCB 8

PCB 30

PCB 47

PCB 95

PCB 116

PCB 153

tetrachloroethene

acenaphthene

benz[a]pyrene

1,4-dichlorobenzene

pentachlorobenzene

chrysene cyclohexane

1,2,3,4-dichlorodioxine dieldnn

fluoranthene

mirex

PCB 15

PCB 31

PCB 52

PCB 101

PCB 118

PCB 180

tetrachloromethane

acetone anthracene

benzene chlorobenzene

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 1,2,3,5-tetrachlorobenzene

hexachlorobenzene biphenyl

CCI3F

dioxane

fluorene a-HCH

naphthalene phenanthrene

PCB 28 PCB 29

PCB 33 PCB 44

PCB 61 PCB 77

PCB 105 PCB 110

PCB 126 PCB 138

PCB 194 pyrene

toxaphene
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LO-,

Ring Model ps.nm

Ring Model ps.fm

Ring Model rs.nm

Ring Model rs.fm

Ring Model dajr/2

Junge1974 empirical

Colman1998 empirical

Johnston 2002 empirical

Log10(ta) [d]

Figure 6.1: Junge baselines for several ring model scenarios and computed

from empirical data; "ps": point source, boxes 80-f; "rs": regional source,

boxes 71-10; "nm": measurement area near source, boxes 3-20; "fm": mea¬

surement area far from source, boxes 23-40.
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far-off measurements) is computed with the dispersion coefficient in air, da,

set to half its original value (f010cm2/s instead of 2 • f010cm2/s), yielding

the "<ia/2" scenario.

In most scenarios, the 6junge values are around 0.25 for small ta and in¬

crease to values near f .00 for high ta. The scenarios where the measurement

region is near the source region or overlaps with it exhibit lower 6junge values

than the other scenarios. Especially the rs,nm scenario exhibits a very low

frjunge value for small ta. This corresponds to the assumption that the mea¬

surement region needs to be remote with respect to the source region (Junge,

f974) and to results by Jobson et al. (f999). The 6junge values obtained with

the ring model for large ta are in the range of literature values of 6junge or

Jobson (Table 6.1).

The Junge baselines for the scenarios ps,fm and rs,fm are identical (Fig¬

ure 6.f, Table 6.3). The difference in the width of the source region does not

matter because the measurement region is sufficiently remote.

Scenario ps,nm, where the measurement region is near the source region

but does not overlap with it, exhibits a Junge baseline which is equal to

scenarios ps,fm and rs,fm for low ta values. However, it exhibits a shallower

slope for higher ta than do scenarios ps,fm and rs,fm. In the case of the latter

scenarios, the long-lived chemicals are transported to the measurement region

by both ways along the ring, an effect which additionally diminishes the px

values compared to the ps,nm scenario. In scenario ps,nm this effect shows

up only for very large ta values.

Scenario rs,nm, where source and measurement region overlap, has a

Junge baseline for high ta similar to scenarios ps,nm, ps,fm, and rs,fm. For

lower ta, however, the Junge relationships breaks down and 6junge exhibits

very low values. The model reproduces the assumption made by Junge (f 974)

that the measurement region needs to be remote.

In Scenario <ia/2, the px values are greater than in the similar ps,fm
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Table 6.3: Variability of 6junge values of the ring model baseline.

name ps,nm ps,fm rs,nm rs,fm 4/2

source 80-f 80-f 71-10 71-10 80-1

measurement 3-20 23-40 3-20 23-40 23-40

bjunge, small ta 0.27 0.27 0.10 0.27 0.22

b'junge, large ta 0.88 0.99 0.86 0.99 0.97

"ps": point source; "rs": regional source; "nm": measurement region near

source region; "fm": measurement region far-off source region; ccda/2": the

value of da was set to half its original value; "source" : source region; "mea¬

surement": measurement region; "small ta : the slope of the baseline is

determined between ta = 1 d and ta = 10 d; "large ta : the slope of the

baseline is determined between ta = fOOO d and ta = fOOOO d. The lines of

the ps,fm scenario and the rs,fm scenario are identical.
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scenario because the transport between boxes is slower and the concentration

gradients become steeper, which increase the px values. This moves the da/2

baseline upwards with respect to scenarios ps,fm and rs,fm.

In Figure 6.1 also the empirical Junge relationships by Junge (1974), Col-

man et al. (1998), and Johnston et al. (2002) are shown. There is a large vari¬

ability between the empirical Junge relationships which corresponds to the

variability in empirical 6junge values (Table 6.1). The baselines determined

with the ring model lie near the region spanned by the empirical relation¬

ships, especially for large ta. For substances with a value of ta smaller than fO

days, the agreement is not good. This is not surprising, because the assump¬

tion of constant da values in the ring model leads to an overestimation of the

spatial range of substances with a low value of ta (Scheringer, f996). This

matches the observed disagreement between modelled and empirical Junge

baselines.

Faced with the variability of the Junge relationship, the focus of this

work can only be to qualitatively discuss deviations from the Junge base¬

line caused by substances with multi-media partitioning. I use the scenario

ps,fm in the further computations because its slope is relatively consistent

to literature values of 6junge and the remoteness of the measurement region

is consistent with the assumptions made by Junge (f974). The remoteness

of the measurement region has been confirmed by a comparison with Junge

plots obtained under spatial remote state conditions and dispersive transport.

The qualitative deviations from the Junge baseline which will be discussed

in Section 6.3.2 are equal under spatial remote state conditions. This means

that, for the substances under consideration and release into air, the ring

model is in the spatial remote state between boxes 23 and 40. However,

the ring model is used here with the ps,fm scenario because some of the in¬

vestigations performed in this chapter can not be performed under spatial

remote state conditions, especially not the discussion of variability of sinks
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in Section 6.3.3.

Influence of deposition

After having established a standard scenario and the corresponding Junge

baseline, two different ways of calculating the residence time in air are dis¬

cussed. It is distinguished between the degradation residence time, ta,degn

and the residence time ta, which considers all loss processes from the tropo¬

sphere available in the ring model, i.e. degradation and deposition. ta,degr is

the inverse of the degradation rate constant in air, ta,degr = 1/4, while ta is

the inverse of 4 plus the rate constants of the fluxes from air into soil and

water: ta = 1/(4 + /sa + Zwa).

In Figure 6.2, the Junge baseline of the ps,fm scenario is plotted together

with the px values of the 59 real chemicals versus ta,degr and ta. The real

chemicals fall on the baseline if plotted versus ta, but there is considerable

scatter to the right if 4,degr is used. Especially for persistent and semi-volatile

chemicals such as HCB, pentachlorobenzene and higher-chlorinated PCBs,

deposition to soil and water is a relevant loss process from the troposphere.

Therefore, ta,degr ^ ta, which leads to a deviation to the right from the

Junge baseline (Figure 6.2). This means that it is necessary to use ta when

the Junge relationship is applied to semi-volatile substances.

6.3.2 Air, Water and Soil

To include possible effects of multi-media partitioning on the variability-

lifetime relationship, revolatilization from water and soil into the air is con¬

sidered in the following. Figure 6.3 shows the corresponding Junge plot, once

with transport between boxes in water set to zero ("Air Transport Only")

and once with transport in water being considered ("Coupled Transport").

The Junge plot without transport in water exhibits scatter to the left

of the Junge baseline for semivolatile substances like highly chlorinated ben-
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Figure 6.2: Junge baselines for the ring model with air only and the ps, fm

scenario. The black line is based on ta values, the grey points are based

on 4,degr- Scatter is due to substances with 4,degr > 4- For values of log 4

greater than 3.7, all of the volatile hypothetical substances exhibit 4,degr > 4

because of diffusive deposition into water. For values of log ta smaller than

3.7, 4,degr = 4 for the volatile hypothetical substances.
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Figure 6.3: Junge baseline and deviations in the fully coupled ring model

with air, water, and soil in the ps,fm scenario.
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zenes and PCBs. For these substances deposition is an important loss process

from air (compare to Figure 6.2). However, in the ring model, they also un¬

dergo considerable revolatilization from the surface compartments water and

soil back into air. This means that a fraction of the molecules released will

first be deposited but then revolatilize into the atmosphere where it is trans¬

ported further. Therefore, its effective residence in air, 4,eff, is larger than its

4 value, and the substance's distribution is smoother than would be expected

given its 4 value. This diminishes its px value relatively to the baseline, and

the data point scatters to below respectively to the left of the baseline.

For the substances discussed here, the revolatilization from water is dom¬

inating while revolatilization from soil is negligible. In Table 6.4, values of

the stickiness in water, Fw, the fraction of deposition losses of total losses

from air, /deP, and the ratio of the residence time in air, ta, to the effective

residence time in air, 4,eff, are given for a selection of substances.

Fw has been defined by Beyer et al. (2000a) as Fw = lw/(lw + /aw). It

is the ratio of the loss mass fluxes from water to the sum of the loss mass

fluxes from water plus volatilization to air. Small values of Fw indicate that

a large amount of substance in water will volatilize into air while values near

f indicate that most of the amount in water will be directly lost from the

model system.

The effective residence time in air, 4,eff, is computed as

ta'efi
i if

.
/ i p 1 hs+h +F

•
/ l-x*

' ^6'3^
''a \ ± w "-wa Tig ''sa / _i_/ _i_/ \ ± w ''sa / _i_/ _i_/

<,ws_r<,as_r,,s <,ws_r<,as_r,,s

Equation 6.3 is based on the equation of ta, but additional terms were

added to the denominator to account for revolatilization from water and soil

into air (compare to Beyer et al. (2000a)). The surface stickiness in soil,

Fs, is defined analogous to Fw, as Fs = 4/(4 + 4s)- The fraction which is

multiplied with Fs • /sa has been introduced to account for the run-off from soil
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into water. For the same reason, the last term in the denominator has been

introduced. It denotes the amount which is deposited to soil and undergoes

run-off into water.

For substances with a low stickiness and relevant deposition, 4,eff is

greater than ta. If px is plotted against 4,eff in a situation without transport

in water then the Junge baseline is obtained without scatter (not shown).

Table 6.4 illustrates that low ratios of 4 to 4,eff are obtained for sub¬

stances like PCB 153 with relatively strong deposition fluxes from air to the

surface media in combination with a low stickiness in water. While having a

low stickiness in water, PCB 8 is not strongly deposited, so that 4,eff ~ 4-

The other extreme is represented by PCB 194: Its deposition flux from air to

soil and water is large compared to the degradation in air, but it is mainly de¬

graded or exported to the deep-sea. Therefore, it is the medium-chlorinated

PCBs which exhibit deviations from the Junge baseline in Figure 6.3.

If transport in water is considered in the model, additional scatter appears

to the left of the Junge baseline (Figure 6.3). It is caused by substances

with very low lifetimes in air, significant deposition to water, significant

transport in water and subsequent revolatilization which is sufficiently large

to smoothen the concentration gradient in air. Of the substances considered,

these are dieldrine, chlordane and, to a lesser extent, toxaphene.

Based on computations with the data set of 3f 75 hypothetical substances,

the combinations of substance parameters were identified which lead to the

observed deviations from the Junge baseline. In Figure 6.4, the downward

deviations of the 3175 hypothetical chemicals from the Junge baseline in

the ps,fm scenario are shown. The deposition/revolatilization effect is ob¬

served for substances with loss rate constants which are sufficiently small so

that the deposition and revolatilization processes can become significant, i.e.

approximately 4 < 0.01 d_1 and /w < 0.002 d_1. The physico-chemical pa¬

rameters need to be in a range so that both deposition to the surface media
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and revolatilization into air can occur. This is possible for combinations of

log Xaw « —2 and log Xoa < 9 (Figure 6.4, Plot 5-5).

The deviations due to transport in water are observed for substances with

fast degradation in air, la > O.f d_1, so that air-driven transport is limited.

Also, the loss rate constant in water needs to be sufficiently low to make the

long-range transport water-driven: at least /w < 4/200. Physico-chemical

properties need to allow substantial partitioning into water, which is the

case for low values of logXaw and logX0a (Figure 6.4, Rows 4 and 5).

6.3.3 Variability of sinks

Apart from the remoteness of the measurement region, it is the main as¬

sumption of Junge (f 974) that the spatial variability of the losses from air is

much lower than the spatial variability of the emissions. So far, this assump¬

tion has been fulfilled in this work, with spatially constant degradation rate

constants and only one source region.

To investigate at which point the Junge relationship breaks down if this

assumption is weakened one can increase the number of sources or introduce

spatial variability of the loss rate constants in the different boxes. Increas¬

ing the number of sources leads to the breakdown of the Junge hypothesis

as soon as source and measurement regions overlap, as has been shown in

Section 6.3.f.

To introduce spatial variability of the degradation rate constants in the

different boxes, the loss rate constants, l%, in each box are randomly sam¬

pled from a lognormal distribution. The expected value of the lognormal

distribution equals the original value of the loss rate constant. Its coefficient

of variability, piz is set to f.O, 2.0 or 3.0
.
Model runs are performed for

the hypothetical and real substances. In each run, only one of the loss rate

constants in air, water, or soil is varied spatially, the other two are kept at

their original value. The degradation constants are varied for each substance
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Figure 6.4: Downward deviations from the Junge baseline in the ps,fm sce¬

nario for the 3175 hypothetical substances in log10Pa; units. White areas

in the plots correspond to substances with extremely high non-particle wet

deposition due to the drizzling rain assumption. Therefore, these substances

exhibit very low 4 values, so that the determination of corresponding Junge

baseline values is numerically not possible in the ring model. See Chapter A

about the problems connected to the drizzling rain assumption.
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individually. Four runs have been made for each loss rate constant and each

coefficient of variability to capture the variety of the resulting variations. For

the Junge plots made, 4 is determined based on the original value of the loss

rate constants.

Introducing spatial variability of the degradation rate constants in water

and soil does not have any effect on the Junge plot shown in Figure 6.3.

The reason is that the air concentration in each box is hardly sensitive to

the loss rate constants in the surface media. Therefore, the changes in air

concentration which are induced by the varying loss rate constants in the

surface media are counterbalanced by the dispersive transport between the

boxes.

However, introducing spatial variability of the degradation rate constant

in air leads to substantial scatter around the baseline (Figure 6.5, B). The

reason is that the air concentration in each box is highly sensitive to the loss

rate constant in air, so that spatial variations in these loss rate constants are

not easily equilibrated by dispersive transport between the boxes. The scatter

increases with the size of pi& of the lognormal distribution used (not shown)

.
Most deviations of the Junge baseline as discussed in Section 6.3.2 were

not distinguishable from the variability-induced scatter. For pi& = 1.0, only

f ,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene, pentachlorobenzene, and HCB can be recognized

as deviating from the baseline in all four model runs. One typical model run

with pi& = f.O is shown in Figure 6.5, B. For pi& values of 2.0 and 3.0, only

HCB can be consistently distinguished from the baseline.

The approach of using randomly varying degradation rate constants in air

in each box is a rather simple approximation of the variability observed in the

atmosphere, which is driven by parameters such as temperature, OH radical

concentrations, and the intensity of UV radiation which vary in space and

time. To test the feasibility of this approach, I computed the r2 correlation

coefficients of 4 and px for the 40 f volatile hypothetical chemicals to compare
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Figure 6.5: A: Junge baseline and deviations of the ps,fm scenario in the

fully coupled ring model with air, water, and soil. B: Same as in A, but 4 is

varied between boxes based on a lognormal distribution with a coefficient of

variability of p^a = f.O. HCB is not shown in both plots but is about 0.5 log

units below f ,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene.
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them to empirical correlation coefficients. For p^a = f.O, r2 lies between 0.94

and 0.95, for pia = 2.0 it is between 0.93 and 0.94 and for pia = 3.0, r2 = 0.93.

This compares to empirical r2 values of the variability-lifetime relationship of

0.97 for samples taken over the tropical Pacific Ocean (Colman et al. (1998),

Johnston et al. (2002)). Therefore, the pia = f.O case seems to be somewhat

realistic. I expect the variability-induced scatter to be in the same order

of magnitude or greater than the deviations observed, except for HCB. For

this reason, the focus of the data collection was on substances exhibiting

revolatilization deviations.

6.3.4 Comparison to Monitoring Data

The ideal experiment to test whether the deviations from the Junge baseline

discussed here correspond to reality would be to make a large number of

air concentration measurements of volatile and semi-volatile substances at a

remote location. The results of the volatile substances could then be used

to establish a Junge baseline. Then it could be tested whether the data on

semi-volatile substances exhibit the expected deviations. However, to the

knowledge of the author, such data have not been collected yet in a single,

coherent experiment, probably because of the different analytical methods

which are used for detecting volatile substances such as short-chained hy¬

drocarbons and semi-volatile substances such as PCBs. The difference in

analytical methods could pose a fundamental problem, because the analyt¬

ical methods may exhibit different method-specific coefficients of variation.

Also, PCBs and HCB are often measured near the limit of determination,

so that the analytical variability is probably significant. Because of these

problems, I focused on testing existing data sets on semi-volatile substances

for the variability-lifetime relationship and deviations from it.

The px were determined from the published data while 4 and 4,degr were

computed from substance-specific properties (Table 6.2) and the deposition
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parameters used in the ring model. In Figure 6.6, Junge plots are shown

which are based on data by Larsson et al. (1992), Bidleman et al. (1993),

Oehme et al. (1995), Oehme et al. (1996), Kallenborn et al. (1998), and

Lohmann et al. (2001). In general, the empirical px values are in the range

of the px values predicted by the ring model with the ps, fm scenario. How¬

ever, individual data points deviate considerably. Also, if regression lines are

drawn through the empirical data, then significant scatter is visible around

these empirical Junge relations.

A common feature of all plots in Figure 6.6 is that the Junge lines corre¬

sponding to the empirical data exhibit very small slopes. Values of 6junge are

between 0.0 and 0.2
.
This is unexpected, at least for the samples taken in

Antarctica, which could be considered as sufficiently remote to yield higher

frjunge values. Especially for substances with a low residence time in air, the

px values are relatively low if compared to model results and to empirical

Junge relations (compare to Figure 6.f).

Considerable uncertainties are involved in the plots shown in Figure 6.6

which limit a further analysis. Uncertainties affecting the modelled px values

include

• model uncertainty of the ring model,

• uncertainty about the correct Junge baseline, and

• uncertainties about the degree to which semi-volatile substances may

deviate from the Junge baseline.

On the other hand, there is also some degree of uncertainty about the

empirical px values. The measured concentrations are near the analytical

limit of detection for most of the data used. Therefore, considerable variabil¬

ities could have been introduced by the analytical procedure. For example,

the p values of the blank measurements from Kallenborn et al. (f998) are
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Figure 6.6: Junge plots based on different data sets on semi-volatile sub¬

stances sampled at remote locations. In each plot, the Junge baseline and

variations of the ps,fm scenario are shown for comparison. Refer to Chap¬

ter D.f, page 187, for details of the data.
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between 0.25 and 1.40, with an average of 0.78, which is in the range of their

measurement px values. If the analytical variability indicated by the blank

p values drives the measurement px values, then this could explain the low

frjunge values obtained. On the other hand, the px values of the empirical

data are around or below f.O, which is not exorbitantly high. Therefore,

the contribution to the variability caused by the analytical techniques is not

expected to be too large.

Also the 4 values are subject to considerable uncertainties.

• The 4,degr values used depend on uncertain assumptions about degrada¬

tion mechanisms and on degradation rate constants which are subject

to measurement and extrapolation uncertainty.

• The computation of 4 from 4,degr is based on uncertain assumptions

concerning deposition processes from air and their parameterization.

Especially the partitioning between gas phase and particles in air is

highly uncertain.

6.4 Discussion: Junge's Variability-Lifetime

Relationship and Multi-Media Chemicals

The ring model can be used to obtain Junge relationships for volatile sub¬

stances or Junge baselines which fall into the bandwidth of empirical Junge

relationships, at least for substances exhibiting 4 > 10 d. This constitutes a

confirmation of the way the air transport of volatile substances is simulated

in the ring model. The failure of the ring model for substances exhibiting

4 < 10 d is not surprising but matches the overestimation of transport of

short-lived substances in the ring model.

Two hypotheses can be derived based on the results of the fully coupled

ring model. Substances with strong deposition and re-volatilization fluxes are
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expected to deviate to the left from the Junge baseline. Substances which are

mainly transported in water also deviate from the Junge baseline to the left,

but to a lesser extent. The uncertainty analysis showed however that these

deviations are in the order of magnitude of the scatter induced by spatially

variable loss rate constants in air.

It was not possible to confirm or reject the two hypotheses about devi¬

ations from the Junge baseline, mainly because there are no suitable data

sets on both volatile and semi-volatile substances. Also, there is considerable

uncertainty both in the px and the 4 data. Uncertainty in 4 values concerns

substance parameter data, model assumptions and model parameterization.

Uncertainty in model px values is caused by substance data, model assump¬

tions and model parameterizations. The suspected analytical variability of

the measurements, which were mostly performed at the limit of detection,

leads to the question whether the observed px values represent environmen¬

tal conditions or analytical variability. If the px values represent the actual

environmental variability, then the question arises whether and which Junge

relationship applies to semi-volatile substances measured in polar regions.
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Table 6.4: Values of stickiness, fraction deposited, and their relation to total

and effective residence time.

name
F
±
w Jdep 'a/'a,eff

PCB 8 0.77 0.11 0.98

PCB 153 0.58 0.88 0.70

PCB 194 0.97 0.98 0.98

Fw: Stickiness in water; /deP: fraction of deposition losses from air, /deP =

(ha + 4a)/(4 + ha + 4a); 4: residence time in air, deposition considered;

4,eff: effective residence time in air, deposition and revolatilization considered

(Equation 6.3).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

While detailed conclusions are given in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6, a short overall

conclusion is given here. Also, open questions are pointed out.

Concerning the measures used to quantify Pov and LRTP, the temporal

and the spatial remote states have been introduced as the states of the cor¬

responding model systems which are attained long after or far off the point

of release. The remote state measures, rrs and Rrs, are defined and used as

benchmarks for the comparison of the current measures of Pov and LRTP.

rrs and Rrs are suitable measures of Pov and LRTP for two reasons. First,

they are independent of the release pattern. This solves the problem of which

release pattern should be used in the application of current measures of Pov

and LRTP. Independence of an actual release pattern is an important fea¬

ture of any indicator used in hazard assessment, because it is the objective of

hazard assessment that a compound can be assessed independently of a spe¬

cific production, use, and release pattern. Second, the remote state measures

focus on those aspects of a chemical's fate that are relevant to the normative

framework of these indicators. For example, rrs represents the time-scale

of a substance's long-term fate in the environment. It is therefore a useful

measure of Pov and emphasizes the preventive character of the persistence

indicator. In comparison, the equivalence width measure, req, is actually
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a measure of total exposure and represents to a lesser extent the specific

time-scale of the exposure.

Moreover, this work gives clear advice on how the existing measures of

Pov and LRTP can be used in a sound way. With Pov, the r^ax measure has

been shown to be a reliable estimator of rrs. For LRTP, several measures rank

correlate very well to RYS: Re£ax, R^*x, CTDmax, R9a5*, and i?^5*. It depends

on the mode of transport used which of these measures can be employed.

With LRTP models, the difference between single-medium transport with

release into the transport medium and coupled transport in both air and wa¬

ter has been clarified. In the first case, a single exponential function in

space is obtained, and the expected value, the equivalence width, the nor¬

malized 95th percentile, and the spatial remote state measure are identical.

With coupled transport, the spatial distribution consists in general of several

exponential functions, so that the relative occupations of the environmental

media change in space and the different measures yield different results. Also,

the differences to the box-based measures become large if coupled transport

is assumed. For these reasons, the use of models including coupled transport

is recommended. This way, the additional transport caused by the coupling

effect is visible and the substance-specific multi-media transport behavior

becomes visible.

Concerning long-range transport, the downstream maximum effect has

been described and explained. It can occur for a large number of substances

for release into air in models with coupled advective transport in air and

water. To check whether the downstream maxima observed for advective

transport with release into air could occur in reality, a fully coupled transport

model is needed with combined advective and dispersive transport. The

question is up to which dispersion constants downstream maxima can be

observed and whether they occur in reality.

Overall, the mathematical approaches of the currently used models for
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quantifying Pov and LRTP have been clarified in this work. On this basis,

the existing models and the rrs and Rrs measures or their surrogates can

be used to screen large numbers of chemicals for persistence and long-range

transport potential. Such a screening can be used for priority setting in

a tiered chemicals assessment approach. It also has been made clear that

the single-medium half-life approaches differ from the overall persistence ap¬

proach.

The chemical space plots constitute a useful tool to systematically inves¬

tigate the model parameterization and behavior. By using chemical space

plots, insight can be gained into specific features and problems of the model

under consideration. For example, the problems associated with the driz¬

zling rain assumption became obvious in the chemical space plot of the loss

rate constant from air. By making the model features more transparent and

accessible, the credibility of multi-media models can be increased.

The air transport in the ring model, which is built on the ChemRange 2.1

processes and parameterizations, has been shown to be in good agreement

with empirical Junge relationships, at least for substances with residence

times in air greater than about fO days. This constitutes a confirmation of

the model.

If the Junge hypothesis is applied, the residence time in the atmosphere

based on both degradation and deposition processes must be used. No Junge

baselines are obtained if the residence time in air is derived from the rate

constant of the degradation in air only.

Using the multi-media features of the ring model, two hypotheses have

been generated about the deviations from the Junge baseline which semi-

volatile substances should exhibit. First, substances with relevant deposition

from the atmosphere into the surface media and relevant revolatilization back

into air are expected to deviate to the left of the Junge baseline, because their

px value is smaller than would be expected, given their 4 value. Second,
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substances which are mainly transported in water and whose distribution in

air in remote areas is mainly a reflection of their distribution in water should

also exhibit a deviation from the Junge baseline to the left. However, the

available literature data did not lead to the confirmation or rejection of these

hypotheses. Currently, there is no clear interpretation of the patterns visible

in the field data.

While a number of questions have been clarified in this work, the relevance

of other open questions has become — for some of them again — clear.

Concerning the general modelling approaches and the ChemRange 2.1

parameterization, the drizzling rain concept is a pressing issue. As has been

pointed out by Hertwich (2001), with drizzling rain the loss rate constants

from air for substances with low values of Kaw are very large (Figure B.4,

page 174). The estimator provided by Hertwich (2001) is strongly biased. It

is necessary to find a new, unbiased estimator which allows one to represent

the periodic nature of precipitation events in models based on matrices with

constant coefficients.

A second open point concerning individual processes is the uncertainty

of the gas-particle partitioning in air. A related question is the fate of sub¬

stances which undergo particle-bound deposition from air into water. Chem¬

Range 2.1 assumes that these substances attain the chemical equilibrium

between the water phase and the particle phase in water instantly after

deposition. This assumption drives some of the deposition-revolatilization

deviations from the Junge baseline and should therefore be thoroughly scru¬

tinized.

While there is empirical evidence that some POPs tend to a state similar

to the temporal remote state, more long-term monitoring data on POPs is

needed to better confirm the temporal and the spatial remote states. The

experiments should go hand in hand with budgeting approaches, so that the

overall loss rate constants of POPs from the environment can be estimated.
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In order to test the hypotheses about the deviations of semi-volatile or

very water-soluble organic compounds from the Junge baseline, air concen¬

tration data needs to be collected on both volatile chemicals and semi-volatile

or water-transported substances.
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Appendix A

ChemRange 2.1

Parameterization

In Figures B.l to B.6, chemical space plots are shown which illustrate the

ChemRange 2.1 processes and parameterization. Two types of chemical space

plots are shown: In Figures B.2, B.4, and B.6, the log10(/t) values of soil,

water, and air are shown (Equation 2.1, page 9). The magnitude of these

bulk loss rate constants from each medium indicates how long a molecule

will reside in this medium. In Figures B.l, B.3, and B.5 it is indicated

which individual loss process contributes most to the corresponding lt value.

This makes clear whether the loss is mainly due to transport into a different

medium or whether it is mainly due to degradation or deep-sea deposition.

Figures B.f to B.6 show how the different processes considered in Chem¬

Range 2.1 interplay and affect the fate of a substance. These figures are the

basis for the analysis of most other chemical space plots shown in this work,

e.g. of the partitioning in the temporal remote state (Figure 3.4, page 36).

It is not the purpose of this work to describe and discuss the features of the

ChemRange 2.1 model parameterization. Therefore, the Figures B.f to B.6

are given for reference and are not extensively discussed here.
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However, one feature which merits discussion is the gaseous wet deposi¬

tion from air into water. This process concerns substances with a low Kaw

and leads to transport rate constants from air into water up to 104'5 d_1

(Figure B.6). However, the natural process in question, rain, does not occur

continuously at a low rate, as "drizzling rain", in most parts of the world.

Instead, rain events occur periodically, with practically no wet deposition in

one time period and very high wet deposition in the next time period. There¬

fore, the substances which are washed out very fast in the ChemRange 2.1

parameterization will stay in air for some time during the dry period and

undergo long-range transport. This problem has been described by Hertwich

(2001) and can currently not easily be solved because of the steady-state as¬

sumption, which is central to most models of long-range transport. It should

be kept in mind that the very high gaseous wet deposition rate constants for

substances with low Kaw values are artifacts.

The loss processes in a medium i, which determine the bulk loss rate

constant, l%, depend on the Kaw, the Koa, and the degradation rate constant

in medium i, k%. Therefore, most plots in Figures B.f to B.6 are redundant.

It would suffice to vary the physico-chemical parameters and the k% value

in question and show 5 plots instead of 25 in each figure. However, the

comparison to the other chemical space plots shown in this work is facilitated

if the basic structure of all plots is identical. Therefore, the full chemical

space plots are shown.
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Appendix B

A Note on the Chemical Space

Plots Based on the 3175

Hypothetical Chemicals

The following comment applies to all chemical space plots shown in this

work which are based on the 3175 hypothetical substances which have been

provided by F. Wania, University of Toronto:

There are no hypothetical chemicals in the lower left and upper right

corner of each plot in the white areas without grid. In between the two

lines, each grid point corresponds to a hypothetical chemical. In general the

shading next to the grid points is decisive.

Because of the interpolation function in MS Excel, two types of artifacts

occur in the plots which can be easily recognized.

First, in plots where several areas are shaded differently to indicate a

certain property of that area, i.e. dominant partitioning or the dominant

loss process from a medium, little corridors can appear between two shad¬

ings because of the MS Excel interpolation. An example is the small "soil"

corridor between "air" and "water" in plots 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5,
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3-4, 3-5, 4-5, and 5-5 of Figure 3.4, page 36. These corridors are artifacts and

can be recognized easily because they do not contain any grid points but run

between them. In general, the shading next to the grid points is decisive.

Second, in plots where numerical values are shown, triangular structures

covering single grid cells next to the white, non-gridded area appear due

to MS Excel's interpolation function. Again, these triangles do not contain

grid points. Each grid point corresponds to a hypothetical chemical, and the

shading next to each grid point is decisive for its value. An example of these

triangular structures can be found in Figure 3.5, page 41, 1-1 and 1-2.
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t-1/2 air = 4 h Un air = 24 h t-1/2 air = 168 h t1/2 air = 1000 h t1/2 air = 8760 h

Degradation

Runoff into water

D Diffusion into air

Figure B.f: Dominant loss process from soil of the 3175 hypothetical chem¬

icals with ChemRange 2.1 processes and parameterizations. See the note in

Chapter B.
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t-|/2 air = 4 h ^*a«^__tV2a«
=m^ tl/2a,r = 1000h t1/2air = 8760 h

Figure B.2: Magnitude of the loss rate constant from soil, ls, of the 3175 hy¬

pothetical chemicals with ChemRange 2.1 processes and parameterizations.

Shown as log10(/s) [d"1]. See the note in Chapter B.
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Figure B.3: Dominant loss process from water of the 3175 hypothetical chem¬

icals with ChemRange 2.1 processes and parameterizations. See the note in

Chapter B.
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Figure B.5: Dominant loss process from air of the 3175 hypothetical chemi¬

cals with ChemRange 2.1 processes and parameterizations. See the note in

Chapter B.
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Appendix C

Model Mathematics

C.l Derivation of Mass in Time and the Cor¬

responding Expected Value and Equiva¬

lence Width

With a pulse release, m(0) = m0, at t = 0, the solution of Equation 2.2 on

page ff is

rh{t) = \VeM_1]t)\-lrho. (C.f)

The matrix V is composed of the eigenvectors of A. l?eXp(_7 t) is a di¬

agonal matrix with exp(—jjt) at position j,j. A, V, and D7j are related

by

A = VV1V-1. (C.2)

By replacing the matrix l?eXp(_7 t) in Equation C.f with the matrix NJ;

which is 0 except for the element j,j which is 1, the coefficients v3 in Equa¬

tion 3.2, page 27, can be determined:
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Vj = VN.V-^o . (C.3)

The expression of req in Equation 3.5, page 44, is obtained in a series of

steps:

req =

fZ°mt(t)dt

lo0°EVÎ?exp(_7jt)V-1mo^
Emo

J0 exp(-7Jt)dt
EVÎ>rffln,,.MV ^o

Emo

EVPi/.V-'mo
Emo

EA-^p

E^o

(C.4)

The expression for rex in Equation 3.7, page 44, is obtained in a similar

fashion:

rex =

°°

7 "»(-left
o EA ^o

EA-imo

/f0°°texp(-7Jt)(it

SV2?rtemf_,.Mv ^o

EA-imo

/7?EV^/^V-1^
'j

EA-^o

EA-'mo

_

EA^A-'fflfl

EA-imo
'

(C.5)

The integral /0°° texp(—j3t)dt = f/72 is solved by partial integration.
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C.2 Derivation of the Expected Value and

Equivalence Width Measures of LRTP

The expression of Req for dispersive transport in Equation 5.9, page 107, is

obtained in a series of steps

Req =

!o°°rht(x)dx

£m(0)

_

Jo°° E YVexv{_VjX)Y-lfh0dx
Em0

J2YVjoo exp{_V]X)dxY-lm0
Emo

J2V~D-lAA-lq

2_ZYV1/uY-lYBuY-lA-lq

J2V~D-lAA-lq

EA-y

Ev/D^ïÂA"1^'
(C.6)

The derivation of Req for advective transport is analogous.

The expression of Rex for dispersive transport in Equation 4.19, page 107,

is also obtained in a series of steps:

^ex =

J0°° x • rôt (s) dx

Jo°° rrk(x)dx

_

Jo°° x • E YVexv{-V]X)Y-lfho dx

EA-1«

_

E Y Jo°° X • Pexp(-1vja;)^Y~1^0
EA-ig

EYDj^^f.^^Y^mo
EA-ig
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2\ZYVl/v2Y-lYVvY-lA-lq
'

EA-ig

2~:YVl/vY-lA-lq
EA-ig

Ev/ÄZIDA-1g

EA-ig

(C.7)

The integral |0ooxexp(—v3x)dx is solved by partial integration.

The derivation of Rex for advective transport is again analogous.

C.3 Accuracy and Numerical Stability of the

Matrix Diagonalization

The diagonalization of the matrices A, U_1A, and D_1A is not a trivial mat¬

ter from a numerical point of view. Therefore, I checked for the accuracy and

numerical stability of this operation which is necessary for the determination

of the temporal and spatial remote states. In general, similar problems to

the ones discussed here apply to matrix inversions, so that the determination

of the steady-state is numerically similarly difficult to the determination of

the remote state.

In this work, matrix diagonalizations are performed in the derivation of

equations 3.2, 4.3, and 4.11. Written in terms of the dynamic model used in

Chapter 3, the diagonalization equation of a diagonalizable matrix A is

A = VV^V-1. (C.8)

The matrix V is composed of the eigenvectors of A. D7j is a diagonal

matrix with 7, at position j, j.

The software Mathematica 4.1 by Wolfram Research, Inc., has been used

to determine V and 7.,. To check the numerical accuracy, I determined the
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maximum relative error, erei, of the elements of VD7jV l, (VD7jV l)tk,

with respect to the elements of A, (A)tk, for the 3175 hypothetical chemicals

—(((Ah-^'M)-
Here, i denotes the row and fc the column. The magnitude of this error

and the matrix element affected are discussed for the matrix A as in Chap¬

ter 3 and the matrix D_1A as in Chapter 4. The matrix U_1A is constructed

very similar to the matrix D_1A and exhibits a similar diagonalization ac¬

curacy.

C.3.1 Diagonalization Accuracy of Matrix A

For the matrix A and the 3175 hypothetical chemicals, the greatest erei value

is relatively small, i.e. 1.77 • 10~6. This means that the greatest deviation

of a single matrix element is less than 0.0002 %. Only 20 out of 3175 sub¬

stances exhibit a value of erei greater than 0.000f %, for the great majority

of substances (2933) the erei value is smaller than 10~8 %.

The erei values greater than 0.000f % occur for substances with logXaw =

— ff and for log J7>a values between fO and f3. These substances constitute

the lower left area of each chemical space plot. They are subject to very

efficient rain washout from air into water, with rate constants in the order of

f04 d_1. These enormously high rate constants cause the numerical problems

in the diagonalization of A and the relatively large erei values. In general, the

algorithm used in Mathematica 4.1 exhibits problems if the matrices involved

contains elements with a large difference in order of magnitude. The size of

the erei corresponds well to these differences in order of magnitude.

The greatest errors occur at element (A)23, which describes the depo¬

sition from air into water. This process is not important at the temporal

remote state, because in this parameter region, only a minute fraction re-
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sides in air at the temporal remote state. Therefore, the rrs values are not

concerned by this error. In general, the extremely large rate constant for the

deposition from air into water at low Kaw is due to the assumption of a con¬

stant, light rain which is made in ChemRange 2.1 (compare to Chapter A).

This assumption is not very realistic, and the extremely high wash-out rate

constants for low Kaw values are a well-known problem which has been ad¬

dressed by Hertwich (2001) (note that Equation 7 in Hertwich (2001) does

not describe the periodic state of the system, a problem which makes his

further calculations arbitrary).

The 3175 hypothetical chemicals span a huge area of the parameter space

of organic chemicals. The algorithm used by Mathematica 4.1 converges for

the matrix A for all these chemicals. The erei values are relatively small,

and therefore I consider the algorithm numerical sufficiently stable for the

application in generic dynamic multi-media models with low-dimensional ma¬

trices. Considerable problems may occur for spatially resolved models with

high-dimensional matrices.

C.3.2 Diagonalization Accuracy of Matrix D_1A

The Matrix D_1A exhibits in general greater erei values than does A. The

reason is the multiplication with D_1, which contains the inverses of the

dispersion coefficients d% in soil, water, and air. These coefficients span

more than 15 orders of magnitude (between the arbitrarily low value of

ds = I 10"4m2/d and the value of da = 1.728 • 10nm2/d). This wide

span of different transport velocities is added to the span of different rate

constants occurring in A, so that the numerical accuracy of matrix diagonal¬

ization is generally lower for D_1A than for A. The wide span of transport

parameters constitutes a lower limit for the ds values used. They should not

be set to values lower than f • 10~4 m2/d. However, even values as large as

f • 10~4 m2/d do not cause significant transport in soil.
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The greatest erei value of D_1A for the 3175 hypothetical substances is

0.996 %. 39 substances exhibit erei > 0.1 %. As is the case for matrix A,

large erei values occur for substances with very low Kaw and logJ7>a values

between fO and f3 or smaller. The f49 greatest erei values occur at matrix

element (D_1A)32, which describes the volatilization from water into air.

The corresponding rate constant is very small for the substances involved,

around 10_22d_1. The dominating loss process from water in this region of

the parameter space is degradation and long-range transport is water-driven,

so that the error made in the volatilization term does not affect the model

behavior and the Rrs values obtained.

This means that, while the erei values are relatively large for D_1A, they

do practically not affect the model results.

C.4 Independence of the Relative Occupations

in the Remote State of the Release Pat¬

tern

The notation used in this section does not refer to any notation used so far.

The theorem shown here is not a new finding but constitutes a well-known

result from the theory of systems of linear differential equations with constant

coefficients.

Theorem. Be A, B, and N., square matrices of dimension n with real

elements. The elements of N., are 0 except for element (N)33 = 1. Be p and

Qj P ¥" Qj column vectors of dimension n and real elements. Be gtJ a row

vector with gv = «ANjB. Then, for i ^ k,

M
= M, (c.io)

9k3P 9k3q

Proof. Be a« the elements of A and bki the elements of B
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Then, the elements of C = ANjB are Cki = ak3 bß. Therefore, the

elements of gv = «ANjB = ÎC are gVl = c%i = av bß. This means that

9%] = <h3 fj, with In =bß-

Now, Equation C.fO can be written as

9%jP
_

9t]Q

<^>

9k3P 9k3q

al3 f3p al3 f3q

ßfcj
• fji> ak3 f3q

^ — =

Clij

Ct>k3 dk3

(C.ll)

D

Note: In terms of Chapter 3, the fraction denoted here as at3/cik3 is the

fraction of the elements i and k of the eigenvector of A which corresponds to

the smallest eigenvalue, 73, of A. This makes this result quite intuitive: as, in

the phase plane, the trajectory of the system state variables will move along

the eigenvector corresponding to 73 for large t independently of the starting

point, the ratio of the state variables (here: the masses in the different media)

remains constant and is equal to the ratio of the corresponding elements of

the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. The same applies

to the systems described in Chapter 4.

C.5 Condition for a Downstream Maximum

with Advective Transport

Generally, all three exponential terms in Equation 4.6 (page 63) can cause

a downstream maximum. However, the first term, wt\ exp(—Xix) can be

neglected for the following reason. Because of the properties of matrix U_1A,
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Wti in Equation 4.6 is either greater than 0 (Held, 2003) or attains a value

minutely smaller than 0, because us ~ 0 for numerical reasons (Section 4.3).

If wti > 0, it can not cause a downstream maximum. If wt\ is minutely

smaller than 0, it could cause a downstream maximum, but the resulting

negative values oîwti exp(—X\x) are in general too small to do so. Therefore,

the relation between wt2 exp(—X2x) and wt3 exp(—X3x) is decisive for the

occurrence of a downstream maximum, i.e. a maximum for x > 0 in rôt(x)

(Equation 4.6).

We look at the two last components of ffh(x),

rôt(:z) = wt2 exp(-A2x) + wt3 exp(-A3x). (C12)

Because of rôt(0) > 0 and lim^oo fht(x) = 0, a downstream maximum

can occur if the following condition is not fulfilled.

Ä(X)
< 0Vx>0 (C.13)

dx

<* -wt2 X2 e~X2X - wt3 A3 • e~X3X < 0 Vx > 0

<* -wt2 X2 e~X2X < wt3 X3 e~X3X Vx > 0

A3 e~XiX
^ -wt2 < wt3^— •

—r- Vx > 0.
A2 e~Ä2X

Because of the e~XjX terms, condition C.14 depends on x. Due to the

relation X2 > A3, the fraction of the exponential terms attains its minimum

at x = 0, where e~X:i°/e~X2° = 1. Therefore, the condition for the absence of

a downstream maximum is

A3
-wt2 < w)t3T-- (C14)

^2

Especially, if both wt2 > 0 and wt3 > 0, no downstream maximum can

occur. Even if one of the two is negative, a downstream maximum does not

necessarily occur.
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If condition C.14 is not fulfilled, a downstream maximum does not auto¬

matically occur, because the term wt\ exp(—X\x) could be so large that it

masks the interaction of the two other terms which would otherwise cause

a downstream maximum. However, if only air and water are considered in

the model, downstream maxima will occur for the substances which do not

fulfil the condition which would correspond to condition C.f4 in an air-water

model
.

Concerning the set of 3f 75 hypothetical chemicals, downstream maxima

can occur only with advective transport for release into air. For f697 sub¬

stances, condition C.f4 is not fulfilled. These are substances with interme¬

diate values of Kaw which do partition into water to some degree, so that

some accumulation occurs. For very low Kaw values the wet deposition from

air into water is so fast that the accumulation in water occurs practically at

x = 0 and not at an intermediate distance.

Condition C.f4 can be derived in a similar fashion for dispersive trans¬

port. However, no downstream maximum occurs for the 3175 hypothetical

chemical with dispersive transport and the single-medium release patterns.

This is physically intuitive because dispersive transport equilibrates gradi¬

ents, therefore impeding downstream maxima.
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Appendix D

Junge Relationship

D.l Data of Figure 6.6

While references are given for the data presented in Figure 6.6 on page 144,

the data had to be processed in different ways. First, it had to be decided how

to consider data below the limit of quantification. Also, data was selected in

a way to have similar weather and temperature conditions during sampling.

These processing steps are described here for each data set involved.

Larsson et al. (1992) sampled air concentrations of PCBs and chlorinated

pesticides at Cape Evans, Ross Island, Antarctica (77° 38.1'S, 166°24.6'E)

from March f998 until January 1990. Each sampling period lasted between

7 to 21 days. In order to avoid air temperature variations, the data marked

as being sampled in autumn or spring in Table 1 of Larsson et al. (1992) was

used here to compute the px values.

Bidleman et al. (1993) sampled air concentrations on the Greenpeace

ship Gondwana between New Zealand and Ross Island, Antarctica, between

January and March 1990. Data from all nine samples is considered here, but

values given as "smaller than" are excluded from the analysis.
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Oehme et al. (1995) determined air concentrations of chlorinated pesti¬

cides and PCBs at four sites in Norway, ranging from Ny Âlesund in Spits¬

bergen, to the Barents Sea Coast (Svanvik) and down South to Kârvatn and

Lista. Of these locations, Ny Âlesund is the most remote, and the corre¬

sponding data is shown in Figure 6.6. Data in Oehme et al. (1995) is given

as mean values and standard deviations, from which I computed px as the

standard deviation divided by the mean. Data sets with missing entries or

mean values below the limit of quantification are excluded.

Oehme et al. (1996) report air concentrations of PCBs and chlorinated

pesticides from Ny-Âlesund, Spitsbergen. Samples were taken between early

April and the end of December f 993 and are three-day averages. Air temper¬

atures exhibit significant seasonal differences, so the data of the period with

most stable temperatures is used here, i.e. November and December. Oehme

et al. (f996) indicated which measurements were taken under weather con¬

ditions allowing direct transport from Russia, Western Europe, and North

America. They also marked indications of sample contamination. Both types

of data were excluded for the analysis performed here. The direct transport

episodes indicate that Spitsbergen may not be remote enough to perform

Junge experiments.

The samples of Kallenborn et al. (f998) were taken at remote Signy Is¬

land (a part of the South Orkney Islands South-East to Cape Horn, 60° 72'

S, 45°60'W). Data points marked as being below the "limit of determina¬

tion" (LOD) in Kallenborn et al. (f998) were considered while data given

as "smaller than", which are considerably below the LOD, were not used in

the computation of the px values. Not considering the data below the LOD

would have meant to ignore most of the data for some of the substances

measured, resulting in questionable values of px.

Lohmann et al. (200f ) report air concentrations of chlorinated dibenzo-

dioxines, chlorinated dibenzodifuranes, and PCBs sampled during a North-
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South transect of the Atlantic Ocean. I computed px values from the air

concentrations obtained from the southernmost part of the trip on days 32

to 53. These samples were all taken South of 45° S, East of Cape Horn and

West of the Zero Meridian. The sampling area includes Signy Island.
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Appendix E

Symbols

E.l Abbreviations

a Air

HCB Hexachlorobenzene

LOD Limit of Determination

LRTP Long Range Transport Potential

p
A
ov

Overall Persistence

PCB Polychlorinated Biphenyl

s Soil

stst Steady-State

t Total

w Water
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E.2 Symbols

E.2.1 Substance Properties

na Degradation Rate Constant in Air [d_1]

ks Degradation Rate Constant in Soil [d_1]

kw Degradation Rate Constant in Water [d_1]

Kaw Air-Water Partitioning Coefficient [-]

Koa Octanol-Air Partitioning Coefficient [-]

Kow Octanol-Water Partitioning Coefficient [-]

E.2.2 Model Parameters

A Area of Cross-Section Perpendicular to Transport Flux [m2]

^4surf Surface Area [m2]

d Dispersion Coefficient [m2/d]

h Height or Depth [m]

n Number of Environmental Media or Compartments

u Speed of Advective Transport Flux [m/d]

E.2.3 Modelling Entities

A Partitioning-Degradation Matrix [d_1]

c Concentration [kg/m3]

d% Dispersion Coefficient in Medium i [m2/d]
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D Dispersion Matrix [m2/d]

Vz Diagonal Matrix With Elements z3 at Positions jj

/rs Fraction Reaching the Remote State

JdsP,3t\X) ytJ exp(-z/Jx) [kg/m]

1 Eigenvalue of A id"1]

% Vector with f at position i, else 0 H

0: Vector with f at all positions H

h Bulk Loss Rate Constant in Medium i id"1]

''ki Flux Rate Constant from Medium i to Medium k id"1]

Jeff Bulk Loss Rate Constant from the model system id"1]

A Eigenvalue of U^A [1/m]

P Eigenvalue of D_1A [1/m2]

N3 Matrix with (N)„ = f, else 0 H

v Square Root of Corresponding \i [1/m]

P Relative Occupation H

q Continuous Source [kg/d]

t Time [d]

u% Advection Velocity in Medium i [m/d]

U Advection Matrix [m/d]

V Eigenvector of A id"1]

V (^1,^2,^3) [kg/m]

vJ% rVNjV^A"1? [kg/m]

w Eigenvector of U_1A [1/m]

W (Wi,W2,W3) [kg/m]

wl3 zWN.W^V^q [kg/m]

X Distance to Source M

y Eigenvector of D_1A [kg/m]
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Y (yi, 2/2,2/3) [kg/m]

y„ zYN.Y-^-1? [kg/m]

E.2.4 Model Outputs

0 Subscript denoting x = 0 or t = 0, e.g. in rô0 = rô(0)

CT.D Characteristic Travel Distance [km]

Fw Transport Flux Fraction in Water [-]

m Mass [kg]

rô Area-Weighted Concentration [kg/m]

N Transport Mass Flux [kg/d]

p Relative Occupation [-]

R Specific Measure of LRTP [km]

r Specific Measure of Pov [d]

E.2.5 Statistical Entities

cl Clearing Time

eq Equivalence Width

erel Relative Error in the matrix diagonalization

ex Expected Value

E(X) Expected Values of Random Variable X

f Density Function
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r Correlation Coefficient

p Coefficient of Variation

rs Expected Value Under Remote State Conditions

a Standard Deviation

95 95th Percentile

95* 95th Percentile divided by (- ln(l - 0.95)) « 3.0

E.2.6 Junge Hypothesis Parameters

«jobson Coefficient a in Jobson et al. (1998)

«junge Coefficient a in Junge (1974)

frjobson Coefficient b in Jobson et al. (1998) [1/d]

frjunge Coefficient b in Junge (1974) [1/d]

/ Fraction

/dep Fraction of Deposition Losses from Air [-]

F Stickiness [-]

ta Residence Time in Air Due to All Losses [d]

ta,degr Residence Time in Air Due to Degradation [d]

ta,eff Effective Residence Time Due to Net Losses [d]

x Mixing Ratio [-]

E.2.7 Indices

i Subscript of R or Pov: Medium for which the Measure is Computed
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k Subscript of R or Pov: Release Medium
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